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Paradoxically, as ]arosiaw Kozlowski noted in an, interview with Bozena Czubak, the end of 
communism and the onset of a period when freedom became statutory', meant also the end of many 
independent initiatives. When the Central Bureau of Artistic Exhibitions (today again known as the 
Zachi;ta) was regaining its programming independence, relinquishing the role of People's Poland's most 
official exhibition space for cultural policy and propaganda, the Akumulatory 2 Gallery, operating 
under the auspices of Poznan's State College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts), was going 
down, defeated by the 'pressure of brutal capitalism'. 

For the next twenty years we would be learning anew what the Akumulatory had been, advocating 
all along: serving artists, taking risks involved in radical values, practicing politicality (rather than, 
politicking) making ethical choices, being a place where real, equal dialogue between artists and the 
public could be initiated. 

After more than twenty years these ideas remain valid for us. 

The operating history of the Akumulatory 2 ended in 1990. 

The history of the gallery itself and its ideas continues. 

One proof of this is the exhibition Beyond Corrupted Eye. The Akumulatory 2 Gallery, 1972-1990, 

which this publication, accompanies. 

I thank the show's curators and this book's editors, Bozena Czubak ( also the project's initiator) and 
Jaroslaw Kozlowski for giving us a chance to bring to fruition, such an enormous and important project. 

Hanna Wr6blewska 

Director of Zach~ta National Gallery of Art 



This exhibition is an attempt to present the history of a gallery that for eighteen years of its operations 
remained a non-commercial space for presenting the work of artists from all over the world. The exhibitions 
and discussions initiated there and a critical discourse pursued in both theory and practice situate it among 
the most significant actors on the then map of artistic geography. Functioning in defiance of geopolitical 
divisions, the Akumulatory 2 Gallery was a place where the public was able to become familiar with art 
from the East and West, with artists from Eastern and Western Europe, the United States and Canada, 
from South America and Asia. 

The gallery's origins date back to the NET idea, formulated in 1971 by Jaroslaw Kozlowski and Andrzej 
Kostol:owski, and a subsequent manifesto mailed to some three hundred and fifty artists and art critics 
in Poland and internationally, inviting collaboration and a free exchange of artistic facts. Despite official 
reprisals, the idea of an anti-institutional, non-controllable NET was continued and developed at the 
Akumulatory 2 Gallery in Poznan,founded by Kozlowski in 1972. Functioning until 1990, the gallery 
was a space where various artistic ideas and philosophies intersected, where various forms and modes 
of art's functioning were presented and discussed. The gallery showed artists associated with conceptual 
art, minimal art, land art, mail art, concrete poetry, Fluxus, as well practices combining the visual arts 
with music. 

From 1972 to 1990 the Akumulatory 2 Gallery presented a total of one hundred and ninety .five events, from 
exhibitions, through performances, actions and music projects, to lectures. The gallery functioned as a quasi
institution, lacking institutional support and often changing venues. Run, and largely .financed, by Jaros/aw 
Kozlowski, it was a space that was put at the disposal of the invited artists without obliging them to adhere 
to any predefined agenda. 

The documentary material presented at the Zachfta and in the accompanying publication offers an 
insight into artistic practices pursued outside the official, entrenched art system, beyond the axes of the 
centre/periphery divisions, into a vast area of artistic strategies developed at a small, alternative gallery 
collaborating with artists from all over the world despite functioning in the oppressive conditions of 
a communist state. 

The notion of being 'beyond corrupted eye' refers to both vision and visibility. On the one hand, to vision that 
refuses to surrender to ideological pressures and commercial temptations and, on the other, to a blurring of 
distinctions between the visible and that which is expelled from the .field of vision. Visibility resisting aesthetic 
or political preferences is but one way of reading the history of the Akumulatory 2. The documentation 
collected in the exhibition and book, largely published for the .first time, will facilitate, I hope, a much more 
comprehensive reading of this history. 

Bozena Czubak 
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Conversation 
between Bozena Czubak and Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

BC The founding of the Akumulatory 2 Gallery was, to an extent, a consequence of the 
NET, an artistic exchange project, radically anti-institutional in nature, that you initiated 
with Andrzej Kostolowski in 1971. The NET Manifesto was distributed in January 1972 
and in May the first presentations took place at the Akumulatory. You've always stressed 
the connection between the Akumulatory 2 Gallery and the NET. What was the continuity 
between the radically anti-institutional NET and a bricks-and-mortar gallery with its 
necessarily institutional implications? 

JK The idea of a gallery emerged almost concurrently with the NET and, in a way, was its 
consequence. A large group of artists who showed their work at the Akumulatory had earlier 
declared their participation in the NET and accepted its premises. I never felt a sense of 
contradiction between running a gallery and the postulate of establishing a free exchange of 
ideas and informal contacts between artists outside the institutional framework, entrenched 
hierarchies and systemic and political boundaries, a postulate that was put forth in the 
NET manifesto. When we were prevented from publishing the NET materials - the first 
presentation was interrupted by the secret police - it actually became a necessity to have 
a space where we could develop the idea and share it with others. Although the Akumulatory 
initially operated under a kind of institutional protective umbrella - first of the Polish 



Student Association, then the State Graduate School of Plastic Arts - this umbrella was 
a purely practical one. It allowed us, for instance, to print the invitations and posters and to 
invite the public to meetings or exhibitions, but it had no consequences whatsoever for the 
gallery's program, which was completely independent, not consulted or endorsed in any way 
with any official authorities. There were no jobs, no salaries or fees. Everything was done 
without money and resulted from my private contacts with artists. When they came to Poznan 
to make an exhibition, they stayed at my place. We ate meals together and drank hectolitres of 

coffee and tea and talked a lot, both at my place and at the gallery. From this perspective, the 
Akumulatory was a non-institutional place in the full sense of the word. The NET had a large, 
international following of several hundred, and with time even more, artists from various 
parts of the world and the gallery made it possible to show some of them in Poland. 

BC What happened to the NET when the Akumulatory opened? 

JK The NET continued to function and grow spontaneously. In fact, it was never controlled 
by us, there was no central of any kind. Me and Andrzej Kostolowski, who co-authored the 
manifesto, dissociated ourselves firmly from any coordinating functions. At first, I put the 

names of artists who had confirmed their accession on the list and sent their addresses to 
the other participants. I made additional lists and appendices to appendices. The whole thing 
grew so large that it was impossible to catch up with it, especially that I personally typed out 
all the lists and then copied them over several sheets of carbon paper. Photocopiers didn't 
exist yet and, for obvious reasons, I had no access to mimeographs. 

BC What were the models for the gallery you had founded? It was not the official, public 
institutions, from which you had distanced yourself for a very long time. As an artist, you 
functioned in the underground until 1990. Nor were Western galleries the model, I think, 
because before 1972 you hadn't had any experiences with Western institutions yet. You had 
successfully established contacts with many international artists through the NET, but that 
was the non-institutional level. 

JK What was very important was the experience I had gained at the Galeria odNOWA in 
Poznan, where I worked for two years (1967-69) with Andrzej Matuszewski. Other points 
of reference included several independent galleries that operated at the time and whose 
independence from the official art world I was well aware of: Galeria Pod Monq Liz<! in 
Wroclaw, Foksal in Warsaw, Krzysztofory in Cracow, Galeria EL in Elblqg. I certainly didn't try 
to adopt as model the commercialised and artist-manipulating Western galleries, something 
I hadn't experienced personally, because I didn't have a passport, but whose operating model, 
which went completely against my beliefs, I was well familiar with. 

BC A group of art history students helped you set up the gallery. 

JK The gallery was actually very much their idea. I taught a painting technology course in 
the faculty of art history, a position Andrzej Turowski had offered me in 1971. I devoted most 
of the time to contemporary art, treating the curriculum of painting technologies rather briefly 
and cursorily. The students' preoccupation with recent art prompted them to propose we set 
up a gallery where they'd be able to experience the art we talked about during the classes. We 
started looking around for options and approached the Polish Student Association, which 
suggested a student club at the Adam Mickiewicz University's students' dormitory as a place 
where such a gallery could be accommodated. We started with lectures, which served as 
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an important theoretical introduction. Among the invited speakers were Jerzy Ludwinski, 
Andrzej Kostolowski and Andrzej Turowski. After a few months' hiatus, we were allowed 
to use the disco room. We could use it for four days a week, in between the disco nights, 
which was rather troublesome due to the frequent renovations required. That continued for 
several years. Then we were allotted a smaller but independent room. Of the original group of 
students who had helped to set up the gallery, only Andrzej Jur remained, who for quite a long 
time helped me to organise exhibitions, sometimes also Piotr Piotrowski. Then other people 
became involved: Kinga Kozlowska, Bogdan Perzynski, lwona Malin.ska, or Adam Kalinowski, 
who became the place's great fan already as a high school student. From 1981 until the 
gallery's end, that is, for nine years, I ran the Akumulatory together with Hanna Luczak. 

BC The gallery's name originated with the name of the student club. 

JK That's right, but the main reason for using it was a huge neon sign with the 
word 'akumulatory' [car batteries] - an advertisement for the Poznan-based Centra 
manufacturing company - on top of the dormitory building where the gallery was located. 
The sign's presence and visibility against the city's skyline was incredible and it begged to 
be appropriated for the gallery. The number '2' was added to the name to distinguish our 
initiative from the ephemeral gallery that had previously operated briefly at the club. 

BC Even though the gallery took its name from the venue, it wasn't identical with it. The 
documentation of exhibitions shows that they were presented at various places. 

JK From time to time we were prevented from using 'our' gallery room. Such situations 
were probably inspired by the secret police [Sluzba Bezpieczenstwa, SB] -without any 
explanation we were either ordered to vacate the room or refused to be given the key. We 
would return after some time, but in the meantime had to look for alternative venues and 
in such cases we took advantage of the hospitality of Poznan's other independent galleries: 
AT, Wielka 19, ON Galllery, we also did exhibitions twice in the Academy's auditorium, 
once at the Galeria Fotografii, and the Akumulatory's final presentation, an installation by 
Richard Wilson, took place at Warsaw's Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle. 
The problems with the venue affected the frequency of the exhibitions, with periods of 

acceleration, when we held one show after another, alternating with months of inactivity. 

BC Was such harassment a preventive strategy or a reaction to specific exhibitions? 

JK Rather, it was a result of sheer spitefulness and a way to show us who is in charge. 
On several occasions I protested about those reprisals with the University's rector, but the 
position was held at the time by an ardent Party member, the later minister of science and 
tertiary education, and he hardly helped. Only once did I manage to get him to intervene, 
I was completely determined by the situation. A day before the opening of an exhibition of 
John Hilliard, who'd come from London with his works, we were told we were not allowed to 
enter the gallery. 

BC Formally, the gallery functioned at the time under the auspices of the Adam 
Mickiewicz University. 

JK It did, throughout the 1970s, right until the declaration of martial law in December 
198L It was accommodated in the University's dormitory and formally financed by its Polish 
Student Association unit (later renamed the Socialist Union of Polish Students, SZSP), 
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which gave us a few pennies for printing the invitations and posters (the paper and printing 
plates I had to creatively obtain myself) and for postage stamps to mail out those invitations. 
With the introduction of martial law, the University of Fine Arts (then the State Graduate 
School of Plastic Arts, PWSSP) took over as the patron of all of Poznan's independent 
galleries, the SZSP having washed its hands and dissociated itsel£ 

BC This happened when you were the PWSSP's rector. 

JK It was the only way to save those galleries, which had suddenly lost all their support 
and operating capacity. 

BC How did the gallery manage under the SZSP? There were projects that required 
funding. Artists came from abroad, who covered their travel and living costs? 

JK There was no budget for that at all. With British and German artists, I tried to secure 
funds from institutions like the British Council or the Goethe-Institut. Others paid for 
themselves. As for equipment and materials, everything was financed by the artists 
themselves or with my own money, which in the 1970s wasn't easy with an assistant lecturer's 
- and earlier librarian's - salary. But although the situation entailed certain limitations, it 
also gave us a lot of freedom of movement, because there were no financial dependencies of 
any kind. We didn't ask for money, so there were no obligations, no inspections. 

BC You always stress that no programming statement had ever been formulated for the 
gallery. This is paradoxical, because when one thinks of the Akumulatory 2, the image is of 
a highly programmed gallery, with no room for accidental presentations. 

JK It was a conscious decision to avoid imposing programming limitations, becoming 
attached to any artistic group or movement. The programme was to listen very closely to 
recent art, to be into was happening in art at the time. 

BC This was your reception of art ... 

JK Mostly so. But it was also a result of conversations, discussions with the artists showing 
their work at the gallery. Those who came were often recommended by other artists. This 
system of references was part of the Akumulatory's strategy. There were shows that didn't 
necessarily stem from my personal preferences or fascinations. 

BC The Akumulatory was perceived as a gallery of conceptual art, but that conceptualism 
had very different faces. 

JK If the term 'conceptual' applies to the Akumulatory at all, it is in terms of the artists' 
strategies rather than the ways of their articulation. All kinds of works were shown at the 
gallery, from analytical texts, through performative actions, to 'soft' painting. The essence, 
I think, wasn't in any linguistic forms but in strategies that, I believe, defined what we call 
the conceptual thinking about art, the conceptual reflection. Naturally, conceptual art was 
certainly present at the Akumulatory throughout the 1970s, because at the time it was the 
most radical articulation and one that significantly changed our thinking about art, with its 
critique of modernism, formalism, of the institutional art world. But in the 1980s the gallery 
saw many presentations that had nothing to do with conceptualism. 

BC Some of those dealt with practices in the fields of concrete poetry, visual poetry or artist's 
book. Your preoccupations as an author of a dozen or so books must have played a role here. 
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JK To an extent, yes, but it was a fresh phenomenon at the time. Artist's books entered the 
institutional art world only with the 1976 Documenta in Kassel, where a separate section 
was devote to them. It was also during that Documenta that drawing was singled out as an 
autonomous form of artistic articulation. Before that, both things were treated as marginal. 
And in conceptual art, drawing and text were very convenient tools of artistic analysis. In the 
West, artist's books, assembled collections of originals that the authors published at their 
own expense in one or two hundred copies outside of galleries or professional publishing 
houses, were part of a broader criticism of the commercial art world, but in our part of 
Europe they served as an expression of independence from a freedom of speech-suppressing 
political regime. In a way, it was also the proverbial spirit of the time, just like the 'New 
Expression' movement of the 1980s, later known as 'wild painting'. One interesting example 
of a local exemplification of this kind of practices was the painting of Jerzy Kopec. The 
gallery's program stemmed all the time from listening to the pulse of recent art. I selected 
the artists to be featured, but their articulations were so diverse that one could hardly find 
any common denominator that would define the gallery's program or profile. 

BC The program was interdisciplinary, going beyond the bounds of the visual arts. 

JK Because the forms of artistic articulation were very freely conceived at the time, there 
were no preferences for specific artistic languages, and very interesting strategies were 
pursued in the field, for instance, of improvised music, hence performances by artists such 
as Wolfgang Fuchs or Sven-Ake Johansson. 

BC You've mentioned the gallery's theoretical foundations in the shape oflectures by 
Andrzej Kostolowski, Jerzy Ludwiii.ski or Andrzej Turowski. This theoretical aspect was 
continued in the following years. 

JK Andrzej Kostolowski was a frequent lecturer at the Akumulatory, some lectures being 
also delivered by Jurek Ludwiii.ski or Alicja K~piii.ska. The idea of combining artistic practice 
with theoretical reflection, exhibitions with lectures, stemmed from our strong sense that 
theory matters as much as practice, that the two elements complement each other and 
should be confronted. Moreover, lectures provided a natural forum for discussion. At the 
Akumulatory, it was always possible to exchange views; the exhibition openings were not 
your typical gallery reception, there were no attractions, no drinks. The show's author 
was usually present, and he was available for discussion in the following days too. The 
discussions held at the gallery attracted international artists. Word spread far and wide that 
at this gallery art is talked about, that people come here to learn something, to discuss things, 
that they treat the works very seriously. 

BC The audience not only discussed art but also, as the photographic documentation 
attests, participated in many events. This interaction with the public was an inherent part of 
some projects ... 

JK Audience-engaging events were frequent and the most evident example was the Fluxus 
Festival in 1977, which actually relied on audience participation, on the activity of the people 
who came to the gallery and joined the game that was proposed to them. Over four days, 
people played on various Fluxus instruments, practiced Fluxus sports, you could have yourself 
examined at the Flux Clinic. Projects of this kind were also carried out by Eric Andersen, Dick 
Higgins, Emmett Williams. Fluxus artists had a particular ability to engage the public. 
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BC How did the Fluxus Festival come about? 

JK Following contact established via the NET, I was exchanging letters with George 
Maciunas and at some point I invited him to have an exhibition at the Akumulatory. 
In response, he sent me all kinds of materials (prints, books, films) and a very detailed 
scenario of a four-day festival. According to this scenario, we performed pieces by 
Maciunas himself as well as by authors such as A-Yo, George Brecht, Dick Higgings, Joe 
Jones, Yoko Ono, Nam June Paik, Paul Sharits, Ben Vautier or Robert Watts. 

BC This strong Fluxus presence challenges the image of the Akumulatory as a space of 
conceptual solemnity. 

JK The Fluxus Festival changed the gallery very much. The element of play, laughter, 
irony proved extremely constructive for our thinking about the gallery, allowing it to 
shake off the aura of intellectual seriousness, of a place of purely conceptual reflection. 
It exposed the dogmatism involved in treating conceptualism too seriously. The Fluxus 
provocation, sense of humour, laughter provided good energy, an ability to distance 
yourself from the pompous and grandiloquent. They also had a good effect on my 
own seriousness. Besides the pleasure involved in performing pieces by great artists, 
participating in the Fluxus Festival helped me also to learn a lot. 

BC The view of the Akumulatory as cultivating the idea of autonomous art, 
uninterested in what is going on outside the gallery's walls, is contradicted by the 
critical themes present in the work of artists such as Victor Burgin - with his critique 
of representation - or Krzysztof Wodiczko, with his last Polish exhibition in 1976, 
Show and Conversation about Line (later presented in a different version, as References, at 
Warsaw's Foksal Gallery). 

JK I think it was a groundbreaking work in Wodiczko's practice, one that introduced 
him to the field of the political contextualisation of art. Henri Chopin also played with 
the political in his concrete poetry, but in a completely different way than Wodiczko. Also 
Endre T6t, with his totalistic zero-writing with which he commented on all aspects of 
reality, which made him 'permanently happy' regardless of the circumstances. Another 
example of work in this vein are the coded visual drawing poems of Carlfriedrich Claus, 
a dissident repressed in East Germany and utterly marginalised who, despite acute 
reprisals, remained an idealist, deeply believing in the assumptions of what was a peculiar 
interpretation of communism. The issue of art's politicality and autonomy was also taken 
up, in an indirect way, in my 1982 installation Green Wall, Its Image, Its Illusion and Its 
Representation, shown at the gallery several months after the introduction of martial law. 

BC The Akumulatory chronicle includes nearly two hundred projects: exhibitions, 
lectures, happenings. Between 1972 and 1990, twenty six lectures took place and one 
hundred and sixty nine exhibitions, including six group ones. Among the latter, Private 
Views [From Private Point of View] (1978) and Individual Mythologies (1980) emphasised 
the individual already in their titles. As Luiza Nader notes in Konceptualizm w PRL 
(2009)1. privateness and individualism served as a response to the ideologisation of 
life in People's Poland, of its political, social and artistic reality. In opposition to the 

Luiza Nader, Konceptualizm w PRL, Warsaw: Wydawnictwa Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2009. 
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official institutions, the Akumulatory functioned to some degree in the private sphere, 
as you said yourself: what began at the gallery, ended at your home. 

JK I think it's worth discussing this in greater detail, because the issue of art's politicality 
and autonomy before the breakthrough 1989 is often presented in Poland today in terms that 
are rather superficial and actually false or, in any case, ignoring the reality of the era. That 
reality, as Luiza Nader rightly notes in her book, was filled with pushy ideology on all levels, 
whether in public or private space. It is hard to imagine today, for instance, that under the 
then law the police or the SB [secret police] had the right to enter any premises where more 
than three people met, on the suspicion of their holding a clandestine, possibly subversive 
meeting. That was precisely the legal basis cited when the SB marched into my flat during 
the first presentation of the NET. So even the private sphere was under threat and politically 
infiltrated. In this context, any non-official practice at the time was politically subversive and, 
paradoxically, this was even more true for a declaration of autonomy, which ostentatiously 
ignored the compliant forms of political involvement. It was not only an aesthetic choice, 
but above all an ethical one. The only other alternative were declaratively anti-system, anti
regime practices, but those - due to the system's repressiveness - usually remained but 
a mischievous gesture because they resulted in a ban, making it impossible for the artist to 
continue working. Moreover, such practices risked becoming entangled in the very same 
agitprop rhetorics that characterised the other party, which in the case of artistic statements 
is usually counterproductive, resulting in journalistic literalness and oversimplifications. 
It was, therefore, necessary to look for other forms that would guarantee one's sovereignty. 
Hence Private Views and Individual Mythologies, which manifested the nature of individual 
articulations, personified with responsibility for one's own views and attitudes, independent 
of ideological, political or aesthetic formations. 

BC Several names pop up time and again on the exhibition list as some artists returned to 
the Akumulatory and had several exhibitions. 

JK There were several artists who showed more frequently than others, such as Andrzej 
Berezianski, who treated the gallery as a kind oflaboratory, an extension of his own practice, 
and showed new works almost every year. He didn't want to show at any official gallery -
and they probably wouldn't have him either. Andrzej Dluzniewski, Wlodzimierz Borowski, 
KrzysztofWodiczko, Tomek Osinski and Jerzy Rosolowicz made several appearances. 
Among foreign artists, Peter Mandrup, Lone Arendal, Emmett Williams and Robin Klassnik 
appeared several times, and so did Helmut Nickels who'd turned his back on the Western art 
scene and also treated the Akumulatory as a sort oflab room. Many of the artists I showed at 
the gallery became my long-time friends, not only in artistic terms. 

BC You often showed your own work at the Akumulatory too. 

JK I didn't have a studio and it was a place where I felt comfortably. Besides, I didn't show 
my work at the official galleries and the alternative ones were rather few at the time. 

BC The geography of the gallery's artistic contacts, the presented artists' countries of origin, 
belies the stereotypical notion of the East as idolising the West. While a broad range of 
outstanding Western European and American artists appeared at the Akumulatory, you also 
showed some very interesting Eastern European ones, who in the r97os weren't shown at the 
official venues. Already the second exhibition was of the Czech artist Petr Stembera. 
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JK In 1973 there were also presentations of Laszlo Lakner and Imre Bak, two years later 
of Endre T6t, all from Hungary, and before that an exhibition of the Czech artist Jiri Valoch. 
There was no orientation towards the West, but towards artistic diversity and we did our 
best to invite artists from very different regions of the world. There would have been more 
Eastern Europeans but, paradoxically, making contact with Western artists was much easier, 
the radical movements being much more visible there from our perspective. We were very 
much interested in, for instance, artists from Russia (then the Soviet Union), but there was 
no chance for that. I sent letters to people whose addresses I had, but there was no response 
whatsoever, the letters got lost, simply disappeared, probably confiscated by the censors on 
either side of the border. Making contact with artists from Romania or Bulgaria was also 
difficult. Due to various obstacles not all presentations came off, e.g. Geza Perneczky's from 
Hungary or a lecture by Laszlo Beke. One phenomenal event was the show and visit of 
Carlfriedrich Claus from what was then East Germany, an artist whose works weren't shown 
anywhere at all, except perhaps in Czechoslovakia under Dubcek. Funding was also a big 
problem. As I've mentioned, we had no budget for covering the costs of inviting artists from 
abroad and as those were usually rebellious artists, at odds with the official art world, they 

never got a chance for a grant. 

BC In 1977, a series of exhibitions of Asian artists took place. 

JK It was a result of further recommendations. In 1975, we held the exhibition ofYutaka 
Matsuzawa, probably the best known representative of Japanese conceptual art, which was 
different from its European or American versions; I was in touch with him through the 
NET. I asked him to give me the names of other Japanese artists that we could show at the 
Akumulatory. He sent me a list of several names and this resulted in a series of five solo 
shows and one by an artistic collective. 

BC Did any of those artists come to Poland? 

JK No, they sent the works by mail. Travel costs would have been formidable. 

BC Did you have a chance to meet them elsewhere? 

JK Twice I met Akira Komoto later - once he visited me in Poznan and once we met 
in Berlin. 

BC In the 1980s, the Akumulatory showed very many debuting artists and one could get 
the impression that you had opened a gallery for young artists. Earlier, in the late 1960s at 
the odNOWA Gallery, you ran the Debutantes Salon. 

JK Young artists' exhibitions took place already in the 1970s, but it's true that a whole new 
wave of very interesting artistic strategies emerged in the Poznan academy in the 1980s, 
young, active people worth showing at the gallery due to what they did. Several of them, such 
as Hanka Luczak or Mariusz Kruk, had their first solo shows at the Akumulatory. In fact, 
other Poznan independent galleries invited young artists too at the time for precisely the same 
reason. At the Akumulatory, the program was so constructed from the very beginning to show 
young or debuting artists besides more well-known ones. There was no hierarchisation, no 
one was celebrated, or everyone was celebrated and treated in the same way. Inviting an artist 
meant putting at their disposal a space where they carried out whatever project they had in 
mind, without any corrections or censorship. And took responsibility for it. 
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BC Some of the artists shown at the Akumulatory had shows at other Polish independent 
galleries too. Was there any collaboration between galleries? 

JK At first, there was collaboration with the Foksal Gallery and some of the artists 
presented at the Akumulatory had their shows there, e.g. John Hilliard, Ian McKeever, 
Lawrence Weiner, Michael Craig-Martin or, if I remember well, Joel Fischer. In the 
1980s, we had this kind of exchange with Andrzej and Emilia Dluzniewskis' Galeria 
Piwna 20/26 and among the artists who found their way there through us were 
Emmett Williams, Susan Hiller, Gerald Hemsworth or Susan Ormerod, while two or 
three artists who had shows at the Piwna later had presentations at the Akumulatory. 
Robin Klassnik, Hanka Luczak and Helmut Nickels showed their work also at Masza 
Potocka's. 

BC Even before the Akumulatory gallery was born, you had had shows at the Foksal and 
the Pod Monq Lizq Gallery. How did you later find the Akumulatory's orientation towards 
those galleries? 

JK Foksal was highly hierarchical, Tadeusz Kantor playing a huge role there and his artistic 
views determined the gallery's program as well as giving it an authoritarian feel of sorts. 
I felt a much closer connection with the Pod Monq Lizq Gallery. In fact, the idea of the 
Akumulatory as a discussion forum was partly borrowed from there. In 1968, I had a show 
there and - as the playing rules required - on the seventh, final day, there was a public 
discussion. Some four hundred people came and for over three hours we passionately 
discussed art and my exhibition. Some extremely interesting conversations happened also 
at the odNOWA, but it was at the Pod Monq Lizq that I realised that art can be important not 
only for the select few and that it can be discussed with such passion and enthusiasm. 

BC One thing the Akumulatory had in common with the Pod Monq Lizq was working in 
a 'temporary' space. 

JK Pod Monq Lizq was located in a pass-through space leading to the reading room of 
the Wroclaw EMPiK store. In the late 1970s, the Akumulatory shared space with offices of 
Totalizator Sportowy, the state lottery- the dorm's management leased them a large room 
through which you had to pass to enter the gallery. For artists coming from abroad this was 
exotica, but for us it was another oppression and a problematic situation making it hard to 
run the gallery. 

BC You also collaborated with foreign galleries. 

JK This resulted in three exhibitions presenting galleries of similar status and profile: 
Jean Sellem's Galerie S:t Petri from Lund, Sweden, Copenhagen's Kanal 2 Gallery and 
ReykjaVI'k's Sudurgata 7. Those were galleries that were similar in some ways to the 
Akumulatory, also affiliated with the alternative scene, although here this scene functioned 
mainly for political reasons and there as an alternative to the dictates of the free-
market ideology. 

BC The Akumulatory showed quite many Western artists whose work featured critical 
themes, including regarding the art world's functioning. Some of those artists were 
represented by mainstream galleries and enjoyed a commercial market presence. How was 
that perceived at the time? 
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JK I remember a long conversation with Victor Burgin, who, shortly before his 
exhibition at the Akumulatory, had signed a deal with prominent London and New 
York-based galleries obviously connected with the commercial art market. For me this 
was an ambiguous situation, especially in the context of his work offering a critique of 
culture subjected to the dictates of capitalism and the free market. Burgin argued those 
contradictions were intellectually inspiring for him, offering him a new, better knowledge 
of the playing field and potential material for further work. Burgin was doubtless one of 
the more interesting artists working in the conceptual field who pursued thinking about 
art as entitled to social criticism. It seems to me that in our conversation he was aware of 
the dangers involved in his position. Richard Long, in turn, paid no attention to political 
contexts at all. Focused on his idea of art, he travelled around the world and simply pursued 
his strategy. I remember his astonishment when, during our stay in Smiel6w, where 
he also created a work (a circle in the grass by the river), me and Andrzej Kostolowski 
started discussing the system of art's functioning in Poland and the West. Long was 
utterly surprised by our questions, which concerned the situation of British art under the 
Thatcher administration, and admitted that it was the first time he had ever thought of art 
in the context of politics. I envied him a little, because down here such a situation would 
have been unthinkable. For some artists the visit in Poland and the discussions at the 
Akumulatory proved an important experience, influencing their subsequent work. That 
was the case with Robin Klassnik and his initiative to start in his studio in the East End of 
London a gallery analogous to the Akumulatory - Matt's Gallery - a space alternative to 
the rigid system of Britain's artistic institutions. At the Akumulatory, Robin was fascinated 
by the quality of the debate, the questions he was asked from the moment the public 
entered the gallery and saw his Yellow Postal Sculpture - it turned out so important for the 
audience people could actually have a quarrel over it. 

BC Matt's Gallery, modelled upon the Akumulatory, is a case where the traditional centre/ 
peripheries relationship has been reversed. It is not the West that provides the model here, 
but an Eastern gallery becomes an inspiration for a Western one. 

JK Matt's Gallery, which has a great space and continues to operate on terms that respect 
the artist and are not to be seen elsewhere, remains a place of alternative status. The 
commercial aspect is completely marginal there, the gallery has financial problems, but 
Robin Klassnik is principled, hates compromises, and the gallery- and the art presented 
therein -wins as a result. And has done so for thirty five years! 

BC The Akumulatory remained in operation for eighteen years, the final exhibition taking 
place in 1990, a very important year for recent Polish history. 

JK Paradoxically, at the moment when the breakthrough came and a system we had 
opposed for years finally collapsed, serious financial problems began. The University 
demanded that we pay rent and electricity bills. We couldn't afford to cover those costs 
and our lease was terminated. The last few presentations took place at third-party spaces. 
I was tired of having to move exhibitions all the time and of being dependent on the good 
will of the managers of other places, which in fact were sinking too for the same reasons 
as us. When freedom became statutory and what had essentially been driving all those 
independent initiatives was finally achieved, those very same initiatives had to bow to the 
sheer economic pressures of brutal capitalism. 



BC The gallery was well familiar to the Polish and international art world. How was it 
perceived locally, in Poznan? 

JK We sent out about four hundred invitations to addresses in Poznan, elsewhere in 
Poland, and abroad. We put up posters at academies and other places where they'd be 
noticed. The media were out of bounds for us, the newspapers ignoring us completely. But 
we had a regular audience, a group of several dozen people who regularly visited the gallery 
and followed exhibitions throughout the Akumulatory's career. You can see familiar faces 
popping up in photos from different years. That group of regulars was keenly interested in 
what happened at the gallery and it wasn't attachment to a specific place, which we often 
changed, but curiosity about what would happen and what the conversations with the artists, 
who were present at the gallery for four days of the show, would produce. 

BC The gallery has left a collection of posters and invitations. The latter, designed 
by the artists themselves, have great documentary value, but they also form a very 
interesting collection. 

JK The principle was that the artist designs the front page of the invitation. All came in the 
format of 21 x ro cm. On several occasions we had no money for printing, so I typed them 
out on a typewriter. Both the posters and the invitations differ widely in terms of paper and 
printing quality. The only printing place I managed to persuade to work for us was a small 
print shop in Srem, which had no access to paper [printing paper was rationed], so each 
time I had to obtain it myself, which I did by buying it illegally, usually at another print shop, 
where I also had the plates made, something I had no permission for either. All that was 
done under the table. 

BC In the r98os, when you served as rector of the PWSSP, the academy's Zeszyty 

Artystyczne periodical started publishing exhibition reviews. 

JK We introduced a section called 'A Chronicle of Artistic Events in Poznan' and all 
independent galleries we were in touch with informed us about their activities. Zeszyty 

Artystyczn.e had a strange status, because it had never been formally endorsed by the censors 
as a periodical, so, pretending it was not a periodical, we marked the successive issues by 
a growing number of points rather than by numbers. 

BC Does the Akumulatory 2 Gallery have anything like an official archive? 

JK I've never treated this as a formalised archive, it was only the exhibition that forced 
me to try and put the material in order. Before that, it was a loose collection of works and 
documents. During the preparations for the show, an archive started to be created, where 
each artist has his or her file with annotated documentation. 
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The Akumulatory 2 Gallery was founded in 1972 as an extension 
of the idea of the NET. Jaroslaw Kozlowski was the gallery's initiator 
and manager, from 1981 running it jointly with Hanna Luczak. 

Among the gallery's collaborators in its early years were Tadeusz 
Matuszczak, Piotr Piotrowski, Andrzej Jur and Kinga Kozlowska, 
later Iwona Malin.ska, Adam Kalinowski and Bogdan Perzynski. 

The gallery was located at a student dormitory at Zwierzyniecka 
Street 7 in Poznan. Due to problems resulting from such a location, 
it occasionally - and from 1986 permanently - used the spaces 
of AT Gallery, Wielka 19 Gallery, ON Gallery, odNOWA Gallery, the 
lecture theatre of the State Graduate School of Plastic Arts in Poznan 
and, on one occasion, the spaces of the Centre for Contemporary Art 
Ujazdowski Castle in Warsaw. 



The Akumulatory 2 Gallery is open to the processes and 
transformations occurring in art and follows them. Artists and 
art theoreticians' individual statements are the foremost field for 
observing and experiencing these transformations and processes. 

The gallery has no programming or stylistic preferences. Serving 
artists and theoreticians, it yields to the pressure of their ideas, 
participating in the taking of risks inherent to the pursuit of 
radical, pioneering artistic attitudes. 

Opposing all kinds of artistic dogmatism and intolerance, the 
Akumulatory 2 Gallery supports such a relationship between the 
artist and the viewer in which entrenched and well-recognised 
conventions give way to active, partnership-based dialogue. This 
dialogue's key characteristic is the equivalence of the freedom 
to make art and of the freedom to receive it. In this sense, the 
Akumulatory 2 Gallery serves its social purposes. 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski, 1975 
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Pozua, 1L ZIIEIZYIIECIA 7 POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECIIA 7 POZNd, Ill ZWIERZUIECIIA 7 
20 - 24 LUTY 1971, lillZIIA 16-19 20-23. Ill. 1978, GODZ. 16 -19 10 IA.I 1978 r. GODZIIA 18 

0 u:ldttnlu 
Jeden ulOU!i o 1ym rlc-j~: 

SECOIDART IITERPRETATIOIS JAROStAW ,,Cot. u.ildtlmyl Ni,: ~(.,ego! 
Adt, drttWfl. l4ki, rttk.c- i IH 

l i,lcbiietkic nicbo I r.lolia btuk'', IAN MURRAY KOZtOWSKI 
EDUARD 

A looy l',D6u, -g uJmic-c:hcm m6'~ 10 amo 

it rotp,oruicnioot,m •po>Jrunicat 1 nn..-•~ 

WTORNE INTERPRETACJE 1warL111: 1+5 lnslll In 
.. F.jt.el DRZEWA, 1-IJ. r-c.clta t W 
i niebicsklc 11lcbo I ~ blast". 5+1 lreslll 

BAL 
Albe 2 lreski 

ANDRZEJ Alli• 10 
BEREZIAilSKI Alllt 1 

Alhlti 
CYIUCZIE POIAlY IAUII 
TOTALIEGO RYSUIIU 

ULERIA UHULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUi, UL ZIIERZYIIECU 7 

3- 6. ll 1978, GODZIIA 18 -19 

GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUI, UL ZWIERlYIIECU 7 BOGDAN 

GALERIA AIUMULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
12 MAI 1978 R. GNZIIA 19,N GALERIA AKUMULATORY 2 (ZSP) POZUi, UL. ZWIERlYIIECU 7 

PERZYNSKI 
POZNAN U. ZWIERZYNIECKA 7 22 - 25 IA.I 1978 R. 608ZIIA 18 -19 

PONIEOZIAlEK, 8. X. 1978, godz. 19.00 

ALICJA 
FILM K~PIHSKA ANORZEJ 

OtUiNIEWSKI 
■ 

BIBLIOTEKI PAMELA --·--
ROBERTSON-PIERCE (/ulna /nlMJra/ia 

■ 

BEZTYTUt.U 

ULERIA UUMULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZIAI, Ill ZIIERZYIIECIA 7 
15 -18 IA.I 1971 R. GODZIIA 18 -19 

6ALERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) GALERIA AIIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) GALEIIIA AIUHLATORY 2 (SZSP) ULERIA UHULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
rozua, UL ZIIERlYIIECU 7 POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 pozua, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 7 

27 - 29. I. 1971 r. GODZ. 12 -18 18. - 21. XII. 1978 r. GODZIIA 16 -19 22. - 25. I. 1979 r. 6HZIIA 18 -19 5-8 LUTY 1979 r. GODZIIA 18-19 
fWTST AW A W GAI.EIUI WlElJU. 11t !Otwotek~-~ino,..,~111.,a 

Prywatne Pogl~dy ROBIN FROI PRIVATE POIIT If YIEW JEFFINSTDNE llmolllnzJaeAl 

KLASSNIK ·-- '}i.s,,w/ Saipt Aimil~ 
Aimil'" 
llrzy bllckl 
Allcja lwM,u 

! 

, .. ,~ 
Alffllll- ,_ . ··-• .. , 

lamlaw lozlH1kl PHOTO/SCULPTIRAL/PIECES Dllllllw._cz 
FOTO-RZEtBY !~:¥ ""'-Almllllllpsz 1178 -

lnpztoflllllczb 

lltOMJSAIZ WTSTAWT, JAI06L\W KOZl.OWRll 

IAROSUW IOZlOWSII 
MALARSTWO SCIENNE 

WALL PAINTING I-HI, 1978-79 

_______ ,. ____ -----··---



ULERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUi, Ill. ZIIERZYIIECU 7 
5 - 8 MARZEC 1979 r. GOIIZIIA 18 -19 

IAN MCKEEVER 

----·-------____ .., __ _ 
---·--
-----·--,. ______ _ 

______ ,. __ ___ ,. ____ _ 
--··-------... --... ---
··---·- .. -·-~ .. --- ... -·--·---

GALER IA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
P0ZIAI, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 7 
1 - 10 MAI 1979 r. GODZIIA 16 - 19 

lUDMIU POPIEL 
JERZV FEDOROWICZ 

in 

GALERIA UUIUUTORY 2(SZSP) 
POZIU, ULZIIERIYIIECU 7 
PDIIOZIAt.EI, 28.11.1979, lilllL 20.00 

~~~ 
~~~'v.~~~ 

~ \: ~',~~ 
~~ ~~~ 
~~~ 

GALEIIA AIUIUUT0RY 2 (SZSP) 
PIZIAi, IL ZIIEIZYIIECU 7 
12-15 . ._ 1171 r. HDL 11-19 
""--- ..,_..,. ~ tl. DL ~ •·• 

0 •idu-m• 
kdc-. -6..i o llilla ~~: 

.£6t 11.-1du•1? "k acaq,61M'IOI 
Ach, dnema. l\ld. nH( I lu 
I •l"'Ntte ■kbo I~ blull~. 

/1. IHg u6oJ t --'~• -6\t_,C to Mmo 

t l'Oiprollll-k>at1• llpOjn.ci,kffl I rouadoWU,4 
ll,1..'■"41 

.,l!Jiel drr.ew., l•kl, RZEXA I tu 
I 1dcblee.lk nlcbo I alooca t.a..k". 

ANDRZEJ 
BEREZIAliSII 

CYILICZIE POIAZY IAKI 
T8TALIEGO RYSUHU (3) 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 

14 MAI 1979 r. GODZIIA 19,00 

AllCJA IEPINSIA 
llCZBY / NUMBERS 

1234517190 

GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2(SZSP) 
POZIU, ULZIIERZYIIECU 7 
4-8 UIDZIU 1978, HDL 16-19 
0,11._,_. UlJ'IIIWV "' pr,,1,c,,.l,UIH'"~ l \II Godz 2000 

KANAL2 
"'"'""""' -"""""' ,uRMNOIWtWdlN 

USlf:T t8JIAGU ........ 
""'°"'""'"' .,,,,."""""" 
''"'"""'""" """""""'° 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
P0ZIAi, UL ZIIERZYIIECU 7 

19 MARZEC 1979 r. GODL 19.00 

ANDRZEJ 
KOSTOlOWSKI 

Kryfyka 
Jako 

Samokrytyka 
(ODCZYT) 

GALERIA UUMULATORY 2(SZSP) 
P0ZUi, ULZIIERZTIIECU 7 
6-8 LISTOPAD 1979, GODL 16-19 

JACEK 
TYLICKI 

A B C D 

ULERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
pozu•. UL ZIIERIYIIECU 7 
a-10 mczu 1980, NIIZIIA 11 - 11 

Onrmcle.,,__,.•_....,..k.,.L~lO.OO 

JAROSt.AW 
KOZt.OWSKI 

Rysunki 
CZASIIE 

ILOSCIOIE 
IAGIIE 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
P0ZIAi, Ill ZIIERZYIIECU 7 
23 - 26. IIICIEi 1979 r. GODL 16-19 

._...,...,.~n.JV.gc,da.•·tOI 

MICHAEL 
CRAIG-MARTIN 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2(SZSP) 
POZUi, ULZIIERZYIIECU 7 
20-22 LISTOPAD 1979, GODL 16-19 
Ol\l.ian,w- 1n""'"'-1,µ n 111,nw,.tnaJ,r-l,._ l<i \I Go,J, 20(~ 

ANDRZEJ 
Dt.UZNIEWSKI 

PROUDER 

GALERIA AUIULATDIIY 2 (SZSP) 
rozut, Ill ZIIERZYIIECIA 7 
15 -n sncm 1110, GODZJIA 18 -19 

Otwmci...,.__,w~\4-Lc,od-.to,OO 

POWIERZCHNIE 

BOGDAN 
PERZYiSKI 



GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZJIIECIA 7 
22-24 STYCZEi 1980, GOOZIIA 16-19 

0t--=-_,_.,.w~2l.loods.lO.OO 

a 

REKONSTRUKCJE 

TOMASZ OSINSKI 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZNAN, UL ZWIERZUIECU 7 
22-24 IWIECIEi 1980 r. GODZ. 16-19 
~ ..,..._.1' l odcr,.t • _..,...i.t, 2.1. IV. oods. .. 

4Di4 
ZBIGNIEW 

MAKAREWICZ 
HUim■ I PLAGIAT 

ZBIGIIEWA IAIAIIEWICZA 

• 

OLAFUR LARUSSON 

,, 
{(> 0. 

ll'Y•~.~ q,~ I 

I .. --- • 

BALEIIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSI') 
POZNAN, UL. ZIIERZYIIECU 7 
20 - 23 IAJ 1980 rlk GODZ. 16 -19 

GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSPJ 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 

4-6 MARZEC 1980, GODZ. 16-19 
Ot1rnrd1" u·pau:1,1 w powed"Llalcli, l. UL Godz.. 20 

JERZY 
KALUCKI 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 
28- 30 IWIECIEi 1980 r. GODZ. 16-19 

kdwcm:S,t ..,.......,. .,. ~-k, 29. rv. voda. 1o,ool 

Ii, 

PUBIISHED 11 100 COPIES 

ERIC 
ANDERSEN 

JOHN 
BLAKE 

GALERIA AIUMULATORY 2 (SZSPJ 
PDZUi, UL. ZWIERZYIIECU 7 
26 - 29 ■Al 1980 r. GIDZIIA 18 - 19 

GALERIA AKUMULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZNAN, UL ZWIERZYIIECKA 7 
tt - 13. Ill. 1980 r. GODZ. 16-19 
Otw&rci.- 111y11,H1wy w PQniedi;i11lek, 1(1.111. Godi,. 20 

0 U'idzeniu 

Jf"den 11>6.rl O 1y,n 'UCll"llJlt(:.: 

.,Cot widrimy? i\ir nc:ieg61nesol 
.\d,, dnru·11, 1111:1. ni-k(' I Ill$ 

, nlebiei,.Lie nlebo i 11loi'ic:a bh1~J,:•. 

A inny ,;u{lw 'L u~r»iN:hem 1116u.,J 10 !IIUuo 

z rur.promie:ni()l,ym spojnenicm i roi.r .. dow11n,i 
111)81"/,it: 

.,l;.jje! dn.eu·•, 1,tki, ru:h i LAS 
I D.i~bieJk:ie oiebo i !UoflOI blasl,;·•. 

ANDRZEJ 
BEREZIANSKI 
CYILICZNE POKAZY IAUII 
TOTALNEGO RYSUNKU (4) 

GALERIA HUMULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 
12 - 15 MAI 1980 r. GODZIIA 16 - 19 

FRAIZ ERHARD WALTHER 
PR0CES F0RH0WANIA 

BALERIA UUMULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUt, UL ZWIERZYIIECIIA 1 
9 - 12 CZERWIEC 1980 r. G811Z 16 -19 

JERZY 
ROSOtOWICZ 
PSYCHOTR0NIK0N 

GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUt, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 
14 - 17 IWIECIE. 1980 r. GODZ 16 - 19 

6ALERIA S:T PETRI 
DOIUMEITACIA 
DZIHALIOSCI 

B00KWORKS/ISIAZII 

IARIUA SCHMIDT-HEIIS 
GAIRIELE SCHMIDT-IIEIIS 

6ALERIA AIUHLATDRY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUII, UL ZIIERZYNIECU 7 
19 - 22 HI 1980 11k GHZ. 16 -19 

l.1011,1.1a1 .1no 

ULEIIA HIIHLATIIJ 2 ISZSl'I 
PIZIA .. IL ZWIEIZJIIECU 1 
• -13 IIIZESII 1• r. az. 11-11 

DAVID TROOSTWYK 

nasze terrtorlum 



GALERIA AIUIULATOIJ 2 (SZSP) 
POZUt, UL ZIIERZJIIECU 7 

13. l 1980, GODZ. 20,00 

ALICJA 
K~PINSKA 
METONIMIE 

• 

ULERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
rozua. UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 7 
11-22 6IIDZD 1981 r. SIil. 11-19 

iot---~•Jlicol,l,.•m...._lO.OII 

P1nt111 ,un, PIEPIZ 

Pllltlll littll PIEPIZ 

•• 

ANDRZEJ 
DtUZNIEISKI 

GALER IA UUIULA TORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZIAI, UL ZIIERZYIIECU 7 
2-5 MARZEC 1981, GODZIIA 16-19 
Ol11JSrd1! ",,.._.._lt ., poai~k:k. 2.. Ill GcMh. 20 

DANUTA 

MACZAK 

OBSZAR 

GALERIA UUIULATORJ 2 (SZSPJ 
rozu•. UL ZIIERZTIIECU 7 
22-25 USTOPAD 1980 r. GOOZ. 16-18 
lot-'-..,_...,. • .uUGM011wi.aa••nr,oon.w 

INDYWIOUALNE 
MITOLOGIE 
Alldll'U'J lkltdaiiski 
\\'focb.bnlen &mui,d1.i 

Andr.r-"J l>luiniewsl.l 
J~!I Raluckl 
Kojl Kamoji 
AUq11Rtpi6H. 
Jaro.law &ol.lowsld 
hnf!l.-du.insti 
Zbiti:11.iewM~icr. 
T OnlaA. 05in.Mi 
Rot!dan Pcnyft!dd 
"1•rl• Aona Po1ocka 
Jen.11 l\oeolowicz 

BIENNALE SZTUKI 

-· .. --.. --

ULEIIA AIIIILATHY 2 (SZSP) 
PIZUt, a. ZIIEIZTIIEC:U 7 
5-1 STYC:ZEI IHI r. SUL 11-11 

.._...__,.~!.lCJNS-20.IIOt 

JAROS1AW 
KOZt.OWSKI 

18 ,it.luk u, ttkmaNli 

CZYTAC/PISAC 

G. HEL"UT NICKELS, 1978 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2(SZSP) 
POZIAI, UL ZWIERlYNIECU 7 
WTOREI, 10.111.1981 r. GODZ. 20-21 

GALERIA AUHLATORY 2 (SZSP) 
PIZIU, UL ZIIEBZJIIECU 7 
24-27 USTll'AD 1988 r. lilllZ. 16-19 

tut-dlo_,__..,•~H.U.goda.10.DOI 

Gerard 
Hemsworth 

obied/nature 
Still Lile Drawings 

----·· ----

GALER IA AIUIULATDRY 2 (SZSP) 
rozua. UL ZIIEBZYIIECU 7 
1&-19 LUTY 1981, UIZIIA l&-19 
Oun1n:ie ~q ., poa~kk, 16. IL c-i-. 20 

o//~ ( - ' 

.... _jJ 

TOMASZ OSINSKI 
BEZ TYTUt.U 

GALER IA HUIULATDRY 2 (SZSPJ 
POZUI, UL ZWIERZTIIECIA 7 
18-19 MARZEC 1981, GOIIZIU 18 -19 
Ouvarcie wgs&amg w ponlecb.l.lc•. 16. lJJ. CodL 20 

HORYZONT 
ANDRZEJ BEREZIANSKI 

GALERIA AIIHLATIRY 2 (SZSP) 
PBZUt, UL ZIIEIZJIIECIA 7 
1-4 lillED 1988 r. az. 16-19 
~...,.....,.•~Lm.gom.21).JQ 

LAWRENCE 

WEINER 
A WORK IN A CONTEXT 

DZIEtO W KONTEKSCIE 

GALER IA AIIIULATORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZUt, UL ZIIEIZYIIECU 7 
23-26 LUTY 1981, IIOIZIIA 16-19 
O.~ aJptllaq .., ~nak:l. l3. 11. Godz. 20 

S~ 
~ ~~, ~j 

)/ 
'J.eojdqa 2 

BOGDAN PERlYNSKI 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2(SZSP) 
POZIU, UL ZIIERZYIIECU 7 
23-2& IWZEC 1981, tiOIIZIIA 16-19 

WtODZIMIERZ BOROWSKI 



GALER IA AIHOLAJORJ 2 (SZSP) 
POZUi, UL ZWIEIZYIIECIA 7 
38 IARZEC 1981 r. li88Z. 20.00 

ANDRZEJ 
KOSTOtOWSKI 

GALERIA UOIOUTORY 2(SZSP} 
POZIAi, UL ZIIERZUIECU l 
27-30 IIICEi 1981 r. az. 16-19 
Q1U)Ude u..1f911•u..11 II) pou.oectdalet, 27JV. Goib. 20 

JEFF INSTONE 

1·3D.!BD 

GALERIA AIIIILAIIIY Z (SZSP} 

POZIAl IL ZIIHUIIEUA l 
25-28 HI 1181r. HILII--■ 

SUDUGURGATA 7 

!!I 

GALEIIIA UUIULATORY 2(SZSP} 
Galeria ,.Wielka 19" 
POZNAN, uL WIELKA 19 

6-9 kwiecien 1981 r. godz. 16-19 
1on,-=-....,........,.~e.1V.goda,.13.001 

ICH OCZY 

JOHN 
BLAKE 

WOJCIECH BRUSZEWSII 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2(SZSP} 
POZIU, UL ZWIERZTIIECU 7 
4-5 UI 1981 r. GODZ. 16-19 
Oman;;ie wysum'!I w ponicdz.ialf:k. 4. V. GotbH 20 

GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP} 
POZIU, UL ZWIERZUIECIA 7 
19-22. l. 1981 r. GODL 16-19 
Olu.iarde wystau'II w poaJecb.lak¼. 19.X. God1t. 20. 

~ •.,1' 
I • 

IEGO USIY U IAlE 
I ISZTALTIE 

SZTUIA WIELDIEZYCZIA 
PHILIPA BEALE 

JOHN BLAKE 

ULERIA UUIUUTORY 2 (SZSP} 
POZIU, UL ZIIEIZUIECU 1 
6-9 IWIECIEi 1981 r. GDDZ. 16-19 
011uartie WDSl•u'9 w polliedziaJek, 6. IV. Godz.. 20 

PETER MANDRUP 
HANSEN 

IAlEIIA AIIIILAIIH Z (IZIPI 
PIZIAl IL ZIIHZUIECIA l 
11·11 HI 1111 r. IIIL •·■ 

M 
E 
T 
A 
p 
R 
0 
C 
E 
5 

1972/1978 

MARGRIT KAHL 
GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 (SZSP} 
POZNU, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 1 
16-19. n 1981 r. GOOZ. 16-19 
0twll.l'eiC Wlf"'"W8 ■l ponlab.hild, 1,. X.l Godz. 20 

-~" 
mm'!lmaa 
moamaamm 

a1e 
GALERIA UUHUTORY 2 (SZSP) 
POZIAi, UL ZWIERZUIECIA 1 
13-16 KWIECIEi 1981r. GUDZ. 16-19 
Olwarde wys1tt109 w punied7.ialek. 13. IV. Cocb. 20 

GALEIIA AIIIILATHJ Z (IZSP} 
PIZIAl IL ZIIHUIIECIA 1 
13-• HI ■81 r. HIL II-■ 

LONE AR EN DAL 
MALARSTWO 

GALERIA HOIULATORY 2 (PWSSP} 

POZUil, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 

~-~HM~l Nl~Kf l~ 
czytat: plsat 

SRODA, 20.X.82, G.20.80 



ULEIIA AIIIILATIIH (l'ISSP) 
PIZIA .. IL ZIIEIZYIIECIA 1 
3-1 ll t112r. UIZ. tB-19 

Ouuarcie U..'91'AUl9 w ar,odc,, 3.XI. Godz.. 20 

JAROSlAW IOZtOWSII 

ZIELONA SCIANA 
JEJ OBRAZ 
Jej iluzja 

i jej wizerunek 

GALERIA AIUIULAT0IY 2 (PWSSP) 
POZIAli, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 1 
24-26 STYCZEi 1983 r. GODZ. 11-19 
ocw&rcle u•ysu,wi, w poniechlalek, 24. L 8(Mb.. 20.00 

DWA DBRAZY 

PETER MANDRUP 
HANSEN 

GALERIA AIUIULAT0IY 2 (PWSSPJ 

·P0ZIAII, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 1 
9-13 IAIZEC 1983r. ll8IZ. 11-19 

Ollm1fflC U'p!UWJ W in>d(, 9.11.L goch. 20.00 

AMIKAM TOREN 

GALERIA AIUIULAT0RY 2 (PWSSPJ 
P0ZIAli, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 7 
8.-n. Ill. 1982 r. GODZ. 11-19 
otwarcie u113la11•s w ~ode:, II. X.11. godx. 20.00 

DANUTA 
MACZAK 

P ZENIESIEN E 

GALERIA AIUIULAT0RY2 (PWSSPJ 
P0ZIAI, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 1 

21-29 STYCZ£11983r. GODZ.11-19 

l~I[ I~[ l~ll 
MALARSTWO 

,, 

. . , 

-, •. ''w ...... _, ••'J. 

6ALERIA AIIUIULAT0RY2 (PWSSP) 
PDZIAI, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 1 
11-19 IAIZEC 1183rek G011Z. 11-19 

otwarde aJ»ll•u:9 w a-ode, 16. Ill soch. 20.00 

Joanna 
ADAMCZEWSKA 

110x100 

GALER IA AIUIULAT0RJ 2 (PWSSPJ 
PIZIAI, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 
5-8 STYCZU 1983r. az. 11-19 

SUSAN HILLER 

.Jto.uu.w,t -
GALE RIA AIUIULATORY 2 (PISSPJ 
P0ZIAI, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 1 
16-19 um 1983 r. az. n-19 

ot~ia:pawi,m~,16.llgod:x.20.00 

GERALD 
HEMSWORTH 

AKT ROZWAGI 
(ACT OF DISCRE110N) 

GALERIA AIUIULAT0RY2 (PWSSP) 
P0ZIAI, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 1 
23 IWIZEC 1983 Ilk GOIIZ. 20,DO 

ANDRZEJ 
DtUZNIEWSKI 

mniej witl(ej 

6ALERIA AIUIULAT0RY 2 (PWSSP) 
POZIAI, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 1 

12-15 STYCZEi 1983 r. liODZ. 11-19 
OI~ u,,_.wy a, llrod(', 12. l god1. 20.00 

JERZY 
KAlUCKI 

6ALERIA AIUMULATORY2 (PWSSP) 

P0ZIAI, UL ZIIERZYIIECIA 1 
23-26 LUTY 1983r. GODZ.17-19 

HANNA 
LUCZAK 

MALARSTWA I OBRAZY 

llALEIIA AIIIULATBIY 2 (PISSP) 

PIZIAI, UL ZWIEIZYIIECIA 1 
30.03-2.04 1983 ll8IZ.11-18 
otw.rcle U'!J819U!U UI SllOOII 3Q.Q3 god-.. 20.00 

MARIUSZ KROK 

l~IRlflll 



GALERIA AIUIIULATORf2 (PISSP) GALER IA AIIUIIULATOBY 2 (PISSP) GALERIA UOIIULATORY 2 (PWSSP) GALERIA UUMULATORY 2 (PWSSP) 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZUIECU 1 POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 
13-16 IWIECIEi 1983 rtk GODZ. 11-19 4 - 1 IIAI 1983 rek GODZ.11-19 11-14 IIAI 1983 rek GODZ.11-19 18 - 23 IIAI 1983 rok GODZ. 11-19 

otuMude ~•11..'H w Arod(', IJ. IV. aod7.- 20.00 OtWillrcie u,s-,aw9 m irodt, 4. V, god&_ 20.00 otlUll.l'cit: wySl&WJI IIJ ~. II. V.fO(IL 20.00 otwarcle lllUIIIMU;D Ill Srud~. Ut V. gud1. 20.00 

SUSAN ORMEROD Wl~~llMl[RZ TRZY FALE 
TO BE OR NOT TO BE NA ORIGINAL ~~R~W~KI THAT IS THE QUESTION 

~<J~ CZARNYM 
PACYFIKU 

Widziec - czy styszec 
ANDRZEJ BEREZIANSKI 

ROBII ILASSIII 

GALERIA UUIIULATORY 2 (PISSP) GALERIA UUIIULATORY 2 (PWSSP) GALERIA HUIIUUTORY2 (PISSP) GALERIA HUIIULATORY 2 n:n 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 POZUi, UL ZWIERZUIECIA 1 POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 POZUi, UL ZWIERIYIIECU 1 

mn1, 3. n 1983 m GOOZ. 20.00 12-15.1. 1983 rok GODZ. 11-19 24-21.1. 1983 Ilk GODZ. 11-19 16-19.IL 1983 rek GODZ. 11-19 
OOHrde Wffit8UJU m jrode-, 12. X. god:.!.. 20.00 ocw•rcie u'lf5l•WJ w po•ledxi•lek, 2-4·. X. god. 20.00 011t:arcie w~1a1uy w Arod~. 16.XL godz. 20.00 

DISCONCEPTIONS SEF PEETERS TONY 
NAT GOODDEN 

MSU'OfTHEIONC'ilE.\Cf .U:ll'IZU;ZYCUtM 

" ., 
? .. :::: ... ~-..- looM'I,--

fffj~ 
, ___ .. _ 

BEVAN NOTACJE 

Eric Andersen MfN ~ 
~ 

Kirslen Justesen g 

If 
PORTRETY I EMBLEMATY 

GALERIA AIUIIULA TORY 2 ('://') 
GALEBIA UUIIULATIRY 2 r::n GALERIA UUIIULATORY 2 r::n 

POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 1 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 POZIAi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 1 

23-26. Il 1983 rlk GODZ. 11-19 

II 11-14.1. 1984 rek GODl.11-19 25-28.1. 1984 rek GODZ.11-19 
otu:•tete wptawy u, bod(,, 26. X.L gocb. 20.00 

Olwarde UJBlll•IL'JI w ~rude, I I.I. god%. 20.00 olwarde w,st•WJJ w jrodt, 25. I. godL 20.00 

JAROStAW IOZlOWSII 

OPUS MALARSTWO TOMASZ WILMANSKI 

OPUS U~[~~l 
JAROStAW IOZtOWSII KlllN~W~KI CIENIE 

I 
GALERIA UUIIULATORY 2 n:n 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZUIECU 1 
30.ll-3.111. 1983 r1k GODZ. 11-19 

otmude WpMIUJD UJ m:,de, 30. XJ. ~ 20,00 



GALERIA UUMULATORT 2 (':::') 

POZUi, UL ZWIERZTIIECU 7 
15-18.11. 1984 rok GODZ. 17-19 

Olwvde urysUIWH w:lrod(', IS.JI. god1. 20.00 

JERZYKOPEC 

przeltudzenle 

' 

GALERIA AIUMULATORY 2 r::n 
POZUil, UL ZWIERZTIIECU 7 
17.111. 1984 rok GOOZ.1l00 

czytat, pisat 

GALERIA UUMULATORY 2 r:::'l 
POZNAN, UL. ZWIERZUIECIA 7 
27 i 30. IY. 1984 rek GOBZ. 17 -19 

..,_,..p1 ~ I'I a.oa 
.-y11110wa.:,ry1UKIOWIIW. ... W,ooda,'7-

CONFLUX 

GALERIA AIUMULATORY 2 r::;•) 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZUIECU 7 
22-23.11. 1984 rok GODZ.17-19 

ol-rcle wysiaw11 w tlrndt, 22. (t godL 20.00 

WZRASTANIE RZEZBY 

~[l[R 
MIN~R~~ 
~IN~[N 

GALERIA AIUIULATORT 2 r::n 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 7 
28-31.111. 1984 rok GODZ. 17-19 

otwarde wyst•w!I ,11 tlrodt, 23. IIJ. ~ 20.00 

DOROTHEE 
VON WINDHEIM 

Salve Sanda Facio 

ULERIA UUIULATORY 2 ('::/') 

POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECIA 7 
10. L 1984 rek GODZ. 20.18 

:r.aprana aa pob~ 

SVEN-AKE 
JOHANSSON 

--

GALERIA UUMULATORT 2 ('W'I 

POZUi, UL ZWIERZYIIECU 7 
24-25.11. 1984 rek GODZ. 17-19 

tuumrcie u,psc•wt, w J"41tk, M. IL QOds. 20.00 

11 malych obraz6w 

LONE 
ARENDAL 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 r::n 
POZIAi, UL ZWIERZUIECIA 7 
11-13. IY. 1984 rek GODZ. 17 -19 

(oUllUcie u:u-,•111g Ill tlrod(', II. IV. godx.. 20.00) 

RAIMUND 
&IRKE 

PAINTING 

ULERIA AIUIULATORY 2 !'::/'I 

POZUi, UL ZWIERZTIIECIA 7 
12-13. L 1984 rek GODZ. 17-19 

(ou.uarcle 111J!llaui9 w pi,tc-:k, 12. X. sod%. 20.00) 

Reiner Ruthenbeck 

, 

POl 
MROK 

GALERIA UUMULATORY 2 l'W'I 

POZUi, UL ZWIERlYIIECU 7 
14. Ill. 1984 r1k GODZ. 20.00 

JOAN JONAS 

CAMINO SIN NOMBRE 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 ('::/') 

POZIAil, UL ZWIERZINIECIA 7 
25 - 26. IY. 1984 rek GODZ. 17 -19 

[MMfll 
WllllAM~ 

GENESIS (perfonnanc.J 
METAMORPHOSES (w-,mawa) 

GALERIA AIUIULATORY 2 r::n 
POZUi, UL ZWIERZJIIECIA 7 
7-8.11. 1984 rak GODZ. 11-19 

{otwarcie mi,11all'y rn Uodc, '1. XI. god.,_ 20.flO) 

J~~N ~liK[ 



UUIIA UIHUTHT 2 r::n 
PIZUi, IL ZIIEIZUIECIA l 
1-an 1114 r111 CNZ.11-11 

(UIP •rdc a:lflUIU..1f IIU pi-9,ek, 9. XI. pis_ 20.00) 

INDRZ[J 
8(8( Zlli~KI 

PUIIAIA SIALIA 

ICIHI HlllE 
P6tll HlllE 

11■111111 HALIE 

GALEIIA UUIULATIIT 2 r:::1 
PIZIAi, IL ZIIEIZTIIECIA l 
21. - 2. ._ 1115 1'111 az.14-11 
(ot11Jan:ie •·,-.•:, 111 c::u,-.,wt. 2&. II. pch... 20.00) 

KILKA OBRAZOW SPOZA 

,,Ksi~iki Malarskie/' 

LESZEK 

BROGOISKI 

ULERIA AUIULAT0IT 2 r:::1 
PDZUi, UL ZIIEIZTIIECU l 
I. - n. L 1115 rlk az. 14-11 

(oc1nrde qrll&.,"11 m ~. t. X. ~ 20.00) 

JANUSZ 

OZIUBAK 

PARTYTURY 

ULEIIA UIIIUT0RY 2 ('W') 

PIZIAi, IL ZIIEIZTIIEUA l 
12-15.D.1N41'111 az. 11-• 

(oas:.de ..... ._., m trode, 12. X1l aocb- 20.IO) 

JACK 
JAGIELSKI 

PRZESTRZEN PODWOJNA 

GALERIA UUIUUT0IY 2 r:::1 
P0ZUI, IL ZIIERZYIIECU l 
(~pr- IMI pob._ D) ko<k-, 13.ffi.J9a!ir. ICKb., 211).D()) 

IZIBf lll 
~~~lOW!KI 

POR'l'R£T WIELOKROTNY 
....... 

.WZGl.f;DNE CECHY PODOBIENSTWA" 

ULEIIA AUIULAT0RY 2 r:::1 
P0ZIU, UL ZWIERZTIIECU l 
23. - 25. L 1115 rek llllll. 14-11 

(ot.,.rae 11:lfli'lolq w ~. 23. X. gocb.. 20.00) 

IIIS 
Nf WMIN 

ULEIIA AIIIIUTDIT 2 r::n 
PIZUi, IL 

JAROSt.AW 

KOZt.OWSKI 

MARTIA NATURA 
z wiatrem 
i gifara 

ULERIA UUIULAT0RY 2 r:::•) 
P0ZUI, UL ZIIERZTIIECU l 
21. -21 ... 11151'111 CNZ.14-11 
(oe-.-tie .. ,,..._-, ., .-odt, 27. UL ,ocb- -.00} 

MARIUSZ 

&ILL 

IILIIIA 

GALERIA AIUIULAT0RY 2 rm, 
PDZIU, UL ZWIERZTIIECIA l 
4. II. 1985 rek li8DZ. 20.00 

6. HE.LMUT 

NICKELS 

REFLEKSJE 

GALEIIA UUIULATDRT 2 ('l:/') 
PIZUi, IL N8' 

HANNI 
l~tZIK 

INTERPRETACJA V 

ULERIA UUIULAT0RY 2 r:::1 
PIZUI, UL ZIIERZUIECU l 

I. - •· Y. 1915 1'111 Bl. 14-11 
(ocwiutle 11:,,..,1111 111 Mode, I. V. P,.. ll>.00) 

~rnlR 
~~~llR f MtllK 

WIATR 

GALE RIA AKUMULA TORY 2 (PWSSP) 

w ull Galtrtl AT, Poinail, ti. Marcinkowaklilgo 29 

POHIEOZIAlEK, 27 LUTY 1986, GOOl. 19.00 

SVEN-AKE 

JOHANSSON 

JEZELI TO WIOZISZ, 

TO CO s.t YSZYSZ 

? 



GALERIA AIIUMULATORY 2 n::1 
POZUII, 8-9. IY. 19861. GODZ.14-11 

i-a,HI ""'"71.....,.._ .. --,ur.-.a.-, 

EMMETT 
WILLIAMS 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 n::1 
POZUII, SAU GALERII WIELU 19 
10-11 PAiDZIERlll 1986 1. GOOZ.14-17 

011uareic wi,s111011:1 w pil\lek, 10. X. g,>dx. 13.00 

HELMUT 
STREICH 

PONCTUATION 

GALERIA AIOIULATORY 2 (':::') 

AULA PISSP I PDZIAIIU 

18-20 IRZEIIIA 1989 1. tdz. 12-15 
(Ohli.rcie wy~•llllf Ul poDie~b.ialel.., IS.Lt.. god~ 12.00) 

l~lt lH[~~ll 
HORISONT 

GALERIA AIIUMULATORY 2 n::1 
POZUII, 9-10.1¥.19861. GODl.14-11 

i-,eni.""'"'•'"""'·"-l'l'll-lUfl 

PUNKTY WIDZENIA 

ANN 

N~[l 

GALERIA UUIUUTORY 2 n::1 
POZUII, SALA GALERII WIELU 19 
12-14 UST8PADA 1986 1. BODZ.14-11 

otwan::ie WfflU.WH w olrode, 12. XI. godL 13.00 

Mlt~lfl 
~~HlfH 

GALERIA UUIULATIBY 2 (':::') 

SALA GALEIII A.T. I PIZIUIII 

18-21 WIIZEIIIA 1989 1. 11dL 12-15 
{otu,.tde wiµ,1aq w poaledti,lek, la.IX. god:r.. 12.30) 

l IM [ 
ll ~ ~ l 

AND 

!~l~~W 
PETER MANDRUP 

HANSEN· 

GAL :RIA AIUIULATORT 2 n::1 
POZUII, 23-25.IY.l981i1. Gllll.14-11 

!-&'di~,.---. tl9t. tl.lf ..... •.111 

GEOFFREY 
HENDRICKS 

t-AL.ERiA AKIIMVLATO~ Y 2. 
-PlllffP - Pd7/IIAN 

(!ALA- G-AUl(,i' A.TJ 

DICK 
HIGGINS 
,Sl<tA"f>AlvkA II 

{PER.Fo~MAIV(e) 

wrolCEIC, 1a fK 
(i-QT)z. 49~ 

G ALERIA AIUIULATDRY 2 (':::') 

PDZIAi, SALA CALERII WIELIA 19 

24-27 PllDZIERlll 19891. 11dz. 12-15 
{<)IU'lU"de w1,1.,r,u,11 u;e 11.tlon::k. 2-1.x.. god%. 12.00) 

TREVOR 
GOULD 

M 
OUN 
TAIN 

GORA 

GALERIA AIIUIUUTORY 2 n::1 
POZUII, SAU GALERII WIELU 19 
8-9 PAZDZDlll 1986 1. GODZ.14-11 

Ohuarcie llllJSIBW9 w kode, &. x. 9odJt. 13.00 

PETER JORG 
SPLETTSTOSSER 

CZWARTORZED 
(OUARTAR) 

GALERIA UUIULATORY 2 n:n 
SALA GALERII WIELIA 19 
POZIAII, ULICA WIELIA 19 
25 IAI 1988 1. GODZ. 19.00 

WOLFGANG 

FUCHS 
MUZYKA IMPROWIZOWANA 

SOLO 

GALERIA UUIULATDRY 2 (':::') 

PDZIAII, SALA GALERII A. T. 

9-11 STYCZEl19901. 11dz.13-16 
(mwarQ~ uiyPo.11')1 u~ t:11lorek, 9. I. g()d:r..18.00) 

NIEDlUGO 
LEPSZE 

UNI 
/DEJA VU/ 

PIOTR 
SZYHALSKI 



CALEIIA AUIILATIIJ 2 rm'l 
PIZIA .. SALA ULUII IIELIA 19 
fflE, •mczaA1991,Pllz_ll.N 

IOJCIECH 
BRUSZEISKI 

,.IH)MUlll'liil" 

(dZlatanle muzyczne) 

ULEIIA AIIIILATIIY 2 r::;1 
PIZIA .. SALA IALEIII IIELIA 19 

mm, 21 IIAICA - pu. 13.11 

ANDREI 
DUTKEIYCH 

POD MDSTEM 

ULERIA AUIILATHY 2 (':'I 

PIZIAI, FIEIIIY 1, SALA CAlflll O.l 

an.• CNZ.19.88 

ROLF 
LANGEBARTELS 

CABLE CAR HUSIC 
- NSTAlACJA DiWEJ<OWA, KONCERT -

GALERIA AKUMULATORY 2 (PWSSP) 

6-8 MARZEC 1990, godz.15.00-18.00 

WYf,fAWA W AUU PWSSP w POZNANIU 

ALEJE IIARCINKDWSKIEGO 29 

WOJCIECH OLEJNICZAK 

TERRARIUM 

dzien si6dmy 

CEHTltUM SZTUIU ~ 

RICHARD 

WILSON 

Take Away 

~~OOtUl.toPft()CZ~ 

ULEIIA AIIIILATHY 2 (':') 
PIZIAI, fllDIJ 1, SALA CAlflll O. l 

1-1. n. • az. 14-17 
OllUiln:te lllpl,I&.,,, 7.11.90 (!()CU-19.00 

HARIA ANNA 
POTOCKA 

Jeteli v. sobie 1.najdtiesz 
srodek i l)O<Ullel< 
10 motesz si(Jat 
wsu:dzie i gdzH.'kot1o1. ieh 

FROM THE EDITOR 

Disparities between the exhibition dates mentioned 

in the posters reproduced in this book and the dates 

listed in the Chronology section result from the fact 

that due to problems with securing a permanent space, 

the Akumulatory 2 Gallery was often forced to change 

the duration of exhibitions only after the posters had 

already been printed. 

The biographical notes include artists, critics and artist 

collectives presented at the Akumulatory 2 Gallery in 

the years 1972-1990, as well as artists participating 

in third-party exhibitions presenting the gallery itself. 

Gaps in the photo captions are due to the impossibility 

of finding the originals of, or data about, some of the 

reproduced works. 

Exhibition posters are reproduced on the pages 

preceding the Chronology section and exhibition 

invitations, or, if these are missing, a few exhibition 

posters, in the Chronology section itself 





Chronology 
1972-1990 

038-039 



Andrzej Turowski 

On the Definition of Art (lecture) 

16 May 1972 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jerzy Ludwinski 

Neutralisation of Criteria (lecture) 

17 May 1972 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

Theses on Art (lecture) 

18 May 1972 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Berezianski 

Ray Traces. Stones 

4-7 December 1972 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

Grve,11.__ A-l<u~U.L.lti<'R.'i Z-
1'0:z..na..n , u..l. Zwie.•X~ttj·eckct. 1 

• ANDRlEJ TURO\iJ~i 
• 0 1'EFINICJI S'ZTU.KI" 

Ab -'1· 1'H2. d.2o .. 

• 'JE~ZY LUDWiNSKi 
,, /\JfviTRALXZN)A Kl<YTERiOW'' 

-11. y_. -i'Ff 2. ,. w· 

• ANDR7E1 Ko}TOtOW5Ki 
,, TE2..Y O SZ:fU.CE • 

,1e. S?: .1nz ~.2o .. 

MULTI KATALOG - A. BEREZIANSKI 



Petr Stembera 

Untitled 

15-18 January 1973 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Mariola Dc1browska 
John Cage (lecture) 

18 January 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

f I 

I 
Tana Urbanova - oo 20.6.1970 - Petr Stembcra 
• 4.2.1945 Praha • 21.1.1945 l'l=eu 

Klara 
• 9.7.1971 Praha 

Jaroslav Henych 
Jirt Stembera 
• 26.12.1919 Praha 

1973 

oo 1940 Vera 
00 1952---.4.9.1918 

I 
I 

Pavel Stembera- oo 5.4.1971 - Tvana 
• 21. l. 1945 Plun • 1948 

Petra 
• 12.9.1971 Praha 

Galeria AKUMULATORY 2 /Poznan, ul. Zwierzyniecka 7/ 
zaprasza uprzejmie na odczyt 
Marioli D~browskiej 

pt. "JOHN CAGE" 

w ~m czwartek, 18 bm. o godz. 1s 00 



Angelo de Aquino 

Through My Self 

19-23 February 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

A Short Story of Nonsense (lecture) 

22 February 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1973 

through my self 
(pop,:tz mnla) 

- KR6TKA HISTORIA NONSENSU 

- WSTEP DO TEORII WPL YW6W 

- 0 PODOBIENSTW ACH 



Janos Urban 
The Parallelness of Time 

15-17 March 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Lesson 

18 March 1973 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1973 



Andrzej Partum 

On Interpretation 

9-12 April 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

B u 

0 0 6 8 9 

A 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

A Theory of Influences (lecture) 

12 April 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

R 

A 

E A u D E 

WARSZAWA 

N D R z E 

1973 

L A p 0 E s 

P O Z N A N S K A 

E 

3 8 / I 4 e 

p A R T u 

GALER.Iii\ ,41WM(..(L-I\TORY 2, 
POZNt\A 

UL. !.WI ER"Z'fN IEC~A T 

ANDRLEJ 
KO srot:OWSl<I 

TEORIA 
WPtYW~W 

C ODCZ'<T) 

M 

I 
I 



Imre Bak (with Laszlo Lakner) 

Untitled 

22-27 October 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Janos Brendel 

-■ 111 II 
.,;. 

up 

down 

Contemporary Hungarian Avant-garde (lecture) 

26 October 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

044-045 

I.. •f 

down 

up 

Galeria AKUMULATORY 2 
Poznan, ul. Zwierzyniecka 7 

zaprasza na odczyt 
w piiitek, 26 pazdziernika 1973 r., 

godz. 19.00 

autor: 

JANOS BRENDEL 

PZGK 6 - 1012wm - 200 - D-2/4371 

1973 

DRUK 



Reiner Ruthenbeck 
Household and Other Objects 

5-10 November 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jerzy Ludwinski 
A Diary from the Future of Art (lecture) 

9 November 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

Galeria AKUMULATORY 2 
Poznan, ul. Zwierzyniecka 7 

zaprasza na odczyt 

w piqtek, 9 listopada 1973 r., 
godz. 19.00 

autor: 

JERZY LUDWINSKI 

PZGK 8 - J012W/73 - 200 - D-2/4371 

1973 

DRUK 

··········································•··-············-····· 



Jerzy Kalucki 

Five Points of a Cycle 

ro-14 December 1973 
venue: Akurnulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

On Tendencies in Art (lecture) 

14 December 1973 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1973 

, 

TEO RI A w ply w Ow (CZ. I, ROZDZIAt 1) 

0 TENDENCJACH W SZTUCE 

0 W A R T O S C I O W A N I U (II} 



.' •.. 

peizai gOrski 
model 

teoria intuicii 
'I 

Andrzej Berezianski 

Mountain Landscape. Model. 

A Theory of Intuition 

26 February- 1 March 1974 

Jiri Valoch 
Sculptures 

25-28 March 1974 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

. I 

\ -· 

sculptures VI 
TZezby Vl 

1. through air 
przez powietrze 

2. through water 
przez wod{! 

3. through fire 
p-rzez ooiell. 

4. through earth 
przez ziemii: 

jiri valoch 
1973 

PZGK 6 - 6tl3174 - 300 - F-311090 

1974 



Krzysztof Wodiczko 
Untitled 

8-n April 1974 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Carlfriedrich Claus 
Untitled 

6-9 May 1974 

naroznik 

the corner 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Remarks on the Margin (lecture) 

9 May 1974 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1974 



Ken Friedman 
Perspective Exhibition 

19-22 November 1974 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Tadeusz Walter 
Textile 

26-29 November 1974 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1974 

KEN FRIEDMAN 
fragment wystawy w Art Gallery 
of Metropolitan State College, 
Denver, Colorado, luty-marzec 74 



Barry McCallion 

Collages 

10-13 December 1974 

venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Henri Chopin 

Visual and Sound Poetry 

14-17 January 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

l'hymne international 

COUPLET: 

HHH hhh 

hhh HHH 

HHH HHH 

hhh hhh 

REFRAIN: 

HHHHHH 

hhh hhh 

COUPLET: 

hhh HHH 

REFRAIN: 

hhh hhh 

HHH hhh 
hhh HHH 

hhh hhh 

HHH HHH 

HHHHHH 

hhh 

hhh HHH 

hhh 

1974/1975 

UP OARS 
(wiosla w g6r11) 

HHH hhh HHH hhh HHH hhh HHH hhh 

hhh HHH hhh HHH hhh HHH. hhh HHH 

HHH HHH hhh hhh HHH HHH hhh hhh 

hhh hhh HHH HHH hhh hhh HHH HHH 

HHHHHH hhhhhh hhhhhh HHHhhh (bis) 

hhh hhh hhh hhh hhh hhh 

hhh HHH hhh HHH hhh HHH hhh HHH 

etc ... 

hhh hh h hhh hhh hhh hhh hhh 

(tor) 



DRABINA/A LADDER 

Krzysztof Wodiczko 
A Ladder 

28-31 January 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Robin Klassnik 
Yellow Postal Sculpture 

25-28 February 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1975 

POCZT◊WKI WYSLAN.E W CIJ\GU JEDNEGO MIE
SIJ\CA DO SENDY CAMPBELL 
12 LUTY - 13 MARZEC 1974 



Jerzy Ludwinski 
Beyond Art (lecture) 

II February 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Joan Mathews 

Untitled 

15 April 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

052-053 

OOCZYT 

JERZY 
LUDWI N5KI 

~ 
SZTUKA 
A 

GrA.leTiQ. Al<UMUL~T"ORY 2. 
Pouwi , !wi erlJ;l"f eek~ 1 
1" LUT'Y' l'JH' Gt,dz. Ui' 

1975 



Andrzej Berezianski 

Open Order and Closed Order 

29 April - 2 May 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jerzy Rosolowicz 

Cineutronicon (lecture, projection, 

action, exhibition) 

13-16 May 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1975 

:>IWWW_W __ w ___ w ______ ;,11,t.Wl( 

~ JEZELI POSIADAMY JAKIS SZCZEGOLNY UKLAD NIEMATERIALNY TO WCALE NIE ~ 
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)IWW:.A£-)AOA,(:.A£W)AC,A(W~-W:IACAI.-I( 

,I UKLAD KONIECZNY PODLEGA TYLKO WPLYWOM WEWNF;TRZNYM - DZIALA ZA- ~ 
~ LEZNIE OD WEWNF;TRZNEJ NATURY ~ 
,i~~~~~~:>111.---~"' 

)1-~-~-WW':illt.W-W)lll.WWWW:WW:W.liC 

~ JEZELI POSIADAMY JAKIS SZCZEGOLNY OKI.AD KONIECZNY TO MOZE WYNIKAC I 
~ Z NIEGO WIELE UKI.ADOW NIEMATERIALNYCH CHOCIAZ PRZYCZYNA NIE MUSI 
:,t KONIECZNIE NALEZEC: DO DANEGO UKLADU 
51¥¥--JII'.----~""-----""'-__,,_ 

KINEUTRONIKON 
(nlesA-oP1cwna 
JUmowa 
anf.Yd~umentacjo 

~-·» 
u,ldsialMJ) 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Andrzej Kostolowski 

A Short Story of Sense (lecture) 

20 May 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Yutaka Matsuzawa 

Catechism Art 

27-30 May 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

054-055 

Z n a c z e n a M 

1975 

ean1ngs being 

concerned jakie nadawane 

bywajq wyrazow1 1n connection with 

" d "sens mozna po zie- the word 

197356 

I am now sitting here in the Psi's Chamber and wat
ching nine gigantic trees cut down by me as sacrifices 
in the deep mountain four Japanese leagues far from 
here. The mammoth trees, being four Japanese feet in 
diameter are now screaming, as cut down away such 
long lives as havin' being lived for four hundred years. 

" 
11sense are 



Andrzej Kostolowski 
Some Questions and Answers (lecture) 

June 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Endre Tot 
I Am Glad If I Can Type Zeros 

3-6 November 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Modal Drawings 

24-27 November 1975 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 
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Krzysztof Wodiczko 

Two Red-and-Blue Drawings and Three Black 

Drawings on the Walls, Ceiling and Corners of 
the Gallery 

5-8 January 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Victor Burgin 

Untitled 

19-22 January 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Pamper 
yourself 

Create a little sensation 
Feel the difference that everyone can see 

Something you can touch 
Property 

It's a sensation 



INSTALLATION PIECE 

FRANCESC 
TORRES Francese Torres 

Installation Piece 

26-29 stycznia 1976 (Hisz:pania) 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

A Programme of Ethical Art. Anecdotes 

on Art and Criticism (lecture) 

29 March 1976 

IPPTa--. 1112 12 71 ... lbJI B/IS/U6I 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

• DYRTERYJKI O SZTUCE I KRYTYCE. ANECDOTES ON ART AND CRITICISM. 

I. Herkules i rozstajne drogi. Hercules and Cross-roads. 
2. Kr!Jl!Jk jako artysta, arl!JS!a jako kr!Jl!Jk. A Critic as an Arlisl, an Artisl as a Critic. 
3. Wsie sztuki 1 mlasta sztuki. Villages of Art and Towns of Art. 
4. Pro§ba o W!Jbaczenie. An Applying for Excuse. 
5. Paradoks listonoszy. A Paradox of Postmen. 
6. Opowidc o Artg§cle, Rolniku i Rogucie. A Story about an Artist, a Farmer and a Cock. 
7. Herakles i Iew. Heracles and a Lion. 

• PROGRAM SZTURI ETYCZNEJ. A PROGRAMME OF ETH/CAL ART. 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Andrzej Berezianski 

Himalaya Series. Impressionism 

5-8 April 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Wielgosz 

Interior 

12-15 April 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 
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Andrzej Dluzniewski 

55 Iconograms 

10-13 May 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Tom J. Gramse 

Drawings 

7-10 June 1976 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



COUM Transmissions 

Photos of Action 1973-76 

25-28 October 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Terry Berkowitz 
Fleeting Images 

8-n November 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

060-061 



FILOZOFIA POKOJO\VIU 

CZYLI 

KROTKA J-IISTORIA SE;\"SU 

PHILOSOPHY OF THE PARLOR MAID 

01\ 

SHORT STORY OF SEi'iSE 

ZilRllDZOIIE 
DIRTY 

I OCZY!IZCZOIIE 
CLEilllD 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

ZllALEZIOIIE 
POUIID 

DilOYiD I 
QIVU' Al'AY 

Andrzej Kostolowski 
Philosophy of the Parlor Maid, 
or a Short Story of Sense (lecture) 

15 November 1976 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Krzysztof Wodiczko 
Show and Conversation about Line 
22-25 November 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 



Douglas Huebler 

Untitled 

29 November - 2 December 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Facts 

13-16 December 1976 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

062--063 

• 

For the single instant that It Is so perceived the point represented above establishes 

an authentic triangulation between itself, the existence of the artist and the mind 

of the percipient. 
Douglas Huebler 



Jerzy Ludwinski 
The Point (lecture) 

14 February 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1977 

Andrzej Kostolowski 
Wariacje na temat teorii Jerzego Luduinskiego 

Andrzej Berezianski 

South Pacific. One Single Wave of South Pacific 

21-24 February 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 
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LA NATURE MORTE 

Andrzej Wielgosz 

La Nature Morte 

21-24 March 1977 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Feliks Szyszko 

Drawings 1976-1977 

16-21 April 1977 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1977 



Wlodzimierz Borowski 

Black 

25-28 April 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Richard Long 

Stone Circle 

9-12 May 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1977 

KAMIENNE KOlO 



Andrzej Kostolowski 

Index (lecture) 

23 May 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Joel Fisher 

Untitled 

ro-13 October 1977 

venue: odNOWA Gallery 

066-067 

1977 



Toshinori Saito 

Untitled 
part of the From the East series of exhibitions 

coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

17-18 October 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Akira Komoto 

Untitled 
part of the From the East series of exhibitions 

coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

20-21 October 1977 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1977 

As the theory schow, people have 

claimed the certainty of human senses 

through some pure Instinct. It can he 

said that not by the rationalized theory 

but by the ability to feel, say, the north 
Is north, the west Is wut, our mind 

u•orks properly, which may be a real 

culture. 



Kishio Suga 

Untitled 
part of the From the East series of exhibitions 

coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

24-25 October 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Hiroshi Kawathu 

Untitled 
part of the From the East series of exhibitions 

coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

26-27 October 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

068-069 

1977 



Tatsuo Ikeda 

Untitled 

part of the From the East series of exhibitions 

coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

28-30 October 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Yukiyoshi Moriya 

Untitled 

part of the From the East series of exhibitions 
coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

2-3 November 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

WIEZA BRAHMA 
Bez pocz11tku, bez kollca 
lnaczeJ pocz11tek zaczyna sle gdzlekolwlek 
R6wnlet zakollczenle 
Ntesko.Oczony ,.Czas 0 

Bezksztaltny .,Czas" 
R6wolet absolutnle nieodwracalop .,Czas" 
Wida Brahma unosi sie w tym .,Czasle" 

Reguly 
Masz przemienit 64 piedcieole w Jednq kolumne 
Jednorazowo przeno! po jednym pler,cienlu 

1977 

Nie kladt oigdy tadnego piedcienia na mnlejszym 

W ten spos6b powt6rz czynno!t 18446744073709551615 razy 
Czu)'lc niedotykalny czas 
Spoglqdaj11c przez nlewidzialoy czas 
Wszystko co Jut widzialem jest pusre 
Czy motliwe Jest wdepnqt w pustke? 
Czum jest wdepnh,;cle w pustk,:? 

20 styczell I 973 



The Play 

Untitled 

part of the From the East series of exhibitions 

coordinator: Yutaka Matsuzawa 

4-5 November 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Peter Mandrup 

Bamboo 

21-24 November 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

070-071 

1977 



Fluxus Festival. Three Days of Flux Play 
and a Fourth One at the Flux Clinic 

28 November - 1 December 1977 

A-Yo, George Brecht, Dick Higgins, Joe Jones, 

George Maciunas, Yoko Ono, Nam June Paik, 

Paul Sharits, Ben Vautier, Robert Watts 

scenario: George Maciunas 

performers: Andrzej Jur, Adam Kalinowski, 

Kinga Kozlowska, Jaroslaw Kozlowski, 
Iwona Maliiiska 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

Exercise of Semiotics 

12-15 Decmeber 1977 

Flux Sports, 28 November 1977 
Flux Music, 29 November 1977 

Flux Films, 30 November 1977 

Flux Clinic, 1 December 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

,,Ta tliczna czerwonn r6Za jest czerwon~ r6i4." powiedzlal Jan . 

.,This lovely red rose is a red rose" said John. 

1977 



<OIBl~<O~A\ IE§ IIEIWIKII 

Andrzej Kostolowski 
A Defence of Aesthetics (lecture) 

19 December 1977 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

John Hilliard 
Photographs 1976-7 

16-19 January 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

072-073 



Tomasz Osinski 

Birds 

30 January- 2 February 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Eduard Bal 
Untitled 

20-24 February 1878 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Andrzej Berezianski 
How to Draw a Tree. Cyclical Presentations 

of Total Drawing (drawing action) 

20-23 March 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Ian Murray 

0 widzeniu 

Jeden m6wi o llJm ziewajqc; 
,,CM, widziml)? Nie szczeg6lnegol 
Ach, drzewa, lqki, rzeke i las 
i niebieshie niebo i slonca blask". 
A inn")} zn6w z usmiechem m6wi to samo 
z rozpromienion")}m spojrzeniem i rozradowanq twarzq: 
,,Ejze! DRZEWA, lqki, rzeka i las 
i niebieskie niebo i slonca blask". 

Secondary Interpretations 1976-1977 

(sound installation) 

3-6 April 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

S E C O N DA RY I N T E RP R ET AT I O N S. 

I A N M U R RAY 197 6 - 1977 

W T 6 R N E I N T E R P R E TA C J E. 

074-075 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

1 + 5 Strokes or 5 + 1 Stroke or 2 Strokes 

or 10 or 1 or Whatever (drawing action) 

IO May 1978 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Alicja Kt:pinska 

Libraries (lecture) 

12 May 1978 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1 + o ~ bJa s-t ,1 f,,.,e,,{_._ 

a.Jj,-<) 2. k.,,,k.' 
,J.1,-o ;fo 
a)6.,, ,f 

~ ~ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLlMNO 
PORSTUVWIYZZ 
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Bogdan Perzynski 

Film 

15-18 May 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Pamela Robertson-Pierce 

Untitled (performance) 

8 October 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

GALERIA AKUMULATORY 2 (ZSP) 

POZNAN U. ZWIERZYNIECKA 7 

PONIEDZIAlEK, 8. X. 1978, godz. 19.00 

PAMELA 

ROBERTSON-PIERCE 

BEZ TYTUt.U 



Andrzej Dluzniewski 

One Photograph 

22-25 October 1978 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Negatgw Jest dusz11 fotografii, tak pomgslalem I postanowllem sfotografowac go. 

Zrobilem mu szczelne pudelko przgtwlerdzone srubami do aluminlowej plgtg, zelig nie uclekl, anl 

:iebp oikl lnup nle m6gl sfotografowac go poza mn11. Nlestetg, kiedg fotografowalem go po zaplom
bowaniu pudelka, jego tam nie li11lo. Sk,id mial bgc, skoro dopiero powstal w aparacle I - prawde 
m6wi,ic - nlezupelnle on. Ale ne~al!JUJ, kt6rg otrzgmalem przcdstawlal jednak pewnl\ wartosc, bglo 
na nim pudelko z naplsem ,.negat11w", sruh!J i plomba. Wloz!Jlem go do pudelka, jeszcze raz zakre
cilem sruh!J, zaplombowalem i sfotografowalem ponownie. Teraz warlosc otrz!Jmanego negatvwu b!Jla 
jeszcze wi~ksza - pudelko z naplsem ,.nega111w" nle b11lo ju:i pustc, a srubg i plomba IB!Jgl1tdal11 

tak samo powainie jak poprzednlo. Wszustko to powt6rzglem jeszcze kilkakrotolt,, za kazd!Jm razem 

umieszczaj~c w pudelku nowg oegatgw coraz doskonalszg, coraz bli:isz!J takiemu, o jakim pom9sla
lem na sam!Jm pocz111ku. Wted11 zadec11dowatem ~le zrobic jedn11 odbitke oa paplerze l nakleic ill na 
drug11 strone pl!Jl!J. Odbitke calk!em zw9kl11, sled pewnej chwill, zatrz11manle czasu, to, czym zw!Jkle 
jest fotografla po tej wlasnie stronie. 

Private Views [From Private Point of View] 

Andrzej Berezianski, Wlodzimierz Borowski, Andrzej Dluzniewski, 

Andrzej Jur, Jerzy Kalucki, Alicja K~pinska, Andrzej Kostolowski, 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Zbigniew Makarewicz, Jerzy Rosolowicz, 

Andrzej Wielgosz, Krzysztof Wodiczko 

27-29 October 1978 

venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

Andrzej Berezlanski 
Wlodzimierz Borowski 
Andrzej Dluznirwskl 
Andrzej Jur 
Jerzg Kaluckl 
Alicja Keplnska 
Andrzej Kostolowskl 
Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Zbignlew Makarewicz 
Jerz!J Rosolowicz 
Andrzej Wielgosz 
Krz!JSZlof Wodlczko 

FROM PRIVATE POINT OF VIEW 

PRYWATNE POGL/\DY 



078--079 

NEARLY A SCULPTURE 

t er r.u., t t: ref;."ll' 1'11~.1fii'• 
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Robin Klassnik 

Photo/Sculptural/Pieces 

18-21 November 1978 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jefflnstone 

Script 

5-8 February 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

terrvr terr r 
terror terror 
terrur t;;rror 
terror terror 
terror tf'rrc,r 

inadequate 
tnadequOilte ir,a11equa • 
1n•dequate ina1equate 
1~antcqUOilte inadequate 
,na~e~uate tnan .. quate 
lD&<'fGU&tt' l n• 'f''lUMtte 
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ir,ad eq u.- t" 11,ad eq_u~•!Jos:..-;..;...;...a■ 



MALARSTWO SCIENNE 
WALL PAINTING 

1-111, 1978 -79 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

Wall Painting I-III, 1978-79 

22-25Januaryr979 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Ian McKeever 

Field Series, 1978 

5-8 March 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1979 



Andrzej Bereziari.ski 

White River. Cyclical Presentations 

of Total Drawing (3) 

12-15 March 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

0 widzeniu 

Jeden m6wi o tym ziewajqc; 
,,CM. widzimy? Nie szczeg6lnego! 
Ach, drzewa, lqhi, rzekc i las 
i niebieskie niebo i slonca blask". 
A inny zn6w z usmiechem m6wi to samo 
z rozpromienionym spojrzeniem i rozradowanq twarzq: 
,,Ejze! drzewa, lqki, *RZEKA i las 
i niebieskie niebo i slonca blask". 

• prar.a prezeurowana na wgstawle ,.Prvwatne poglQdy" 27 - 29. X. 1978, Galeria AJ.umulalory 2 (SZSP) 

Criticism as Self-criticism (lecture) 

19 March 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

KRYTYKA JAKO SAMOKRYTYKA 

CRITICISM AS SELF-CRITICISM 

080--081 

1979 



Alicja K~pinska 

Numbers (lecture) 

14 April 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Michael Craig-Martin 

Picturing 

23-26 April 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1979 

·1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 



Ludmila Popiel, Jerzy Fedorowicz 

In 

7-10 May 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jacek Tylicki 

Untitled 

5-8 November 1979 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

0 

A 

in 

ca 

1979 

A=B=C=D 

Ko1. N' 366 
Na podmokle) !,ice, lslendlo 
01/07 • H/07, 1979 
pepter ok,u. 48 x 36 cm 



Andrzei· Dlu. • zmewski 
Procedure 
19-22 Novemb er 197 
venue· Aku 9 . mulatory 2 Gallery 

Jerzy ludwiri.ski 
An EraofO • 26 N utsiders (lecture) 

ovember 19 

venue· Aku 79 . mulatory 2 Gall ery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1979 



Kanal 2 

Lone Arendal, Lisbeth Hedeager, J0rgen Holme, 

Niels Holme, Margit Jacobsen, Pelle Jacobsen, Peter 

Mandrup, Henrik Pryds Beck, S0ren Rosberg 

3-6 December 1979 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

Temporal, Quantitative and Weighted Drawings 

7-10 January 1980 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

1979/ 1980 

2sec. 



Bogdan Perzynski 

Surfaces 

14-17 January 1980 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Tomasz Osinski 

Reconstructions 

21-24 January 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1980 

I 



Jerzy Kalucki 

Untitled 

3-6 March 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Berezianski 

Forest 

10-13 March 1980 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

086-087 

0 widz.eniu 

Jeden m6wt o 16•rn z.iewaj(/c; 
,,C6i widzim;y? Nie suz.eg6lnegol 
Aclz, drzewa, lq}ii, rzeh~ i las 
i niebieshie niebo i slo,ica blash". 
A inn;y z.n6w z usnziechem m6wi to samo 

z r_oz1:romienion;ym_ spojrzenie~, • -raclow01u1 
,,Erze. drzcwa, lqhi, rzeka L las 
i niebie.,hi<' niebo i slorica b • 1. . 

twar:uI: 



Galerie S:t Petri 

14-17 April 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Zbigniew Makarewicz 

Forty and Four (exhibition) 

Galerie S:t Petri 

Archive of Experimental and Marginal Art 

Box 1507, 221 01 Lund 1 Sweden 

The Eclectism and Plagiarism of Zbigniew 

Makarewicz (lecture) 

21-24 April 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1980 

... 



Eric Andersen 

Untitled 

28-30 April 1980 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Franz Erhard Walther 
Forming Process (exhibition) 

Steel Piece (performance) 

Proportion Piece (performance) 

12-15 May 1980 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

088-089 

published in 400 
I copies 



8eaullfu1 , ' r f 

Olafur Llrusson 
Fragments of Colour (exhibition) 
The Rainbow (performance) 

16-19 May 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Barbara i Gabriele Schmidt-Heins 

Bookworks 

19-22 May 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

, rrr phrase r.ot e.e, a conr.Pp: 

BOOKWORKS 



John Blake 
Remember 

26-29 May 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jerzy Rosolowicz 
Psychotronicon 

9-12 June 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery ,,...- -- - - -------,-- _t'',, 
1 I I ',, 
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David Troostwyk 
Our Territory 

ro-13 September 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Alicja Ki:pinska 
Metonymies (lecture) 

13 October 1980 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

1980 

NASZE TERYTORIUM 



Individual Mythologies 

Andrzej Berezianski, Wlodzimierz Borowski, Andrzej Dlui:niewski, 

Jerzy Kalucki, Koji Kamoji, Alicja K~pinska, Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Jerzy 

Ludwinski, Zbigniew Makarewicz, Tomasz Osinski, Bogdan Perzynski, 
Maria Anna Potocka, Jerzy Rosolowicz 
22-25 November 1980 

venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Andrzej Berezianski 

Wlodzimierz Borowski 

Jerz9 Kalucki Koji Kamoji 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski Zbigniew Makarewicz 

Andrzej Dlu:i.nicwski 

Alicja Kepmska 

Jerzg Ludwinski Maria Anna Patocka 

Gerard Hemsworth 

Object/Nature. Still Life Drawings 

24-27 November 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Tomasz Osinski Bogdan Perzynski Jerz!J Rosolowicz 

object/nature 
Jtill cf2iJe (J)mmintJ~ 



Lawrence Weiner 

A Work in a Context 

1-4 December 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Dluzniewski 

Double Pink Pepper 
19-22 December 1980 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

A FORCE OF SUFFICIENT FORCE TO 
WEAR THROUGH A SURFACE 

(ie. FRAYED) 

Sit.A TAK WIELKA BY ZEDRZEC 
ZEWN~TRZNA POWt.OK~ 

(tj. STARTE) 

PODWOJNY ROZOWY PIEPRZ 

PODWOJNY ROZOWY PIEPRZ 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

18 Pieces of Watercolour 

5-8 January 1981 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Tomasz Osinski 

Untitled 

16-19 February 1981 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

094-o95 

I 



Bogdan Perzynski 
Projection 2 

23-26 February 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Danuta M-Iczak 
Area 

2-5 March 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Helmut Nickels 

Read/Write (action) 

ro March 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Berezianski 

Horizon 

16-19 March 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CZYT AC/PISAC 



Wlodzimierz Borowski 

Cataract 

23-26 March 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Kostolowski 

The Tents of Art (lecture) 

30 March 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



John Blake 
Untitled 

6-9 April 1981 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

John Blake 
Their Eyes 

6-9 April 1981 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Ich oczy 



Emmett Williams 

Portraits and Journeys 

13-16 April 1981 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jeff Instone 
1-30.9.80 

27-30 April 1981 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

Portrety 

• 
I 

Podroze 

1~30.9.80 



Wojciech Bruszewski 

Berliner Drawings (exhibition) 

Video on Art (lecture) 

4-8 May 1981 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Peter Mandrup 

Untitled 

n-13 May 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

100-101 

ACHTUNG 
Sie verlassen jelzl 

---------1~W_l!st·Bl!r~.i:! 11---------··-~---·--. 



Sudurgata 7 
Untitled 

Lone ArendaJ 
Painting 

IJ-r6 May I98r 

venue: Akurnuiatory 2 Gallery 

2
5-28 May 1981 

venue: AkurnuJatory 2 Gallery 



Jego uszy Sil male i ksztaltne 

A jego piers jest pokryta 

·\1ul his che-s1 is roYrr,•«I 1111th 

Mi~kkimi, bnizowymi wlosami 

Sof1 l,ro11•11 hoi1 

2 prace wieloj~zyczne 

Bu 1hr 011111 Ph;J/ppa Iloale 

Philippa Beale 
His Ears Are Small and Neat. 

Multilanguage Art 

19-22 October 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Margrit Kahl 
Metaprocess 1972/1978 

16-19 November 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

102-103 



Andrzej Berezianski 

White River, version II 

30 November - 2 December 1981 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Helmut Nickels 

Read: Write (action) 

20 October 1982 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

Green Wall, Its Image, Its nlusion 

and Its Representation 

3-6 November 1982 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Danuta M,!czak 

Transfer 

8-n December 1982 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 



Susan Hiller 
Monument 

5-8 January 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jerzy Kalucki 
Drawings 

12-15 January 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

. ..-

I 



Peter Mandrup 

Two Paintings 

24-26 January 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Lone Arendal 

Painting 

27-29 January 1983 
miejsce wystawy: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

106-107 

---

j 

' 

• 



Gerard Hemsworth 

Act of Discretion 

16-19 February 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Hanna Luczak 

Painted Works and Paintings 

23-26 February 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

AKT ROZWAGI 
(ACT OF DISCRETION) 



Amikam Toren 

Neither Image Nor Tree 

9-12 March 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Joanna Adamczewska 

110 X 100 

16-19 March 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

108-109 

110 I 100 



Andrzej Dluzniewski 

More or Less 

23 March 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Mariusz Kruk 

Events 

30 March - 2 April 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

• • • • mn1eJ w1~ceJ 



110-111 

Robin Klassnik 

To Be or Not To Be Orginal 

13-16 April 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Susan Ormerod 

Untitled 

4-7 May 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 
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Wlodzimierz Borowski 
To See or To Hear 

n-14 May 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Andrzej Berezianski 

Three Waves in the Black Pacific 

18-23 May 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

TRZY PALE NA CZARNYM PACYFIKU TRZY FALB NA CZARNYM PACYFIKU TRZY FALB NA CZARNYM 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Eric Andersen, Kirsten Justensen 

Disconceptions 

3 June 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Sef Peeters 

Fragments 

12-15 October 1983 

THE SLIP OP THE TONGUE ACT 

§ l. 

This Act is a slip of the tongue and shall appl!J 
10 all slips o[ the tongue 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

ART PRZEJeZYCZENIA 

s I. 
Ten AH.T jest prze j~z9czeniem i mir\ien odnosic si~ 
do msz9stkich inn!Jch przejt;;z!JczeJ\ 

FRAGMENTY 

112-113 



Tony Bevan 

Portraits and Emblems 

24-27 October 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

-

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

Nat Goodden 

Notations 

16-19 November 1983 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Opus I 

23-26 November 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Opus II 

30 November- 3 December 1983 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

n4-n5 



MALARSTWO 

Tadeusz Kalinowski 

Painting 

rr-14 Januaryr984 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Tomasz Wilmanski 

Shadows 

25-28 January 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Jerzy Kopec 

Awakening 

15-18 Fabruary 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Peter Mandrup 

Sculpture Growth 

22-23 February 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

116-u7 

WZRASTANIE 
• 

RZEZBY 



Lone Arendal 

11 Small Paintings 

24-25 February 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Joan Jonas 

Camino sin nombre (performance) 

14 March 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

11 malych obraz6w 

CAMINO SIN NOMBRE 



Helmut Nickels 

Read, Write (action) 

17 March 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Dorothee von Windheim 

Salve Sancta Facies 

28-31 March 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

n8-n9 

czgtac, pisac 

Salve Sancta Facies 



Raimund Girke 

Painting 

n-13 April 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Emmett Williams 

Metamorphoses ( exhibition) 

Genesis (performans) 

25-26 April 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

PAINTING 

GENESIS 
METAMORPHOSES 



Ann Noel 

Con.flux 

27-30 April 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 
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120--121 

Sven-Ake Johansson 
Function Reversal (musical action) 

ro October 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 



Reiner Ruthenbeck 

Twilight 
12-13 October 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

John Blake 
The Blinding 
7-8 November 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

,,TUTAJ W TEJ PRZESTRZENI 

MOZESZ POZNAC SWOJA MYSL" 



Andrzej Berezianski 
Rock Panorama 

9-12 November 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Jacek Jagielski 
Double Space 

12-15 December 1984 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

122-123 

SCIANY SKALNE 

POlKI SKALNE 

RUMOWISKO SKALNE 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski 

Still Life with Wind and Guitar 

9-n January 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Hanna Luczak 

Interpretations V: 19 Objects You Should Know 

30 January- 1 February 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Leszek Brogowski 

Several Pictures from Outside the 'Painting Book' 

28 February - 2 March 1985 

venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

KILKA OBRAZOW SPOZA ,,KSIAZKI MALARSKIEJ" 

Izabella Gustowska 

Multiple Portrait from the Relative 

Similarity Characteristics cycle 

13 March 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

124-125 

PORTRET WIELOKROTNY 

z cyklu: 

,,WZGL~DNE CECHY PODOBIENSTWA" 



Mariusz Gill 

A Column 

27-29 March 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Piotr Postaremczak 

Wind 

8-10 May 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

IOLUINA 



Janusz Dziubak 

Scores 

9-n October 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Avis Newman 

This ... the Dream's Navel 

23-25 October 1985 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

126-127 

PARTYTURY 

before the careless look 



Helmut Nickels 

Reflections (action) 

4 December 198s 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Sven-Ake Johansson 
If You See This, What Do You Hear? 
(musical action) 
2 7 February 1986 
venue: AT Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

REFLEKSJE 

..... --- J 



Emmett Williams 

ABC etc., or ABC et cetera, 

or ABC and so on ... (exhibition) 
Musica (performance) 
8-9 April 1986 
venue: AT Gallery 

Ann Noel 

Points of View 

9-10 April 1986 
venue: AT Gallery 

128-129 

ABC etc. 

lub 

ABC et cetera 

lub 

ABC itd. 

lub 

ABC i tak dalej 

lub 

L?WiM~ 

1986 



Geoffrey Hendricks 

Berliner Tagesbuch Watercolors. Sky 

Ladders Night and Day (exhibition) 

23-25 April 1986 
Wood Pile Performance (performance) 

23 April 1986 
venue: AT Gallery 

Peter-Jorg Splettstosser 
Quartiir 

8-9 October 1986 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

BERLINER TAGESBUCH WATERCOLORS 

SKY LADDERS NIGHT and DAY 

WOOD PILE PERFORMANCE 

QUART.AR 



Helmut Streich 

Ponctuation 

ro-n October 1986 

venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Michael Porter 

Untitled 

1-14 November 1986 

venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

130-131 
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~ALERJ'A AKll)IVLATIR Y 2.. 
-PINff P - Pd?NAN 

( SALA- G-Al~IC1i' A.r:) 

DICK 
HIGGINS 
,,Sl<-t:A-PAA/kA" 

{PE/1.FoR_MAN(e) 

wro~E(, 10. HT 
6-oTJZ. 19~-

Wolfgang Fuchs 

Dick Higgins 
Medley (lecture, action) 

IO March 1987 
venue: AT Gallery 

Solo. Improvised Music (musical action) 

25 March 1988 

venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 



Lone Arendal 
Horisont 

18-20 September 1989 
venue: Lecture Hall of the State Graduate 

School of Plastic Arts in Poznan 

Peter Mandrup 
Time - Light and Shadow 

18-20 September 1989 

venue: AT Gallery 

H 0 

TIME 

132-133 

) . 

R I s 0 N T 

Ll&·HT 

SHAD8W. 



Trevor Gould 

Mountain 

24-27 October 1989 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Piotr Szyhalski 

Better Days Soon 

9-11 January 1990 
venue: AT Gallery 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

M 
OUN 
TA IN 
GORA 

.,Poczqtek aktu stanowi tu nie dajqce 1i~ okreslic pobudzenie 

zmyslowe. 

Ciqg dalszy - to jakiei wyobra:i:enie p1ychiczne bardzo niejasne, 

t~pe, gdyi przyt~piona jest zdolnosc odbierania wra:i:en zmyslowych. 

Zakonczenie - to podr6i powielrzna po dochach" 

lwan Michajlawicz Sieczenow: .,Odruchy m6zgowe., 

PWN, Warszowa 1986, rozdzial pierwny pf . .,Ruchy 

mimowolne" § 9, sfrana 78 



Wojciech Bruszewski 
Romance 

16-17 January 1990 
venue: Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Wojciech Olejniczak 
Terrarium - Seventh Day 

6-8 March 1990 
venue: Lecture Hall of the State Graduate 
School of Plastic Arts in Poznan 

134-135 

TYKA 

GALERIA AKUMULATORY 2 (PWSSP) 

6-8 MARZEC 1990, godz.15.00-18.00 

WYSTAWA W AULi PWSSP w POZNANIU 

ALEJE MARCINKOWSKIEGO 29 

WOJCIECH OLEJNICZAK 

TERRARIUM 

dzien si6dmy 



Andrew Dutkewych 

Under the Bridge 

27-29 March 1990 
venue: Wielka 19 Gallery 

Richard Wilson 

Take Away 

18-30 October 1990 
venue: Centre for Contemporary Art 

Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw 

CHRONOLOGY 1972-1990 

POD MOSTEM 

CENTRUM SZTUKI WSPOtCZESNEJ 

GALE RIA AKUMULATORY 2 

uprzejmie zapraszajq na wystaw4l 

Richarda Wilsona 
zorganlzowanq przy wsp61udziale THE BRITISH COUNCIL 

w czwartek 18 pafdzlernlka 1990 roku o godzlnle 18 
Zamek UJazdowskl, Warszawa Alejo U)azdowskle 6 

lei. 28·12-71 



Rolf Langebartels 

Cable Car Music (musical action) 

3 November 1990 
venue: ON Gallery 

Maria Anna Potocka 

CABLE CAR MUSIC 

if You Find a Centre and Beginning in Yourself 

7-9 November 1990 
venue: ON Gallery 

136-137 

Jezeli w sobie znajdziesz srodek i poczqtek 

to moz~sz si~gac wsz~dzie i gdziekolwiek 
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Exhibitions Presenting 
the Akutnulatory 2 Gallery 
1979-2011 



Galeria Akumulatory 2 

Foto-Medium-Art 

January 1979 
Wroclaw 
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Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

as part of 2nd Biennial of New Art 

BWA, Zielona Gora 

6-9 May 1987 

DANUTA M~CZAK, TRANSFER INSTALLATION 

IN THE FOREGROUND JACEK JAGIELSKI'S INFLEXION; 

ON THE WALL DRAWING INSTALLATION BY HANNA l.UCZAK 

EXHIBITIONS PRESENTING THE AKUMULATORY 2 GALLERY 



Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

as part of the exhibition Alternative Galleries 

2002 

Inner Space, Poznan 

MIKOi.A) POLINSKI, CELESTIAL MECHANICS, 2002, INSTALLATION 

2002 



Akumulatory 2 Gallery 

Polish Institute in Berlin 
as part of the exhibition Fluxus East- Fluxus-Netzwerke 

in Mittelosteuropa 

28 September - 8 November 2007 

Kunsthaus Bethanien, Berlin 

ADAM GARNEK, VEHICLE-TRANSFER 

EXHIBITIONS PRESENTING THE AKUMULATORY 2 GALLERY 

2007 



2007 

IN THE FOREGROUND TOMASZ WllMANSKI's; ON THE WALLSPAINTING AND DRAWINGS BY_A_N_D_R_z_E_J_B_ER_E_z.,rA.,.N .. '..,,sK_r ____ ~-----------



Fluxus East. Fluxus Networks in Central 

Eastern Europe 

28 October 2010 - 27 February 20n 

Henie-Onstad Kunstsenter, H0Vikodden 

EXHIBITIONS PRESENTING THE AKUMULATORY 2 GALLERY 

2010/2011 



2010/2011 

+uaa-• 





Artists / Art Critics . 



Joanna Adamczewska, 110 x 100, 1983 

----------
----

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

110 x 100 is wall narrative about the reproduction of a cover page 
of a magazine. Each of the one hundred matrices contained the 
same text of one hundred and ten words. Besides the meaning of the 

words themselves, the different prints offered their own semantics 

of the negative. 

IN THE MIDDLE: JOANNA ADAMCZEWSKA 



iw-.·<//M,v,.,..',v;~.,..,.,'. 
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154--155 

,.-

Joanna Adamczewska 
ll0x 100 
1983, drawing, 
213 x 149 cm 

;. .... 



Eric Andersen, Untitled, 1980 

KOlEJNOSC J E S T 

ABCEEEJJJ 
K L N N 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The Danish Fluxus artist presented a retrospective of his designs, 

ideas, scenarios of events. 

0 B O J I; T N A 

0 0 0 O S $ T T 



8pera by eric andereen 

210:X:297 the :following was published 210x297 

I have confidence in you : 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

3 or 4 people in l row 

walk around at the back of the chairs following strange 
lines in the audience, each of the walking-performers 
with a bag containing instructions and materials for 
actions never seen before. 

the walking-performers settle in a circle around a 
person in the audience, a person the first performer 
in the walking-line selects. 

the second performer in the walking-line decides what 
action from the bags the selected person in the audience 
must perform. 

the third performer in the walking-line helps the 
audience-performer with good advices i:f it is necessary. 

the fourth performer in the walking-line watches the 
audience-performer for some time to see what is going 
to happen to the action ) . 

The walking performers continue in this way as many times 
as they want. 

That neither the walking-performers nor the audience
performers will feel comfortable or uncom:fortable but 
only do what I expect them to do. 

To be perfor.ned by 2. violinists. 

I AM SORRY_, BUT HOW CAN 
I TELL YOU A VERV NI CE 

STORY., WHEN J D8 kAVI£ 
8Nlx TkD"T1 fl( H LBPPFRS m 

opera by eric andersen 

to call by opus and a number. 

announce 'X' 
( perforn 'X' 

announce that - .•. H ............... ( 'X' or'Y 1 ) took pl:1cu 1n 
thi;: same period. 

dee. 11, 1963: sit down from 7 PM to 8,03 PM ( danish time 
and think about tho people all over the world who me.y be 
performing this. 

1. Belect eome objects which address themselves to your 

acoustic imagination. 

2, play with thom after a predeterminated system. 

---------------

the frequency a'' 1 ' is played as a violinfrequency for 

30 sec, - intensity: pp. - each year which passes after 
the first of april 1962 involves that the frequency is 
lengthened with 5 sec. 

-------------

Eric Anderson 
I Am Sorry ... 
1971, printed matter, 

37·5 x 47·5 cm 



BOXIN 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

AUIINMLIQI! - I 
OFFEnl.JQT L.OKAU 
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Eric Andersen 
Boxin 

fTI 
:::0 
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)> 
z 
C 
fTI 
:::0 
(/) 
fTI 
z 

1974, printed matter, 
42 x 60 cm 
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Eric Andersen 
Opera Write the Same Address ... 

1962, collage, 30.2 x 61 cm 1970s, drawing, printed 
matter, 48 x 70 cm 



Eric Andersen, Kirsten Justensen, Disconceptions, 1983 

ERIC ANDERSEN 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Two Danish artists performed three actions together. The first one 

paid attention to the public's reaction to the changing pace of wall slide 

projections. In the second one the artists marked various elements 

of the room while one of them read out a text that commented on, 

or contradicted, the goings-on. In the third one the artists initiated 

the halving of the gallery space and the various elements inside it, 

which the public then actively joined in. 

IN THE MIDDLE: KIRSTEN fUSTENSEN 



160 -- 161 



Angelo de Aquino, Through My Self, 1973 

Angelo de Aquino 
Through Myself 
( Playing on the Floor) 
1973, drawing, 
21.5 x 31.5 cm 

;rrt~t:MA<H{ )1 SELF'' 

A- G-A/1'1 ~ il'J "tHs Ploof) 
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A-rv5Jo 'te ~~ 7'3 
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ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The gallery space was marked as an activity field according to a layout 

submitted by the Brazilian artist. On the sector-divided floor were 

plotted words which formed various conceptual configurations. 

RE.Sa. Ve.J> FoR. 't'IE A1airT's 
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Lone Arendal, Painting, 1981 

LONE ARENDAL 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 





Lone Arendal, Painting, 1983 

THIRD FROM LEFT: LONE ARENDAL 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition featured three paintings. They were based on drawing 

studies, one of which was reproduced in the exhibition poster. 





Lone Arendal, 11 Small Paintings, 1984 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist showed a series of small-format oil paintings. Part of a closed 
series, each successive piece expanded upon its predecessor's idea and 

originated the next one. 



Lone Arendal 
Untitled 
1984, oil on canvas, 
30.5 x 20 cm 



Lone Arendal, Horisont, 1989 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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.. 

170--171 

Lone Arendal 
Untitled 
1984, mixed media, 
98 x 55 cm 



Imre Bak (with Laszlo Lakner), Untitled, 1973 

,. EARTH 

... 

air 

Imre Bak 
Imagine It Yourself 

1973, photography, 
printed matter, 8 works, 
2r.5 x 30.5 cm each 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

For a joint presentation with Laszlo Lakner the artist submitted 

photography-and-text recordings that relativised the established 
order of vision. 



AIR air 

earth EARTH 
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Eduard Bal, Untitled, 1978 

Eduard Baal 
Par Avion 

1976, print in 4 parts, 
45 x 63 cm each 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



Philippa Beale, His Ears Are Small and Neat. 
M ultilanguage Art, 1981 

174-175 

The London-based artist showed two works consisting of a eighteen 

parts each in which a repeated image was accompanied by different 

translations of the same word. 

Jego uszy s~ ma.le i kszta:ttne His Ears Are Small and Neat 

Jego francuskie ucho 

Jego hiszpanskie ucho 

JeP,o w:toskie ucho 

Jego portugalskie ucho 

Jego rumunskie ucho 

Je o niemieckie ucho 

Jego holenderskie ucho 

Jego skandynawskie ucho 

Jego polskie ucho 

Jego czeskie ucho 

Je o serbo-chorwackie ucho 

Jego w~gierskie ucho 

Jego tureckie ucho 

Jego indonezyjskie ucho 

Jego rosyjskie ucho 

Jego greckie ucho 

Jego izraelskie ucho 

Jego japonskie ucho 

Jego afrykanskie ucho 

His French ear 

His Spanish ear 

His Italian ear 

His Portugese ear 

His Rumanian ear 

His German ear 

His Dutch ear 

His Scandinavian ear 

His Polish ear 

His Bohemian ear 

His Serbo-Croatian ear 

His Hungarian ear 

His Turkish ear 

His Indonesian ear 

His Russian ear 

His Greek ear 

His Israeli ear 

His Japanese ear 

His African ear 



OREILLE 

OOR 

TELINOA.KUPJNO 

Philippa Beale 
His Ears Are Small and Neat 
1980, linocut, 

59·5 x 59.5 cm each 

ORE.IA 

0RE 

UKHO 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Ortt, C.HIO 

UC1tO 

AFTI 
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Andrzej Bereziatiski, Ray Traces. Stones, 1972 

The artist presented three large canvas paintings (unframed and 

unstretched), which related to brief theoretical texts displayed next to 

them, and a free wall-mounted composition of illusionistic stones cut 

out in cardboard. 

Andrzej Berezianski 
from the Stones cycle 
1972, mixed media 



Andrzej Berezianski, Mountain Landscape. Model. 
A Theory of Intuition, 1974 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition comprised three parts: photographic drawings from the 

Mountain Landscape series, a loosely displayed large-format painting 

called Model and a text, Theory of Intuition. 

ANDRZEJ BEREZIANSKI 



Andrzej Berezianski, Open Order and Closed 
Order, 1975 

Z a m i e n a 
1.tnergii 

An open system is the beginning of any closed system. 

A closed system exists simultaneously with energy; a zero set-up of a closed system= 

growth = destruction 

Even though a system is not closed, it can be closed partly 

and this forces us to call it a closed system. 

Energy change ........... radiation ........... a closed system in negative. 

(A not necessarily apt example) 

Andrzej Berezianski 
Energy Converswn 
1975, printed matter on 
paper (detail) 



Andrzej Berezianski, Himalaya Series. 
Impressionism, 1976 

The artist presented three paintings alluding to the Impressionist 
painting conventions. 

SECOND FROM LEFT: ANDRZE) BEREZIANSKI 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

Andrzej Berezianski 
Himalaya Series. 
Impressionism 
1976, oil on canvas 





Andrzej Berezianski, South Pacific. One Single 
Wave of South Pacific, 1977 

FIRST FROM LEFT ANDRZEf BEREZIANSKI 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



\ 
) 

SOUTH PACIFIC, A HAND AND A MATCH-BOX 

The man is seeing only a changeability of waves originated at the 

remote centres of disturbances. Those centres are going to change the 

very organization of South Pacific and indirectly- our consciousness. 

Are we then, merely living, feeling, thinking and acting subjects? 

When expanding, centres of disturbances are creating many centres 
of secondary disturbances. At this moment and at any other moments 

following it, waves in them are inconsistent. Waves of the Pacific are 

being animated outwardly, but One Single Wave of South Paci.fie has its 

internal life. A place being occupied by such a wave would be at the 

same time a place from which the direction of the waves is extending. 

That wave has its spiritual, independent form and it is internally 

independent. Its animated matter would ascend in its activities over the 

material world into the sphere oflife. All what is being light, substantial, 

and non-material, would be named spiritual. It is just so, that such 

a spirit is imparting its very existence to all of the South Pacific. 

There is only one wave in the South Pacific, which exists even in a South 

Pacific devoid of water. In such a case, that wave is like a flame. When 

coming into being, this flame exists neither in the hand nor inside 

a match-box. 

Andrzej Berezianski 
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Andrzej Berezianski 
South Paci.fie. One Single 
Wave of South Paci.fie 
1977, ink on paper, 
50 x 70 cm 



Andrzej Berezianski, How to Draw a Tree. Cyclical 
Presentations of Total Drawing (nRAw1NG AcnoN), 1978 

FROM LEFT: ANDRZEJ BEREZIANSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The first piece in a four-part series of cyclical instruction presentations 

of total drawing included, somewhat ironically, object drawings on the 

subject of'How to Draw Trees' and three drawings informed by the 
theory of 'half vision'. 

W10Z{-.1f LIWOOC:l'-l 



Andrzej Berezianski 
How to Draw a Trees 
1978, drawing, 
58,5 x 49 cm each 

Andrzej Berezianski 
Half-Vision 
1978, ink on paper, 
63 X IOO cm, 70 X IOI cm, 
64,5 x IOI cm 

THEORY OF HALF VISION 

When we look at an 'objective object' each of the cerebral hemispheres 

perceives only part of the image ('object')- the left one that on the right 
and the right one that on the left. 

Then the right hemisphere tries to complete the partial image that has 
arisen in the field of vision. 

What is the 'objective object'? 

It turns out that the answer will depend on what kind of world was 

visible to the brain during its development and what forms, shapes and 
lines determined the generation and then growth of specialised cells 
(neurons). 

It turns out, therefore, that the ability to recognise the world visually has 

nothing to do with the recognition of an imaginary 'linear' world that 

originates mechanically and is a neuropsychic world. 

Andrzej Berezianski 
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Andrzej Berezianski, White River. Cyclical 
Presentations of Total Drawing (3), 1979 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



Andrzej Berezianski 
White River 

Pastel on cardboard, 1979, 
80 X IIIO cm 



Andrzej Berezianski, Forest, 1980 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



Andrzej Berezianski 
Forest 
1980, drawing on wrapping 
paper, 126 x 199 cm 
(detail) 



Andrzej Berezianski, Horizon, 1981 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

In Horizon, in his characteristic ironic and provocative manner, Andrzej 

Berezianski again confronted the issue of the timeliness of the painting 

medium. Two large canvases dealing with the classic theme of painterly 

illusion were accompanied by a large, space-dominating wall inscription: 
'True Painting". 



Andrzej Berezianski 
True Painting 
r98r, oil on canvas 



Andrzej Berezianski, Three Waves in the Black 
Pacific, 1983 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist showed his recent mixed-media paintings, combining 

painting and drawing elements, and referring to his earlier by six years 

drawing series, South Pacific. 
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Andrzej Berezianski 
Three Waves in the Black 
Pacific 
1983, mixed media 



Andrzej Berezianski, Rock Panorama, 1984 

The exhibition's centrepiece a large canvas painting with a mountain 
landscape motif, in which little flags had been stuck to indicate rock 
walls, ledges and debris. The composition was accompanied by drawing 

sketches of the painting's selected fragments. 

FROM LEFT: ANDRZEJ BEREZIANSKI .---------~._-

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



Andrzej Bereziar\ski 
Rock Walls, Ledges and 
Debris 
1984, ink on paper, 
70 x 100 cm each 

194--195 

Andrzej Bereziar\ski 
Rock Panorama 
1984, oil on canvas, 
136 x 294 cm 



Terry Berkowitz, Fleeting Images, 1976 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



It's really no wonder everyone feels alienated. 

If you think back to when you were a child,, a certain mental picture formed. 
You have an image of how you looked- mostly constructed from old photographs. 
The remembrance of mental make-up is different. 

You think about what THEY said about you, that you were a happy child or a sad child, 

a misearble child or an anxious child, or a beautiful, ugly, depressed, energetic child. 

You failed at everything or succeeded all the time. 
You were a gem, a star, a bore, or a burden. 

The list of possible definitions is endless. 

But, when you're alone, you know -subconsciously-you know, when you when you face 

yourself, that you weren't quite like that. 

You weren't what THEY said-we became what expected, 

And in the interim - a person died. 
The person inside just closed itself off -walled itself up behind layers and layers of defense, 

behind words of justification. 

But there that person is 

Always just below the surface 

Peeking through in the mirror 

Showing up through those two holes we say are eyes. 

But they're not eyes, 

No, 

They're are the walls of a prison. 
Each time a reflection is see another appears. 
It is impossible to stabilize those fleeting images. 

After all, if it's not you 

WHO IS IT? 

Terry Berkowitz 



Tony Bevan, Portraits and Emblems, 1983 

FROM RIGHT: TONY BEVAN 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The project, an interpretation of the artist's painting works, consisted 

of three portraits/emblems cut out in black self-adhesive tape. The way 
they were arranged on the walls, their size and mutual relationships 

meant that they could be viewed as one work in three sequences. 





John Blake, Remember, 1980 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The installation consisted of three elements: a large-format photograph 
mounted outside on the window, a black screen dividing the gallery 

space, and a looped recording of the word 'remember'. 

FROM LEFT: JOHN BLAKE 



John Blake, Untitled, 1981 

200-201 

John Blake 
Untitled 
1980/81, charcoal on paper 



John Blake, Their Eyes, 1981 

FROM RIGHT: JOHN BLAKE 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



202--203 

John Blake 
Their Eyes 
1980/81, drawing, 
41 x 56.5 cm 



John Blake, The Blinding, 19s4 

IN THE MIDDLE: JOHN BLAKE 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The installation consisted of the projection of a slide image, vibrating 

along the vertical axis, of a hand-covered face, a black curtain serving as 

a negative screen, and an ultra-violet light source. 
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Wlodzimierz Borowski, Black, 1977 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

Wlodzimierz Borowski 
Black/ White 
1976-77, text, 24 pages, 
22.7 x 32.5 cm 



During the 1965 Artists and Scientists Symposium in Pulawy 
I carried out a show which I called- 0 +. The mathematical 

signs - and + were made of mirrors and mounted on a wall 

with the O sign, made of prepared styrofoam, between them. 

That sign collapsed under its own weight and the particles 

that fell on the floor because of the draught were swept away 
by the cleaning ladies. 

[Introduction] Wlodzimierz Borowski 

206-207 

They marched into a black that wasn't a darkness. 

It wasn't anything - nor a lack of anything. 

They entered the black, but they didn't walk in it 

Because it wasn't a space. 

They walked and talked ... 

It's purple sheep 

Green ravens 

Blue as a devil 

Brown pestilence 

Clear type 

Blue character 

It's dark, it's comprehensible 

A purple night, the brightness of death 

Pink despair, black dawn 

They entered a growing brightness. 

They were happy 

Not to see anything anymore 

They hurried a lot 

And they passed 

The circle oflight 

They walked in darkness 

And counted off the time. 



Wlodzimierz Borowski, Cataract, 1981 

FROM LEFT: WJ:ODZIMIERZ BOROWSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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Wlodzimierz Borowski, To See or To Hear, 1983 

FROM RIGHT: Wl.ODZIMIERZ BOROWSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition consisted of two projects. One was a painting series -
eight rectangles of grey, unprimed, frameless canvas. In the margin 
of each piece was handwritten 'I was', on several there were red traces 

of drawings or signs. The second project, A Triptych with Interludes, 

comprised three drawings (also on unprepared canvas) made by three 
different persons with their eyes closed. 

Wlodzimierz Borowski 
from the Triptych with 
Interludes cycle 

1981-1982, drawing on 
canvas, 107 x 69 cm each 
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ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



Wlodzimierz Borowski 
from the Triptych with 
Interludes cycle 
1981-82, drawing on 
canvas, !07 x 69 cm 
(detail) 

212--213 

from the To See or To Hear 
cycle 
1983, canvas, w7 x 69 cm 
(detail) 



Janos Brendel, Contemporary Hungarian Avant-garde 
{LECTURE), 1973 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



Leszek Brogowski, Several Pictures from Outside 
the 'Painting Book', 1985 

LESZEK BROGOWSKI 

214-215 

The exhibition featured seven paintings on canvas and hardboard. Some 

of them annexed the surrounding space - the gallery's window, floor, 

walls. Complementing the visual content were the works' lengthy titles, 

which introduced interplay between image and text. 



ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



LESZEK BROGOWSKI, 'PAINTING BOOKS' 

216--217 



Wojciech Bruszewski, Berliner Drawings (ExHrnITrnN); 

Video on Art {LECTURE), 1981 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Wojciech Bruszewski 
Brandenburger Tor from the 
Berliner Drawings series 
1981, photograph, drawing, 
IOO X 70 cm 
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ACHTUN6 
Sie verlassen jetzt 
West-Berli 



ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Victor Burgin, Untitled, 1976 

FROM LEFT: VICTOR BURGIN 

Sensation 

Create a little sensation 
Feel the difference that everyone can see 

Something you can touch 
Property 

There·s nothing to couch it 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist showed his Lei-Feng (1974), comprising photographic collages, 
short text and commentary. Alluding to popular advertisements, the 

photo-texts (1975) decoded the language in which consumers' desires 

are shaped. 

ContraDiction 

,uu·vegot it 
You want to keep i 1 

NaturaUy. That's conservation 
It conserves those who can·t have it 
Theydon·c want cobeconscrvcd 

Logically, that's con I rndiclion 

Logic 

Everything you buy says something about you 
Some things you buy say more than you realise 

One thing you buy sayi, everything 
Property 

Either you have icoryou don·, 



Victor Burgin 
Sensation/Contradiction/ 
Logic 
1975, printed matter, 
44 x 76 cm 

222-223 

Reflect Contradiction 

t~ 

F -

I' ,,, .. ... ,. ' _-
~ .,_ 

Thinking of a change? 
The change that changes everything 
Two words - class consciousness 

You'll never be the same again 
Not just a different you, a radically different you 

Reflect/Contradiction 
1975, printed matter, 
84 x 54-7 cm 



The young soldier Lei-Feng asks his instructor if he 
may be assigned to a combat mission. When 
refused he cannot hjde his impatience. 

Lei-Feng is invited to his instructor's room. The 
writings of Mao may solve Lei-Feng's ideological 
problem. 

"Did Zhang Si-de fall gloriousty in front-line action?" 
asks the instructor. Lei-Feng replies that Zhang 
Si-de died in a coal-mining accident. 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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-""" IUdl d,sciplWW. H ~ and math!tmllics. The ll"er is. 
IOdal,uhima1..,idloloQica,l,~tionthll...-111which1Nk110g,;..e 
-.mofll'llarucutallonlttirouohwhich•culturei:><-rMlilv. 

Thel)Olir,Qofthlll.,,.....,~hMicJeoloOicllimolicatiominoomrnon 
wilft!hllla11.,1n1halil......._thllc,holograohvisai:><oc-.of 
p,owcr,o,,.S..C:h1-.throu;tt1he1ecr,r,icalm.anipulauonot,.,.. 
lef ....... ft'l!ldillfllfflilVlfldconttill,tlNlll~inteNontlonlnlhe 
-Id Thiaawa,-oort1Cllllw~~-of1he..-, 
• In on«wrul)litile inltn,.,,.,.I of trulft, Wt - thul 1a(l,lffle(f 10 lhl 
-•ronot!hllmo1W#Honolk:onlr:.,,..hNlnoc~,a,vthlla~ 
llho!011<M>hic~ohouklhlve111i111efa,enc..ur. --~ 
1w,n-M1wi1h .. .,ea,f, l141<bitr11Y.._.,1NlthkP9fl>Cull, ,et.,.,., 
lhouldi..wlld>111int-t111'11N"~•-

l(on,ieliQN(lirtc!11'1Mnol•onlvoblKtllnthll~w<n:l.llilont., 
1hrOUQh 1h1Motwcll 11>11 ir,_.,tlgni!y tuCh abll:tlCtenl:itiel N .,......_ 
AnY1tudvott1Mn-,,nosolanlconic"'1mo.tlht<efonlirdlcllocon
lklet•1ionol1"'~°'iuot,;ect, ... ~1n11e1.•Meuhal 
~. all ws1e,,-ol lq'liflcaOOl'I mu1t - on the - .,,..,.,.. 
"ARW11...,.olalQnoticMion, whl1_t1My_t.._i..wlhl luno;tion 
o1,,-.,;t1inQ-.ltwy-bOl'fow1helr~trorn.,.,,~ 
ll>IM<N lnsual. audilor-,.ete.l W thN ~boatono......,.tllltle 
....,.n!ocldMl<eandlO illlone: to thit~-IIIJlllOI\M • .,_,...w 
IIU'OO<'l,lt-c.ancallit--10thil1Je'td'lo•tociologieefPUfi-twhith 

V. 

The instructor rebukes Lei-Feng. Lei-Feng already 
has a job to do and it is unnecessary to look for 
another. 

In the Servtee of the People was written by Mao in 
memory of the soldier Zhang Si-de. Lei•Feng knows 
the essay perfectly and does not understand why he 
must return to it now. 

"Zhang Si-de died pursuing the interests of the 
people", counters the instructor. Will Lei-Feng 
accept Zhang Si-de's work? 

Doublf .,,,c,,11,r,o,, • ma1 INture 11¥ which lhl _,, "' .. ' number of 
W01(h:ol•~•elOtTl'lldb'l"__,.oldiltetlnicombnltionlof 
OOVY,...,.....,motrol9QUtldl.Jheprinc,pltoldouble-~ 
KOOUl'll1-0,.,.fortheg,N\tcOnOffl'lofllflOUIOlftil~therootof 
t1M1UIONJf'fl'l'Ol~."'-"-iniloll11onff'omone...othe<dG 
not IO(lrWfv Thev tiwe no~"' !hen-"'-,_ .,e me-. atteciad ~ 
11W1.....,_011heWQrds,nwhd<.,,..,Ol"1,c,plfe Forlbr1Jn11."'The 
l>ho<wtrnn,llfoduasol the.acondfinou,Aocartir:ullltoon. 11•""- ,.-...., 
.. 1"9 QUlll&r,10<$ ol lhe a,bot.rMinnl of !he lign.'' 

fl,e c:ttili4iclluor1 ol llnQuilloc unit-. • a,;....._ UMoo,gh the tommu1,1,o,, 
«1U ln...,.,.,ng11M~1-ol1_d.....,._IIIJOlflt•t....noch 
MS9"fic...U,,cliffe<-unitoft1M~ia._......t.wt,e,,.fo, 
u!lfflllls.lH!l'ildollonedinlobifthlho;ttf'l!lla-~hnbNfo 
01otiuedilllg,\aa.db'l"1d\e,,o,,ln the ~of N une,lll'IUI. The fee, 
lt>llbof,_.ancl,abb,f-ur,ltmo,IIIM,,nMoffflll~ • .....,,.__,;,,,i 
snol, ■ ....... l'f'•tat,lial,edb.-ret...,_I0_,~,1,ec:onvn,,1111-
1-". B;onhn -11-. -.-ow. VI on~ IO-·~ OIQ!-. INI l<Q· 
,._ unil:1 whlCh __,,__ tlM_,g,g,m. itw.,s -ll'IQ tlM 
clH.lmctotionol1~-•lnt011t<~---

T ... -••II~ of I ...... Ill MCo,,dl,rv attlClllll!oon ,n 11,e l>holo· 
orlOh tin tel Meu to_... ol 1 "CIUM> ,_ .. ol .;g,, e,,c1 rete .. nt 
whocho-::11.dnthl~of_,iconic~ Mettma,nUWIIU'l•t 
eKh ~. ol whdl 1,..,. •• 111 Infinite numbe<. ■ l,1tduefbl¥ ..,_ 
n-t~benocommut11ionollhlimaoe....:fthutnoP11ldiumliOc 
S\'$l..,..ollheimag,,.Ecoor111ModwhandhN1UQ1111ted1i..1e,1ic.,i. 
I""" 'belr;,w' tlw .._... Ill thl ln-..o,e ,._ be C)OMed. Much hn i:-n -
oflhe'do(lntl".---characteool~MOPOIIM(IIOlhl 
"""""9ul"_cont_..._.,n1m,r•oftheimloe.lnthilconnKtionEco 
,et.-s101 ........ ,_tor11Gtinr;,1r_,...;«""'9_and~picturfi 
¥<1lhtheaodolcon,c,,.tte,s,nwh,ct,U,e-ti-,-~ll>Nb8e<> 

·:E1:;~-=~~~~~:;.·::~'.•vt 

II. 

Ttw1,«cvgr,,l,Qfl-CW>nolbeNidtobeiongtoan11Q<1Naler'l!...,_.ol 
1r1icl>lauonlot"-IOl llMt ph<)r>eme11$ilhN.11¥delinition, Sllronsic 
meeninQll'1lUfllheteloreti.~imo1tQffllCconst;iuents11f 
t\p,re,.i,onwhieht,,.,.nocouni.<1>1t1Mthlcon1ent~-Thll6ffer 
-~•~tion~andMM1f11icrne,l,;81'1'isill4Ttaled,n 
1helr ,_..,. dee~- l(au - thlt Ndl of,,,. conctlJK& 
,so,...,..IKI ~ ,1,e..,,,..>1ocmef1unin his~ol lhe-OI ·er-· 
,....¥ h,eil be detompoM(I. Fo, ~- h<I wriles. - ... !hi C<>l'ICIP' ot ..., 
obie<:1,ef)f ... .,Hldby'l()t,je(:11"moQhlbelf'l!IIVNdn..,o,paniaa1,o,,ol 
_., 1hat.,. -rio-r..--,., io,,""'-""" ...t,,cJ, fo,m • ~•'1119 who/I, 
ha""'fl•no,~,,.,_;,,_._-• 

A ,ecog,,,t~ - mighl W ~ M fc,llow5. Con.kfe< Thor 
t•amoleoftwo...__tta~which••ldef>...,_.,nallun,,•~ 
1he.-.--il'_,..,.'lh!I01hot,"__.. Ther,aralfin!l,-cc.-."' 
"-<t'wt,ict,mr,be~ll'IIOlh!l,ecognirion_._41M>MI. 
lch,,.1, t•). (,-1. lbrowl. 1-1. (,_I. We -~ IO 
_,hll_l,_l......,edlehlmmocall'l<IVU_,,.,k:onicln· 
!.,IQlll"lll M 1WO '--• 0,,., liM ii hori1onlal, the Olt>ef. lboul twlCI IN 
19no!hol1h1ti,,a.-on,e-,,cJoft"-horironialline11..,w,oleol 
about 80" The- t,-.1 in 1i. uamoie ,._ ,hul be decomuoNd ntO 
........ Cmor• ICCU<lll .... ~ 'c"-'-in dwlCmn - ~IICll'I 
olW!e'l.andtheottwt_,..migh11Mo---1yONll,..lt'I. rl>Ht ...... 
,,..,.no_,,_.,,,._n..~of~hom·_,.,,.-10 
'1et10U$U"ilt11u1brouQhl ....... b.-thlmodmcelionol111•~ 
......,.whodlhanoCVUfll-,inllM<;Ont-gj-,e. 

Or,cecomn,,,,ut,onil .. ~lltfldigmsk>ll>wln'"l!Hntio.11''\JICIUfll 
lg<NI ..,..,.,tolr_ol lhotlYPl"t,,;e' ... wie,ned ~ ~-
n,lic,n _,... o,_,. tro,n ...,adlQ,mt •~ Uvough ct-,oa ,n 1 
...... ntl!ro9fole.._..,,.......nt,Uinll,......._andthlir .... b0t'■ I 

~,n~i,ew,no~.Ahhc,whlhla,~llllhl5 
QOinl~,_k:onicMQl'l5ol1~1\1111!IOffllh1tolpho!O(llap'Oi 
rhe~1-lorlhephc,IOg,IOf'IICIOQl'lll',o,.tdbed9e,. 

IV. 

s..,....,, ••• ..,,,.,, ..... \t>oughl,aasoc .. l~with•~~-i,,Ch!I 
mndol1<>YWN11 .. ofthllilngu&QelOwhidilNiai\Jnll,..~. 
Though1ilall,t0Sauu....-e.Ol"'._avaou,euncha<ted!\llbula",....i-.e,1 
M •• IIMte .,.. no i:,,t--exi,uno illNs before !IM ._.,,nee of i..no,..aoe:· 
~he,avs,'" ... wctn:1in11Mtbofderlll'ldwhe<elhe...,,,.,.,.llol 
-""'anclttiouut,1~:lhMcorrtiinatiOnf)l'OOIIC11$llorm.no11 
__ _.. Hjel,nelw ,ema,tr.s 11\11 •• .•• lhefe is no bMil tor the -mp• 

rionthalCQ!llflfll·IMli,.11nce1'1\Quohllll<Upreu;on.tubs1ance!_,,.,., 
Chlln! pr~ l,,ngullOll lfl time o, t.;.,,~C!lic:tl Olde<. o, ~ -»:• bul 
C.,.,...,.,__ "'" ... m.linu;n S.UUU,e'• llllrninol<>Qv • 11\d pt,c ...... t,om 
h,oHIUml)liQnl-ftbK-ciNflhlllhlsubLWICl""'""""lll'llhe 
lolm10.,,,c:h1MQ<Hthlt ~ livfle•,;lul,ivelvbyiial.....,.,, and can in no 
-beucltohlve~t•xiat!nce."'Tl•_,111isrn......,_,1ln 
S.U.U,e'1d,e,oc,iptionolalgnlficM;o,,it,lhtn.mirigaledbyl>ilidNof 
~.,.,. .... _tN,.....,.,.,gi1rt01p,oducetf....,..,_ .. ~---....ucaly"-
1hfouc,hthe11.-.ottliflr>l'it,lwi1h1sig,,i/iff. butlhllllisl'IIC__,,, 
10 1».1 KWUf>I ol lhl 'ho<vo,ltat' ~ which I ip-,e,, ,lg,, con· 
1r1C11withlhot1Mlf'1......,;ct,...,roundk. 

B~thN ,-11, ,.,., tlM etfe<:1 al the ldou ol ,,_ ·• ... • 10 ~ 
IIIQ,Mlin(,uistictltldbfino~clole<IO~"k!lloCh
.,.,,linQ,ui,.1ic:t""".,10lalino""1llla.wteminwhich...,.....,llwqse,e 
utl>Ml,/fld!~and..ao,,.~tndllf}lti/iildlll'ldllso,nwhir;h 
...,..tt,,ngo.,,conrr-Nlad e5oPll,ca......,bep,;hlnoedlola,-. 
11101<0<iba,ol,;hocol;tle.bu1!!11toi..s11DC<1ln1-eminwt,,cl'ld 
111f'ds,ncom1N1J11•2iiP«land1lOi,piace.Tl',aF.....:hwoni 
"mouton'" c-, bolh lhe .......... and IIM c:oobd "-1 or\,,,.-· 
__ ,1>1£ngleh1 .. m··,,,..non"'co-s~lhot..- n..,,_,. 
ol tlM Englil.l'I 1erm .. ,.,.,no,,•· II l>lfllally di<...., lt'o,n in oo-e...,_.,_ 
w,01 1h11 , .. m H~•• ...... , • 10 .... , !tom - ~,.,,.., ~-

VI. 



The instructor says that for him too their 
conversation has been a self-criticism. He also once 
tried to get combat duty for the same reasons. 

Now Lei-Feng sees where he had been wrong. 
Regardless of whether he goes against machine-guns 
or collects coal he should seek to serve the people. 

Together they study the texts through which they 
may improve their ideological formation. 

224--225 

Eco - ~,,_,,;,,go" .. c.,JflNW<JNU'',.., •__,.,,.. edal>oed 
t,omSc~.whOrnhllQUOl•:"lnanvcult..,•aUIVl ... isln'Ol)iv 
..-."1hlnQll\alisc:ult1.1<1111VclelirMldenddisl~M.., _,.;.y, II may 
belpet.O,,.ok,ce.lhlnQ.fMling,1111•0l1ffairf.-oll01tlbodinQ. 
'"''""'• ~UO<I,. hooe OI ldN. In~ ... euflure such Ul'lfU; N 
u<ldlo.1-, ~ tdlpfnM>d!, 1 .,_, t tiunc:t,, thl kleli of Pf.-. 
hooe end en, er, cu1•111tt ....;u,·• Trer,111'ted into H~ • .,...._ ...ch 
Ur'Vll .. lrhlltO,,/tf'll·Wb#IMK:#,bfOt,IQll{lll)wlb\llJwimpoakio,,oll 
wit..,-., -•in,g,tnl t/OM911F•f- UPOfl I g;..... iOIM of CQftllffl·P<lt-'• 

H"""'""'•••~ lrom•"-clotr-,ol r.,11.,..;c.t~ .,_ 
110W•hltoMm01111u<01J<1'COlouf'i1fQffl\llddil1...,.,t1¥~c..it"'" 
8v .....iogv, relenino tO o•""' ,:to,,'leinl. - ,..... ObN<W tl\al. tor 
, ........ the_.,.,,, ~• ""t C<lltu,.....,, •!NM ll'POIOVv ~ 
.-i ~. '""-"' ··c-·o-f• fio,.,r• In our w .. ,.,,, ..,....., bul no1 In -
OI ...... 0, -• ho,n - 1111•~ 'l!li.t•-- ., ....... 111 fo!mad boffl 
..... ~"""""'~~,ndMl!ul,l~·en.t-wr-.ai, 
ll•-·~v·. 

Ol...c:1'1_..,._E,;c,l'>N........_Old.'",,,_,,....,.c:oncemed...,it,'ldiNa'. 
1KVCNielllli6N.nc11....,...i.,.m, .. at,jKU:--~"""" 
vaMf .,,,_,, islW 1""'" rhf ~n,.,.,, T"' ......... cor.-.cl IO euft\11' .. 
I.IM,but • .....,CIII '-Otfinldandtol>lrolledP,.,,,IIYNdiffll-:thev 
111'1not~il,1-o1me1r-•-·"Si.ic:t,1eoncen,wltt.ltll 
-.,., - _._ ii COM~ wilh ~• own loQ,ie;,ffl end 
lh9lol-contempo,...,~tt.th!.IIT.-:''Cognit;..anttwo
P01oo,ilai-edor,thl....-nptlonthttilsd91t .... merotal~ 
whdlC111'- ........... b't'I01melmt1hods ....... to-ol1N~IQ 
endloQk..&d>i,articulercultutlconM!Sol1-ollol,JlclllQfflCiples 
wt,;cho,.~...i..W.,._.,.....Tolhl~er,th,opcloglsl 
"'-lol,Jlclll~rtthlr \ht<\ ll>e ....,..,.. ~ 1ft lheooilcl 
ol~~:· 

VII. 

In o,do, 10 m01• ~telv de$0lbl !he co-,oMtenf ~ of 
s,gnil,a1,onand~......,.~tt1llbl"""5.ln1hel)leceol, ... 5-....., 
dom,uMols,p,,i/w.nd,-g,,,/lfldii,.....Ol•--andll!ll<Mlol 
conr-.H111he<>IINttvs,lseacholthet...apt•,_11'1lllffnSOl1ubJfln«
,01m. ln an11,;..,,.,..lf1 whii::hhacomll4!'• twocoloo• 111rnir>oloQoe:s 
H,ek'nll,$v obs.ervM IIM! lhe Pl<I ol 1ht e<)IOYI $1)11ClfUn'I that k co,,e,ed bv 
1heE~-"flr""osi<111fN<:ltdlnWalfhtwa~1h.ll~•11«t 
ol,1101heS.Jmaereeasou,wo,dM,,.wr.ikttheE~bOu-belween 
f1'""andblu~lsno1for.,,r,d;,.Wo1$11.Mo,-.Wt11Shte,;ka1t11Enc,lolh 
bound,,ry be,_,,,.., and btown. Tti.,5, g.-. 1he1 llw Mil- of lhe 
eo<>t""I 1$ d<1wn l•om Thi "'5iblos ,w..:uum. Iha form ol thll eor,1en1 is then 
1he-rc,,kw...-,.,;,.whictl1heS()e(;t"'"',sdiv,cledbvthlt01alsl'Ptfflol 
co60tH 111'/N in ll>e tar,ouag,i ur,det ... , ........ tion . 

.t.J•'-'O"'wb111MC1.Sll)Olr""ol-•Telvl<omlorm/o,~1>CMpu, 
-.-uonnon'IOlehavll<nowledQeofawbl1_.,.ceo11htol,Qhlls 
'°'"' ,1,en - ~ i... ac_.., ... ,,.;,h intub$11n1iel lor"'II. o;u..,.,,, 
~ u,..,101• l)l'aenl u1 w;•h d•II•""! co,,1.,-,,-sub,tM>Ces. ,..,_ 
•"""'5wec111u.,_,...,,.11<___,/,omoow~. ,no,eo, in. 
-.C,O,O•""llet'/, .moot,....~. When - l)llfl11<m luCh ... _....,., 
- bl""'9 1t,e,1 is-tllltlg whlch 1h1 ,...,111<,,g up,nsloro$ hOld In' 
oommot1.Thi1-,,NnQwhi(;hd,!'-'1nti.nv,.,.ges,"'(litfe,ingdeor-. 
l>oi(llf1cc,,mm,o,, H~te,,ned ther,,,,IH)ft. "Bahlnd Iha pa,~ 
•Ml_,. !u,.,.,,...ir, ll'>eve,,ous1engt,3gn bvU.OfflOOltionlol ""°"'· 
--.bl'•ubtrKl""9ll'>editler-.dilc:losl-han-pt,oua 
co,,1.,..um, 1ha colol.M loPK'Uum, on,..,_ IKh lllnQ,...Qe erbit••ilY a111, 
~ bou.....,.,,_, .. Thu• •he cOlour -••um c:on.t~i,illll lhl -pan ot 
co1ou,, .. ~ 

lhllnouo,ool,w,,.,,,1-111aooool•nffM!\•;.lili•and•.,ll8d
ol""'9"""11•'N"""""",onrhat~•"'r•ist_d • .,._,,.nQ.•hln 
'""'' must be - tl>int, 10 wNcll" 11111,; and 1h9•. tuft ...... ti wct, 
th~ 11 ,,..,...,... mu11 hllve '°""' _,, .. QU11i1v or <Wllil,.. in 
oonvnon An-f,..-V.H,elmNv,m..-ti.•• •. 11Vb!KledtOmlnVd<ll1•ant 
..,.._,.,._which it -Id 81>11ffl II.., ml'IV ditl .. ffll obie,;ts." 
n .. O<JQ111heno.ionoll)ll,pon-rnavlhlt1lo,e,...,.;n,....ua1both;,, 
,_d 10 ..,_..,&loam. in Which """""in(l,a ltl c:on,,;,eQ••• •nd •o -~. 
lf1whic:hmea,oinot-,obl,lld\lC;e<ltootw$1Cfl••f .. 11m, 

VIII. 

'-'-",ne,ot has~ Hjelmslill,'1 IINlmenlof .,,,,,.,,_erldCOl'l_,1 
n~dis,;•tte""""""', " ... or,e'l)Uksto t>eunder$t00d." l>eMVS, 
"andthee""'euionisatthe~oflheCOfltem."lnHjftlrnslw's 
...,.,.,,,.11Wle"""'56ion11Urp0rtoll0ftehitthll,angeolh!.tnwnlvl)«ldu,C• 
itJIIS0<1nds.Thl$e_,.lhlot,;ecfolthescieo,;eolpho,oefic,8t>d1he 
IOlrns whid, ~ -- uPOfl this common Q<irpOrl.,. ~ 
in!he~ol~.MartlnelobHrve.thatther11itnolClllflU 
...+,;ch bNls !he rlHlion •o Hielmtllov'• t:01'flllt pu,POf'I thit phonology 
bNl'stol)honetici;.Hemoreove,do<.lbt11hll.auchaacienc•istheoret;.;..t, 
1y~asiUdacrip1ioris.bw,g~•~.would-· 
~-,y bl ,;;ef1 in~ with prior 111lcu~ion, of CO<ll..,l. "Thlfe is." 
twvvs,"noPll'•·tino<mllcddc;oline .•. whichWOllld~INlto._,.a 
ps-,choctffllwl)ft)f101nVln1eoratiortlmolirlQuit11cfr~~ 

Theliigtlificanceto~•ollMICh00511fYlllor,tlles~-edby 
Todolov. llffliota " ... wilt - i. dlelit,g wifft ,,wdW,o 01.._, 1....., 
~1lcao,,itiel1ion.&Uf!IP!hi0utlv1ub1nnulltdlorlhe,..lobiect, 
Stfflool:Qofthanon,linQvmle-ltahOlt·cireimed.noorlllhllavalof 
ialol)iact(whlc,hundoub\edlv111'.«fl,b\llllthatOliladitcourMwl'lich 
inf,1t,11 .. , ... ~;,,to1herewltsoliUwor1<:· 

............ conce,ved of~ Ill I n'llll•.....iotic ...... t~tlon whcll 
wouldlocaf•-lr~ditte,6'1Cfl~sioNfvlno•vs1.,.., 
muln1eblifhinG1~1~.W~tolnthis~-m,g111~ 
,.....o1aoloho!oO'IPhv ,t,,11t,e1eehNr.ltt1tw1wc111111tfflio!iawould 
..,,,IOditfc:flbelhefllf'(,lltolKlualend~l_,,tia>lcodnolphOTOQtlOh,c: 
,ec,,oduct,on,T~COC..woi,ld!l,..,boleonaidefedlntt....h.oncl~N 
fr-'tt!Olwor1d·.._ .... thit11agethe-balwilindeedhavltl .... 
onlflfl1ed the wo,11. It is 10 be KCll)led tlwtt ... ..,;Ollc;a, albM info,....., by, 
onc,)f,x,,atw,o, end 11-ioomono modelt from thee.act~.,.._, 
-11'1 '(WII~ pU,.. ee<:wnt of ill obitct, ol 1"- "rl'llttonC' ot '"' 
,rnaoe:'todl),Ovrigh1t,~1ti.1"..mlotietfsf0fthln,o,ne,ot11•1 
w,r;1.,..olp,oc,os.1;o,., .. ha,tllanttxldvof"t.t>lilhedk~'" 
In 111is •ec:oonition - rnav thartlore QPI for I thlotitiicely Mlf.co-.c,ous 
ir,t11Wftt>onln!hel)l'odueliorlOlp/lolOQ1,onlc!toe1oric,tor,•ermcat 
p,tclke'whtt1umia!ICl,ldtoloQv•nd-tMtie•"'"1 

IX. 

Victor Burgin 
Lei-Feng 
1974, printed matter, 
36.7 x 47 cm 



Henri Chopin, Visual and Sound Poetry, 1975 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

A concrete poet, Chopin, showed two films, posters, graphic works, 
several dozen books and other publications as well as sound works. 

The artist performed several sound recordings with the Carlfriedrich 

Claus and Tadeusz Brzozowski during the opening, presenting his 

method of work. 



HENRI CHOPIN'S PERFORMANCE WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF CARLFRIEDRICH CLAUS AND TADEUSZ BRZOZOWSKI 

226--227 



HC 

101• IOIPJ•i• JOif')"leJOle1°1e 101PJOIPJOl('JOle 
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Henri Chopin 
Untitled 

1969, print, 
51 x 34.5 cm 

The Cage 

1973, lithograph, 
76.5 x 40 cm 
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Henri Chopin 
Untitled 
1974, lithograph, 
76 x 56 cm 
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Henri Chopin 
Untitled 

1974, lithograph, 
76.5 x 48 cm 
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1965, lithograph, 
104.5 x 70.5 cm 
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Henri Chopin 
Untitled 
1970, offset, 70 x 50 cm 



Carlfriedrich Claus, Untitled, 1974 

FROM LEFT: CARLFRIEDRICH CLAUS 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist showed a series oflithographs informed by his esoteric and 
philosophical preoccupations. A writer and visual poet, Claus delivered 

also a lecture during the exhibition. 
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Carlfriedrich Claus 
Essay: Die Gestalt der 
Schwelle vor dem utopischen 
Sexualtrieb 
1968, lithograph 

Sensitivitiit als Storfalctor 
1969, lithograph 



Carlfriedrich Claus 
Historische Allegorie: Prag 
1963, photograph, 
ro3.5 x 145. 5 cm 
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Carlfriedrich Claus 
Psychologische 
Improvisation I 
1972, lithograph, 
46.5 x 34.5 cm 

Psychologische 
Improvisation II 
1972, lithograph, 
46.5 x 34·5 cm 

Psychologische 
Improvisation III 
1972, lithograph, 
46.5 x 34.5 cm 

Psychologische 
Improvisation IV Vigilanz 
1972, lithograph, 

46.5 x 34·5 cm 
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Carlfriedrich Claus, Remarks on the Margin 
{LECTURE), 1974 

REMARKS ON THE MARGIN I, JANUARY 1967 

The visual-linguistic recording is situated at the boundary ofliterature and art. Becoming aware 

of, and utilising, a certain dialectic has made it possible to establish contact between previously 

exclusive scopes as well as to create new ones. (Cf Carlfriedrich Claus, Notizen: Zwischen der 

Experimentellen Arbeit-zu ihr, Frankfurt am Main: Typos Verlag, 1964). 

What is taken advantage of here is the human eye's unique perceptive capacity. Linguistic 

changes, bursts and flows of passion, events occurring in a sentence as you utter it, mental 

processes and data computations, all become the visual material of art. They are transformed -
using the dialectical 'thinking-writing process'- into optical structures, such that can be taken in 

a single view. 

In a way, these attempts run parallel to the increasingly widespread, purely optical information 

processing. A 'graph', for instance, momentarily offers to the eye a scope of information that 
linguistically may consist of several sentences (e.g. on the structure of a system, such as a logical 

transformation system). What in the process of purely linguistic communication would have to be 

read, processed and only then composed into a complete information can be grasped with a few 
glances by using an optical structure (such as a 'graph'). 

However, the experimental visual-linguistic recording differs fundamentally from purely optical 
structures because the information it conveys consists of series oflinguistic signs. These signs -

unlike in purely optical communication, which refers to the brain's individual perceptive system 
rather than to language - are structurally multilayered. Their structure is self.contradictory. The 
achieved optical unity of form (or of a system of forms) is a dialectical one whose constituent 
elements belong to a different information range, namely, the linguistic one. Experimental visual

linguistic recordings can thus be perceived both by optical systems that is, grasped momentarily 
by means of vision, and in time, that is, read as visual data. An attempt to untie the two 
dialectically coupled information recording levels (linguistic and optical), to compare them and 

combine in various ways, can generate a certain kind of tension in the 'viewer/reader'. The latter 

witnesses the entanglement, contradiction, tension, constant struggle between the two levels and 

is finally forced to adopt a position and join the discourse. 

The creative act of a given recording can start with a topic, defined by an act of will and 
formulated as precisely as possible by means oflinguistic thinking. But it can also start with 

Chaos, or with the automatisms of uncontrolled 'inner dialogue'. Therefore, a deliberate or 
automatic visual-linguistic recording causes a contradiction that is in a feedback relationship with 

the internal and external situation. This contradiction expands upon the original mental figure, 
resulting in a new solution, the construction of new configurations out of the original Chaos or 

in utter destruction. In the creative process, recording becomes an audience, a place of contact 

between non-linguistic (visual) elements and linguistic thinking in all its ranges and degrees. 
'In', with', 'between' and 'against' objectual thinking, semi-automatic associations, shreds of 
words, against precise textual formations and logical systems of transformation there appear in 
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the process of writing instincts, feelings, movements of the imagination, specific and general 

affections, emotions. One tries to grasp them, name them or arrange them into coherent visual 

compositions and feed them back to the original mental system. Methodical as well as random 
feedbacks between the front and back sides or between multiple recordings play a fundamental, 
partly syntactical, role in this process. Once a possibly precise, synthetic formulation has been 
achieved, the recording's first version is covered, as it were, by a commentary of the second, 
semantic degree and consequently disappears. 

Recording turns from a relatively 'finite' shape into a formless one, because the act of textual
linguistic commentary occurring within the recording itselfleads inevitably to the destruction of 
that which is commented upon. The Chaos resulting from this anew, albeit on a higher semantic 

level, arouses strong affections which are not related to the original mental act but constitute its 
superstructure. These affections have been initiated by the abovementioned- now extinct

seemingly 'finite' form. The subsequent, secondary mental activity penetrates and ensnares the 
original one which was still connected with the topic and defined by a certain set oflinguistic 

data. The phenomenon usually recurs several times: you comment in the original text on the 
original text, on commentary, on commentary on commentary, on commentary on commentary 

on commentary and so on . . . This creates the second, third, fourth, fifth semantic level. Because 
continuing the process of destroying the comment-defined forms and shapes is always a road into 
the unknown, risking the complete destruction of the recording, the inner tensions of the creative 

act rise sharply. 

Is the final shape of the recording, obtained in processes of processes, an ultimate, synthetic 
linguistic record? No. It is but an introduction. Something new. Phase of another process. 

A fragmentary system, which means that each recording is only relatively autonomous because 

it appears in the context of others. This also means that visual-linguistic recordings are 

complementary discussion topics. Each of them represents a specific aspect of the linguistic and 
extrospective consciousness contained in the creative process, each wants to stimulate discussion 
and see comments on the complex of Language-World-Consciousness or Language-Linguistic 

Fact issues. 1 

English version based on a Polish translation of the original lecture [translator's note]. 



REMARKS ON THE MARGIN II, 1973 

The experimental visual-linguistic recording is, therefore, not a result of random and unconscious 

association and it is not this kind of reactions it wants to trigger off in the viewer/reader. Quite 
the contrary, it wants to cause him to focus on the topic raised for discussion by the given version 

of the recording. The starting point here is the recording's very title. In order to test and try it and 
thus continue the process of experimentation, the viewer first compares his own associations, 
mental images and experiences, the mental processes and affections concretising at the given 
moment, with the whole of the recording's optical system, referring them to the title. Confronting 

the information conveyed by the title and the optical data of the given recording with the viewer's 

knowledge, political views, emotions, affections and urges - this is how the reception of the 

experiment begins. 

As early as in 1915 Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler noticed the function of the title of the painting. 
Although writing primarily about the Cubists, his reflections relate also to the function of the title 
in the visual-linguistic recording: 

Let us also notice that in the case of such and any other mode of expression in the visual arts, 

the associations are often not instantaneous. Especially in a viewer previously unfamiliar 
with this art. That is why we strongly recommend that the works of the Cubists be always 
accompanied by a title, e.g. Bottle and Glassware, Playing Cards and Dice. This causes what H. G. 

Lewes calls ,,pre-perception" when as a result, it seems, of the preceding actions certain brain 

centres react more eagerly to sensual stimuli related to that pre-perception; in other words, 
stimulated by the title itself, associations adapt themselves more quickly to the stimuli in the 

painting. (D.-H. Kahnweiler, Der Gegenstand der Asthetik [1915], Mtinchen: Heinz Hoos Verlag, 

1971, p. 70) The decoding possibilities which then arise have been discussed in Remarks I, 1967-

If the recipient tries first to compare the recording, construed as a solely optical phenomenon, with 
his own associations evoked by its title and then tries to decode the different components, that is, 

linguistic signs and pictograms, then the recording undergoes a perturbation. And that both as 
a whole and in its different parts. Through the receipt of the linguistic data stored on the surface of 

the recording the temporal coordinate of the given visual-linguistic recording is concretised. 

An example: the small eyes on the left side of my work Historical Allegory. Prague 1962 indicate 
- as can be deciphered in the mirror image of the inscription below - the figure of Li bus a, the 

legendary prophetess and founder of Prague. Their pupils widened, the eyes' gaze is directed 

beyond the edge of the sheet. Even below there is the inscription The City of Tabor' referring to 
what can be considered an anticipation of the idea of the communist city. In keeping with the 
Hussite tradition, Libusa refers what happened in Tabor to Prague: an unpetrified gesture of power, 

the domination of the Hradcany. Only Rudolf II forgot about power: he grew fascinated by alchemy, 

went blind, mad, bowing his head to Libusa, not dying. The upwards-turned gaze of the snake, 
that 'caterpillar of the goddess of reason', intersects with the future-directed gaze of Libusa. Under 
the snake, a mirror image of the wording of Franz's question about the meaning of the fist in the 

Prague coat of arms. The other side of the sheet: late-bourgeois alienation expressed through the 
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form of the labyrinth. More detailed deliberations on the history of Prague, so full of contradictions 

and tensions, would merit a separate volume. Especially as far as the relationship is concerned 

between the right, empty corner (the sign of the Altneuschul quarter - the proper centre of the 

Prague experiment) and the mental energy that Ernst Bloch, directed towards the issue of matter 

during his Prague exile in 1936-37, creating a new speculative materialism in the process. 

The processes indicated by the recording - the history of class struggle and national oppression, 

the Munich dictate, the Nazi occupation, the deportation of Jews to Terezin and Auschwitz, the 

Czech resistance movement, the liberation, the hardships of the postwar period and Prague's 

potential function in the global order as a middle-ground, socially specific place of revealing the 
not-yet-conscious with the not-yet-realised in inorganic matter. 

Further dialectical interactions between time, space and meaning occur in the confrontation 

of the front of and back sides of the recording. An experimental correlation of unity and 

contradiction, synthesis, is achieved by illuminating each visual-linguistic recording. 1 

English version based on a Polish translation of the original lecture [translator's note]. 

FROM LEFT: CARLFRIEDRICH CLAUS 
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COUM Transmissions, Photos of Action 1973-76, 
1976 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The exhibition presented a comprehensive photographic 
documentation of the collective's performances and actions, 

including by Genesis P-Orridge and Cosey Fanni Tutti. 





Affirmation of existence is art. 

Our actions are most successful when people seeing them,experiencing 
them do not wonder whether we are art or not but are merely happy to 
be fascinated. 

Coum try to sustain individual inner and outer freedom in their actions 

in metaphorical situations.Setting up what can clumsily,but accurately, 

be called a communication anti-system that can uncreatively contain all 

levels of misinformation. We drag out our secret lives,face them, love 

them, recognize everybody looking back. Coum are thee shadows in us all. 

A reflection of our time, whatever happens. Thee sum total of a moment 

frozen in a gaze. Who is guest,who host? We cherish our end,yet do all 

we can to delay it. 

Coum explore their ideas and obsessions and live them out where possible. 

Coum do not make explanation explicit in their actions. 

If we published a concise definition of everything our actions meant each 

time we worked in public,then it would be likely that people would take it 

as THEE meaning,and would see only that definition,fixed in their minds.They 

wouldn't think so hard themselves,they would be able to pigeonhole it and 

feel quite safe,satisfied.We want people to think,we are talking about ideas 

that cannot be written down and understood,we are saying that it isn't 

ever possible to fully understand everything about even thee tiniest moment. 

In a way <:1e are leaving clues,half-formed thoughts,as far as v,e can go at 

thee time of thee action,which observers collectively complete,each of us 

is a fragment of thee meaning,we can share thee action,thee visual information, 

but we can never share our various levels of understanding.None of us knows, 

but we all know a little. 

HEADQUARTERS: COUM TRANSMISSIONS, 10 MARTELLO ST., HACKNEY, LONDON °EB 

PHONE: 01-254-9178 
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AL SOCIETY GARY GILMORE MEMORI 

COUM Transmission 
COUM 
1975, printed matter, 
46 x 29.5 cm 

Untitled 
1975, printed matter, 
7r.5 x 47-5 cm 

Genesis P-Orridge 
Cease To Exist 
1977, printed matter, 
29 _5 x 21 cm 



Michael Craig-Martin, Picturing, 1979 

FROM RfGHT: MICHAEL CRAIG·MARTIN 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Two large drawings created on the gallery's wall were accompanied 
by a theoretical text on the philosophical aspects of the process of 
picturing. A documentation of earlier works was presented in the form 

of a slide show. 
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Mariola Dc!browska, John Cage {LECTURE), 1973 
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Andrzej Dluzniewski, 55 Iconograms, 1976 

The artist presented the work 55 Iconograms (1972-73), a series of fifty 
five ink drawings. In the abstract, simplified drawings he transformed 
in various ways a rectangular frame - the boundary of a nonexistent 

image - thus problematising the issue of representation. 
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Andrzej Dluzniewski 
from the 55 Iconograms 
series 
1976, drawing, 
33 x 49.5 cm each 



Andrzej Dluzniewski, One Photograph, 1978 

The negative is the soul of photography, 

I thought, and decided to take a picture of it, 

a bit like Jose Arcadio Buendia trying to make 
a daguerreotype of God. I made for it a tight 
container attached by bolts to an aluminium 

plate so that no one else could photograph 

it except mysel£ Unfortunately, when I was 
getting a photo of it after sealing the box, it 
wasn't there anymore. And how could it have 
been when it was only coming into existence 

in the camera and, to be precise, not really 

itsel£ But the negative that I obtained was of 
some value, because it showed a box with the 
word 'negative', the bolts and the seal. I put 

it into the box, tightened up the bolts again, 

put on a seal and took a another picture. Now 
the value of the negative obtained was even 
greater - the box marked 'negative' was no 
longer empty and the screws and seal looked 
as seriously as before. I repeated the whole 

process a few times, each time putting in the 
box a negative more perfect, closer to the one 

I originally thought about. Then I decided to 

make one print on paper and glue it to the 

other side of the plate. Quite an ordinary print, 

frozen time, something that photography 
usually is on precisely this side. 

Andrzej Dluzniewski 



Andrzej Dluzniewski, Procedure, 1979 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

For four days the artist played the role of a painter, following the 

stereotypical modernist scenario of painterly procedure and at the same 

time mocking the myth of creative expression. The works produced were 
then cut into pieces and sold for one zloty each. 
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Andrzej Dluzniewski, Double Pink Pepper, 1980 
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The exhibition encompassed a series of collages which were 

subsequently published as an artist's book. 
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Andrzej Dlu:zniewski 
Dust on a Shell from the 
Double Pink Pepper series 
1980, photograph 
and collage on pa per, 
62 x 42 cm 

252--253 

Perhaps God Is but a Tenant 
with ... from the Double 
Pink Pepper series 
1980, photograph 
and collage on paper, 
62 x 42 cm, coll. National 
Museum in Warsaw 

i 

Jesus Christ from the Double 
Pink Pepper series 
1980, photograph 
and collage on paper, 
62 x 42 cm 

and (Zbigniew Gostomski) 
from the Double Pink 
Pepper series 
1980, photograph 
and collage on paper, 
62 x 42 cm 
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Andrzej Dluzniewski, More or Less, 1983 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Standing against a drawing he had created on the wall, the artist read 

out a text that reflected metaphorically on his current artistic position. 
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Zero one two three four five six seven eight nine. It had to be a very long time ago. Perhaps three 
or four years before the great drought and five after a pack of hungry wolves had appeared in 
our forest. But although it was such a long time ago, the story I want to tell you is, I suppose, 

connected with the shape of the present order of things and especially with the method we tend to 

organise this order with. 

A certain distant ancestor, who lived where grass grew well and there was plenty of water, had 
a small flock of sheep. He grazed them and watered them and for the night he locked them up in 
the sheepfold. His neighbours, who also kept sheep, did the same. 

One day he thought the flock of one of his neighbours had grown larger while another one's grew 

smaller. And then he decided to count his sheep. 

First, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth. There were nine of them. 

On the following day all nine grazed quietly, but the fifth, sixth and second, which, as he had 

noticed, kept together and which could also be easily counted because they didn't move much, were 
three and the fifth was the first, the sixth was the second and the second was the third. A bit further 
down, that which on the previous day was the eighth grazed alone, was the first and was one, while 

the seventh, fourth, third, first and ninth were looking at him, standing still, as if waiting for him 

to say something. When he counted them too, the seventh was the first, just like the eighth and the 
fifth, the fourth was the second like the sixth, the third was again the third like the second, the first 
was the fourth like the sixth and the second, and the ninth was the fifth like the seventh. 

Strange, he probably thought, and when the following morning he was leading them out of the 

fold, he noticed that the first to walk out was the seventh, that which on the previous day was the 

first, the second one was that which used to be the third, the fourth one was the ninth, which used 

to be the fifth, and then walked out the others, each of which was n-th as well as m-th. 

By evening, after several further attempts to count them, he was sure that one is two and three 
and four and five and six and seven and eight and nine and nine is eight and seven and six and 
five and four and three and two and one and eight is seven and six and five and four and so on 

and that so much is so much and so much and much and as much as so much. 

He also listened to the bleating of his sheep. Each of them bleated differently. One bleated deeply 
and briefly, the other one briefly too but coarsely, the third one deeply and at low pitch, the fourth 

one deeply and softly, the fifth one not deeply at all but prolongedly instead, the sixth one not 

deeply either but coarsely like the second one, the seventh one bleated not deeply but clearly 
unlike the others, the eighth one most shrilly of them all and the bleating of the ninth was dry 

and irritating. 

But because he already knew that the first and the ninth were one and the same, so the bleating of 

his sheep was either identical or each of them bleated in nine different ways, each of which was 

the first and any other. 

From then on he looked at his sheep sometimes with anxiety, at other times with undisguised 

pride, that they were as they were and there were so many of them in so many ways. 



However, one evening when he went to the pasture to lead them back to the fold, he was greatly 

surprised to find only eight of them, not nine. He hurriedly counted them from left to right and from 

right to left and always one was missing, the ninth one, and all the others that used to be the ninth 
too stood and looked at him rather unreactively and sleepily. 

He thought about that at night. 

The sheep that was missing was the ninth but, as he remembered, the ninth had also been the third 

and seventh and second and any other and those who had been the ninth, and all had, were now 

asleep and there were eight of them. He thought also that in the morning, when he would again be 
counting his sheep, he might start with the missing one and then would go that which today was the 
first one, then the second one and so on, and if that didn't prove the case, then the missing one could 

be between the fourth and the fifth or between the seventh and the eight. 

So he did in the morning and it offered him consolation. The missing sheep took its place between 
the other ones and this place was as any as those of the other sheep. The missing sheep differed only 
insofar that you couldn't listen to its bleating. It didn't bleat. 

Andrzej Dluzniewski 
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Andrew Dutkewych, Under the Bridge, 1990 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

In the Canadian artist's piece, seemingly unrelated objects formed in the 
space of the Wielka 19 Gallery in Poznan all kinds of peculiar semantic 

configurations, the interpretation of which, depending on the direction 

and chronology of 'reading' produced manifold, complementary or 

conflicting, narratives. 
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Janusz Dziubak, Scores, 1985 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The autodidact composer presented a dozen or so unique scores of 
his own compositions. During the opening he performed three of 
those: Triptych II and III, Macro-Microcosm and Sonata for Recorder. 

He also presented his most recent longplay record published in 1984 
by Warsaw's RR Gallery. 

Janusz Dziubak 
Reduction 
1980s, drawing, 
21 x 29.7 cm 
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Joel Fischer, Untitled, 1977 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The American artist showed a collection of structural works created with 

handmade paper. 



Probably none of us is innocent of paper. 

A fresh sheet of paper offers infinite possibilities. There is a certain 

passiveness, an availability we have come to take for granted. 

From the moment we pick up a new piece of paper we proceed with only 
the rarest hesitation to fill it up: we begin to destroy its potential. Yet always 
for an instant there is the possibility to experience blankness. A possibility 

afloat in its potential. 

This is a fragile blankness. Its commonness makes it available to anyone, 
and yet genuine access is a privilege. There is a threshold to the perception 
of empty space: with too little attention it doesn't exist, with too much 

attention it vanishes before our eyes. The blankness is bracketed by the 

quality of our attention. 

II 

These small papers never were blank. On the untouched surface lay a few 

tiny hairs. Somewhere along the line we destroy the blankness by noticing 

the hairs. Our attention repeats. Our hand repeats our attention by drawing 
the form onto the paper. 

Joel Fisher 

I 

Joel Fisher 
Untitled 
1976, mixed media, 
(detail) 



ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



Joel Fisher 
Untitled 
1976, mixed media, 
105 x 78 cm each 



Fluxus Festival. Three Days of Flux Play and 
a Fourth One at the Flux Clinic, 1977 

Flux Sports 
scenario: George Maciunas, 
performers: Andrzej Jur, Adam Kalinowski, Kinga 
Kozlowska, Jaroslaw Kozlowski, lwona Malinska 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

A four-day Fluxus Festival according to a scenario submitted by 

George Maciunas with performances of works by A-Yo, George 

Brecht, Dick Higgins, Joe Jones, George Maciunas, Yoko Ono, 

Nam June Paik, Paul Sharits, Ben Vautier, Robert Watts. Works 

and documentation of other Fluxus artists were presented. 





Flux Music 
scenario: George Maciunas 
performers: Andrzej Jur, Adam Kalinowski, Kinga 
Kozlowska, Jaroslaw Kozlowski, lwona Malinska 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 





Flux Films 
selected by George Maciunas 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 





Flux Clinic 
scenario: George Maciunas 
performers: Andrzej Jur, Adam Kalinowski, Kinga 
Kozlowska, Jaroslaw Kozlowski, lwona Malinska 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

FLUI CUii[ 





ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

George Maciunas 
Fluxus Vacuum TRapEzoid 

1965, offset, obverse and 
reverse: 56 x 86 cm 

Flux Game Fest, 

1973, printed matter, 
21.5 x 28 cm 



MARCH 24,8PM.AT80\\'OOSTERST 

FLl~X-1 IARPSICI IC)RD 

NEW REALIZATIOT\:S & PIECES BY: 
GEORGE BRECHT, DICK IIIGGINS, 
ICHIYANAGI ,JOE JONES, KNOWLES 
~1ACIUNAS,NAM JUNE PAIK,lARRY 
MILLER,TOMAS SCHMIT, Y. TONE, 
Y.\\'ADA,\\'ATTS, lJ\ MO TE YOUNG 

George Maciunas 
Venus di Milo Barbeque 
Apron 
1967 (1973). printed matter 
on oilcloth, 76.3 x 40.6 cm 

274-275 

Wallpaper from Film No. 4 
(Bottoms) 
1966-67, printed matter in 
2 parts: 56.5 x 43.5 cm each 

George Maciunas 
12! Big Names 
1975, printed matter, 
27.8 x 21.5 cm 

Flux-Harpsichord 
1974, printed matter, 
28 x 21.6 cm 

Flux Vehicle Day 
1973, printed matter, 
28x2r.6cm 
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Shigeko Kubota 
Hi Red Center 
1965, printed matter, 
obverse and reverse 

George Maciunas 
FluxPost (Ageing Men) 
1976, printed matter, 
sheet of stamps, 
28 x 21.7 cm 

Robert Watts 
FluxPost 17-17 
1965, printed matter, 
sheet of stamps, 
28 x 21.6 cm 

< 



APPENDIX 2. MACIUNAS PREFABRICATED BUILDING SYSTEM 
1. ll(THOD Of DESIGN DEYELOPllllT 2. DESCRIPTION OF' lfUIIRltED COMPONENTS ). ERECTION P«OCDUll:E 

George Maciunas 
Appendix 2. Maciunas 
Prefabricated Building System 
1965, printed matter, 
42 x 85.5 cm 

4. ISOWTIIC CMIU 11:CTIDIIS Of' CDWOIIPn 

Henry Flynt, George 
Maciunas 
Appendix 1, 3-7. Soviet 
Prefabricated Building System 
1965, printed matter, 
43 x 86.2 cm 

S.PLAIIO,MAT'tl"ICAl.1900SQ.F'T.IIOIIU:. 
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George Maciunas 
John, Yoko + Flux 
(Fluxus Newspaper # 8) 
1970, printed matter, 
obverse and reverse: 

55 x 97 cm 

Yoko Ono, Ben Vautier 
Do It Yourself Flu,ifest 
Presents: Yoko Ono 
~ Dance Co. 
1966, offset, 56 x 86.5 cm 
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Robert Watts, 
Geoffrey Hendricks 

V Tre: Laudatio scripta 
pro George 
1976, printed matter, 
obverse and reverse: 
58.5 x 89 cm 



Flux Sports 
(table tennis rackets), 
1977 

Flux Clinic 

(medical instruments kit), 
1977 

Flux Concert 

(magnetic tape en a box), 
1977 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



Flux Films 
(box of film tape), 1977 



Ken Friedman, Perspective Exhibition, 1974 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The American artist, associated with the Fluxus West movement, 

showed a collection of about a hundred Fluxus designs and drafts. 

Ken Friedman 
sheets from the Perspective 
Exhibition 
1966-71, typescript, 
8 pages, 28 x 21.8 cm each 



~-.'at ermoelon ~ym'Ohony 

i-'lay football -.. ;ith a waternielon. 

1964 
,ledlands 

Please stop reading this sentence. 

1971 

282--283 

Anniversary 

~omeone sneezes. 

A year later, send a postcard 
reading: 

11 Gesundheit t 11 

- 1965-66 

String Quartet 

Opus 2, 1967, a variation on 
a piece by George Brecht. ) 

11 Shaking Hands. 11 

Each member of the audience 
shakes hands with those within 
reach. 

1967 

KTM/ Fluxus Instant Theatre Event 



Hum. Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. Hmmnmnmnmnmnmnmnmn. 

Hum. Mmmmmmt-'.MM!'JMmm. t-'.ViMmmnmnmnmnmMNi•iNl-:I,mmmm. 

Biennal Piece 

Forget that you read this. 

- 1971 
VII Biennale de Paris 
Paris, :ranee 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



The distance from this sentence to your eye is my sculpcure. 

1971 

Jrr'tl 

Incognito, ergo sum. 

- 1966 



Wolfgang Fuchs, Solo. Improvised Music 
(MUSICAL ACTION), 1988 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 





Mariusz Gill, A Column, 1985 

FROM LEFT: MAR!USZ GILL 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The artist used loaves of stale bread to build a column on a stone 
pedestal in the centre of the gallery space and then delineated its 

corresponding area with white chalk on the floor. 





Raimund Girke, Painting, 1984 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The seminal structural painter showed several monochromatic 

distemper pieces in hues of white and grey. 

FROM LEFT: RAIMUND GIRKE 



Raimund Girke 
Untitled 
1984, distemper on canvas, 
70 X IOO cm 



Nat Goodden, Notations, 1983 

NAT GOODEN 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The British artist created an audiovisual installation; the textured 
surfaces of black paint on the wall and the sounds emitted by small 

speakers inscribed themselves in, and transformed, the gallery space. 





Trevor Gould, Mountain, 1989 

TREVOR GOULD 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 





Tom J. Gramse, Drawings, 1976 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



• .. 

Tom J. Gramse 
Untitled 
1973, serigraph, 82 x 67.5 



Izabella Gustowska, Multiple Portrait FROM THE Relative 
Similarity Characteristics cYcLE, 1985 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Sitting in front of a TV monitor showing her image and a clock with 

the current time, the artist talked about herself in a tone of intimate 

confessions. Accompanying her monologue were audio recordings as 

well as videos presented on two TV screens standing at the sides. 



IZABELLA GUSTOWSKA 



Gerard Hemsworth, Object/Nature. Still Life 
Drawings, 1980 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

rn rn 

Gerard Hemsworth 
Still Life with Miracle 
1980, print, 76.5 x 57 cm 

Still Life with Fish 
1980, print, 76.5 x 57 cm 
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300--301 

Gerard H . emsworth 
Still Life with Ca 
r980 t 



Gerard Hemsworth, Act of Discretion, 1983 

GERARD HEMSWORTH 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

• 

In a series of figurative paintings rendered with photographic precision 

the British artist presented ironic scenes humorously alluding to 

popular depiction styles. 



' 

302-303 

' 
Gerard Hemsworth 
Untitled 

1932 , acrylic on canvas 



Geoffrey Hendricks, Berliner Tagesbuch Watercolors. 
Sky Ladders Night and Day (ExHrn1noN); Wood Pile 
Performance (PERFORMANcE), 1986 

GEOFFREY HENDRICKS 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist presented watercolours from the Berliner Tagesbuch 

Watercolors. Sky Ladders Night and Day series and a ritual performance 

inspired by the shamanic practices of Native Americans. 



Geoffrey Hendricks 
from the Berliner Tagesbuch 
Watercolors. Sky Ladders 
Night and Day series 
1986, watercolour on 
paper, 19 x 28.5 cm each 

304--305 



Geoffrey Hendricks 
Wood Pile Performance 
(performance), r986 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 





Dick Higgins, Medley (1EcTuRE, AcnoN), 1987 

FROM RIGHT: DICK HIGGINS 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist showed a selection of his works: poems, music pieces, 

little performances, events. Besides pre-selected performers (Dariusz 

Glowacki, Wawrzyniec Szulgit) he also pulled the public into action. 





Susan Hiller, Monument, 1983 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The American artist's audiovisual installation consisted of colour 

photographs of grave plaques of people who 'lost their lives saving 

others' and a sound recording with the author's personal commentary. 



MONUMENT 
(fragment of the text of sound tape) 

You are sitting, as I've imagined you, with your back to the Monument. 

The Monument is behind you. The Monument is in your past. 

Do the dead speak through us? This is my voice, unrolling in your 

present, my past. I'm speaking to you from my hereafter, the hear

after. I'm an audible raudive voice. We could exist forever, inscribed, 

portrayed, as inscriptions, portraits, representations. I'm representing 

myself to myself ... and for you, to you. This is my voice. 

Now this voice will speak to you about the ideology of memory, the 

history of time, the 'fixing' of representation: fixed like a photograph, 

taped, registered, or inscribed ... You can think oflife after death 

as a second life which you enter into as a portrait or inscription and 

in which you remain longer than you do in your actual living life 

(J. W. Goethe). 

The visual aspect of the work is made for collective viewing. But this 

is for one pair of ears alone, one-pair-at-a-time. Now they can see you 

listening. You're part of the sights. You're part of Monument. Seeing 

goes both ways - towards the look (the regard) and towards the image. 

Listening goes one way, towards the sound. Speech corresponds to 

the look. 

I'm insisting on the reality of your first-hand experience. I'm insisting 

on the evidence of eyes (I's). I'm insisting subject matter is not the same 

as content. I'm insisting the word is not primary. (This words don't 

'explain' anything, they don't 'explain' Monument). 

Susan Hiller 



ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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SUSAN HILLER 
Monument 
1983 (detail) 



John Hilliard, Photographs 1976-7, 
1978 

FROM RIGHT: JOHN HILLIARD 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The British artist presented three series of photographs that, through 

simple experiments with similar images and changing depth of focus, 
showed the possibilities of manipulating the photographic message, 
thus undermining its credibility. 

[I I 
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John Hilliard 
December Water 
1976-77, photograph 

Ash in Crag Lough 

1976-77, photograph, 
83 x 59 cm each 



Douglas Huebler, Untitled, 1976 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Douglas Huebler 
Variable Piece no. 80 
1972 (detail) 



Utw6r zmienny nr 80 

Uniwersytet Poludn.Karoliny, 
Poludn.Karolina, Kolumbia 

Podczas wykladu o "Sztucc konceptualnej" wygloszonego przez 

artyste u 1¥y:tszej klasie rysunku, peuien gos6 "z zownqtrz" 

poderwal sie z krzesla i opuscil salll krzyczqc: "U1¥azam, ze 
jest w tym sporo pieprzenia, oto co mysle". 

Gosei em tym byl Mike Zimmer, uykladouoa z Wydzialu Prawa 

Uniwersytetu Poludn.Karoliny, a jego 1¥ystiu>ienie, uczesniej 

zaaranzouane wsp6ln1e z artystq, sprauialo urazenie "natural
nego" "e"n<1trz okreslouego kontekstu, 

Po wy jsciu Zinunera artysta om6wil jego zachowanie; poproaH: 
nastQpnie student6w o wykonanie " podobnie "naturalnym" stylu 
- l<1CZ~ to doswiadczenie "naocznego swiadka" ze zdolnoscia

mi rysunkouymi - portretu winowajcy, tak, jak by zrobili to, 
pracujqc dla policji. 

Dziestec fotografioznych reprodukoji rysunk6w oraz fotografio 

Zimmera stanm,iq - wraz z niniejszym stwicrdzeniem - :rorme 
tego utworu. 

K11iecien 1972 

316--317 

Douglas Ruebler 

University of South Carolina 

Columbia, South Carolina 

During a lecture on 'Conceptual Art' given by the artist to an advanced 
drawing class, an 'outside' visitor jumped up from his chair and walked 
out of the studio, shouting 'I think this is a lot of bullshit, that's what 
I think'. 

That visitor was Mike Zimmer, an instructor in law at the University; 

his action had been pre-arranged with the artist and appeared 'natural' 

within the specific context. 

After Zimmer had left, the artist explained his behaviour; he then asked 

the students to perform in a similar 'natural' manner by combining 

their 'eyewitness' experience and drawing abilities to make a portrait of 

the 'culprit' as if the student were a police artist. 

Ten drawings and a photograph of Zimmer join with this statement to 

constitute the form of this piece. 

April, 1972 

Douglas Huebler 
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Location Piece no. 4 

Fisher Beach 

Truro, Massachusetts 

On June 21, 1968, at a given signal, three children rolled three rubber balls down a 300 foot sand dune into 

the waves of the incoming tide; this location was "marked" at the three points where those contrary forces 

met, and interacted, for an instant at least. 

One photograph joins with this statement to constitute the form of this piece. 

June 1968 

l..oe3uoo'--no11 

Los~C.bl'l<I 

C)f,J,,.-..1. \~~•wlnt"'illb:lrllalbed-v.,tf\atwllpo,,,tps,-0111011Ufi..ot~i«t111h11 Northeast 

OJrner of F...,011S11tetar>o\\ 1'hote80u1<>1.•;;:tioLl)!l~Cll,lcm1L 

.!I. ire- h •~1hea,.,•of1htur1htt1!,_.tp.-11cullrlociltJOl'l20.643mti.NCt1dlv•tw11!1hoU11h« 

t•.t-. I It -Ulot 1899,15,timot.,,1dur,r,g the92~tlvougnSeoiember30, 1969011ts1•mience 

A.m«"df\01pi,01og,,r,ot1oftr.os111v.hefe1hepo.111islo.dli!d...,ll10111w,tt11t11ssmemen110C011'tlll.Uetht 

m l:hrtp,tOt. 

- Douglas Huebler 

Douglas Huebler 
Location Piece no. 4 
1969, photograph 

Location Piece no. 11 
1969, photograph 



Tatsuo Ikeda, Untitled, 1977 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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BRAHMA GATE 

Without beginning, without end 

Otherwise the beginning begins anywhere 

Also ending 
Infinite 'Time' 

Shapeless 'Time' 

Also absolutely irreversible 'Time' 

The Brahma Gate floats in this 'Time' 

The rules 

You are to tum 64 rings into a column 

Move one ring at a time 
Never put a ring on a smaller one 

In this way repeat 18446744073709551615 times 
Feeling intangible time 

Looking through invisible time 

Everything I have seen is empty 

Is it possible to step in emptiness? 

What is stepping in emptiness? 

Tatsuo Ikeda, 20 January 1973 

bl-~ 
--, 

-------+H----9J -

Tatsuo Ikeda 
exhibition sketch 
1977, drawing, 26 x 36 cm 



Individual Mythologies (GRoup ExHrn1noN), 1980 

Andrzej Berezia:riski, Wlodzimierz Borowski, Andrzej Dluzniewski, 
Jerzy Kalucki, Koji Kamoji, Alicja K~pi:riska, Jaroslaw Kozlowski, 
Jerzy ludwi:riski, Zbigniew Makarewicz, Tomasz Osinski, 
Bogdan Perzy:riski, Maria Anna Potocka, Jerzy Rosolowicz 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The exhibition's guiding idea was informed by Jerzy Ludwinski's 
argument that the avant-garde had ended and the progressive paradigm 
in art, including the dominant system of hierarchies and preferences 

resulting from it, had been supplanted by the coexistence of manifold 
art theories and individualised artistic practices focused on inner 

values. Individual Mythologies were a natural continuation of Private 

Views [From Private Point of View] (1978), dealing with similar issues 
and emphasising even more strongly the role of an individual artistic 

practice, its ethical and aesthetic implications. Those issues were 
addressed by theoretical texts presented during the show as well as by 
the featured works. 





TOMASZ OSINSKI'S WORK 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

KojiKamoji 
Body-Word 
1980, installation 





BOGDAN PERZYNSKJ'S WORK 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



MARIA ANNA POTOCKA'S WORK 

328--329 

W PEWNY" SENSIE WSZYSTKO 

DO CZEGO D4ZY"Y JEST 

NIESKDNCZENIE DALEKIE 



FROM LEFT: JERZY LUDWINSKI, JAROSI.W KOZI.OWSKI, ALIC)A KiiPINSKA 

p R 0 J 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



FROM LEFT: TOMASZ OSINSKI, JAROSl.AW KOZl.OWSKI, Wl.ODZIMIERZ BOROWSKI, ANDRZEJ Dl.UZNIEWSKI 

IN THE MIDDLE: ZBIGNIEW MAKAREWICZ MARIA ANNA POTOCKA 

330--331 



Individual Mythologies (GRouP ExHrn1noN), 1980 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

J erzy Ludwinski, A Few Observations 
on Recent Art {LECTURE) 



332 -333 

There is a view that everything important in art has already happened, that all the '-isms' 
and '-arts' ended with the 1960s. This is probably right, but I still - perhaps out of sheer 
contrariness- would like to present several new types of art, adding them to the huge repository 

of already recognised and named trends. It may be that the word 'trend' is not too fortunate with 

regard to these propositions, because what I intend to speak about concerns rather [individual] 
artistic attitudes. Nonetheless - being already contrary - I will stick to it. 

So the first trend I would like to introduce is the art of collection. It would be related to 

a movement that could be characterised as moving from the world to art and which would consist 
in gathering and collecting various kinds of objects, actions, concepts or ideas that exist in the 
real world. The second trend would be of an opposite nature: it would concern moving from art 
towards the world. I have tentatively called this trend the art ofleaflets, but this is but a temporary 

name for lack of a better one. These would be, in any case, the various things that artists scatter 

around and leave throughout the space of reality and in their contemporary time. Both trends are, 

I believe, highly present in all that happened (and is happening) in 1970s art. 

In order to lend these proposals legitimacy, I will cite several examples of artists who are 

representative for the above trends. One of the first Polish artists to practice the art of collection 

was certainly Wlodzimierz Borowski, who in 1967 (which would make him the trend's precursor) 
created a series of works known as the Hanging-Frame Collections. I could also mention 
Zbigniew Makarewicz and his conception of the Archaeological Museum. During the Wroclaw '70 
Symposium he wanted to use a huge trash heap - for only such 'mountains' grow in Wroclaw -

consisting of all kinds of postwar waste (including fragments of shattered German monuments 
and tombstones) to show a section of the cultural layers making up the city's complex history. And 
I could mention Jaroslaw Kozlowski with his NET programme/manifesto of 1971 -with a long 
list of names and addresses of active artists and theoreticians from all over the world, sent out as 

an invitation to a non-institutional exchange of artistic projects and views. I could also mention 
Wanda Golkowska with her collection of the names of Earth in different languages and Barbara 
Kozlowska with her Babel Gallery which archives all texts and publications considered by the 
author significant for the current condition of art. And I could mention Robert Smithson and his 

annexation of the Yucatan Peninsula, with an exhaustive geological, geographical and historical 

description, including the culture of the Maya people. I could also mention Christian Boltanski 
with his family albums and the dramatic history contained therein, complemented by the author's 
biographical documents. I am unable to exhaust the list of examples of the art of collection so 

I will content myself with those I have cited above. 

Now for the other trend, the art ofleaflets, the forms/ideas that artists distribute around the 

world, which do not even have to assume a material form. Again a few examples. One of the 
trend's earliest representatives (worldwide) was possibly Jerzy Rosolowicz, who during the Venice 
Biennale in 1974 proposed the Dew Collecting Containers. Several hundred of such 'vessels' 

were to be installed throughout the city, although it was not really important whether they 
would 'physically' be present there. The very knowledge that something like this exists would 
be enough for the project to work. Rosolowicz's concept found a paradoxical and completely 

unplanned continuation in the decision of the 36th Biennale's organisers to cancel the show. 



Ultimately, Dew Collecting Vessels were realised in the form ofleaflets. Another artist I would 

like to mention in this context is Zbigniew Gostomski with It Begins in Wroclaw, a project he 
presented at the Wroclaw '70 Symposium. The artist superimposed on a map of the city grids of 
repeatable, and sometimes overlapping, forms/signs that 'cut' 'the space of Wroclaw regardless of 

the extant urbanistic-architectural layout. I could also mention Maria Michalowska who every day 
during the 1970 Artists and Theoreticians Meeting in Osieki posted enlarged copies of the given 

day's calendar page. The smaller-format pages themselves were scattered around; in the park, in 

the woods, by the sea, wherever. And I could again mention Jaroslaw Kozlowski who during the 
same meeting in Osieki installed identical 'Imagination Zone' signs in completely unexpected 

places. I could also refer to Anastazy Wisniewski with his 'mail art' and YES Gallery, mailing 
out provocative postcards to more and less known addressees. I could also add the names of 
artists such as Daniel Buren, with his vertical lines drawn on the walls of respected museum 
institutions, and Richard Long, who in the course of his lone travels through different continents 

performed minimalistic ritual interventions, which we know today solely from photographs or 
the author's accounts. 

Both trends I have mentioned are complementary, meaning that on the one hand they 
complement and on the other oppose each other. But one can also point out to a third option 
which I would call the art oflabyrinth. It would be a conglomerate of the former two, with the 

movement here being in both directions at once: from reality to art and vice versa or from art to 

reality and vice versa. 

It seems that all contemporary artists who are serious about art and genuinely committed to it 
are currently approaching the boundaries of one of the three sensibilities. This also applies to 
creative galleries - author's, independent, alternative ones. Today, their practice often assumes 
a character analogous to processes previously reserved for artists. In many cases, in fact, such 

galleries are run by artists, which brings them even closer to art. 

What I have said so far means also another thing, namely that for some time now we have seen 

a tendency among artists to 'connect' to reality, to undertake various obligations or social or 
political actions that stem from current events in the real world, from the everyday. The second 
observation pertains to the phenomenon of mimicry, as it were, that is, artists' calming down 

radically and blending in with reality, in opposition to the until recently popular mythologies of 

the artist as a chosen one, shaman, hero. An alternative to, or perhaps just another version of, 
this strategy would be to hide behind some kind of screens resembling something well known to 
us, such as the classic canvas painting. Perhaps under the surface of its traditional 'appearance' 
can be discovered something utterly new and very much topical. For we are aware that no stylistic 

conventions apply anymore, so all styles, forms and modes of expression are equivalent. 

Actually, one can hardly speak of works of art today in the sense that was still possible in the 

1960s. Their splendid glamour has faded or perhaps completely dimmed. Just like the great and 
colourful artistic personalities have ceased to play a leading role and also belong to the past. So 

perhaps what we have to do with are but remnants or relics of something that once, and in fact 

quite recently, we still referred to as art. And perhaps this is the essence of the collapse of a certain 
worn model from which something completely new is emerging, for which a new name should 
probably be coined lest we become entangled in errors or false conclusions. 
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Finally, I would like to justify myself: I used the term 'trend' with reference to the 1970s artistic 
phenomena defined as the art of collection, the art ofleaflets or the art oflabyrinth provocatively, 

as an exemplification of the routine, which we are in the habit of using, of applying old linguistic 
cliches to barely recognised facts. It is precisely from such habits that various interpretative 
misunderstandings arise. One is the view, often expressed in texts on contemporary art, that 

whatever art may be saying today, everything has already been said. The more enlightened critics 

eagerly cite in this context the names of Duchamp or Schwitters whose undeniable precursorship 
and courage in breaking conventions from several decades ago is supposed to call into question 
the radicalism of their heirs and successors. Such a line of thinking is an example of a habit 

bound up with an old model where innovation and original form were important criteria. 
Yet, with the collapse of the stylistic criterion, artists' attention has now shifted to the issue of 

meaningfulness. The latter is never fixed; it changes and updates with the passage of time as 
measured by the development of the civilisation and of man's individual consciousness. 



Individual Mythologies (GRoup ExHrn1noN), 1980 

Alicja K~pinska (LECTURE) 
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J aroslaw Kozlowski, J aroslaw 
Kozlowski's Individual Mythology 
(DRAWING ACTION) 



Jeff lnstone, Script, 1979 

JEFF INSTONE 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The artist presented a dozen or so drawings and texts obtained through 

systemic manual- and mechanical-recording operations. 
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Jeff Instone, 1-30.9.80, 
1981 

IN THE MIDDLE: JEFF INSTONE 
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Jacek Jagielski, Double Space, 1984 

FROM RIGHT: JACEK JAGIELSKI 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

Using old, weathered wooden beams, the artist divided the gallery space 
into two parts. The division was emphasised by illuminating the parts in 

turns every few minutes. 
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Sven-Ake Johansson, Function Reversal 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The musician, percussionist, advocate of non-composed music, with 
a record in improvised jazz, played for over an hour on percussion 

instruments, both conventional and not, such as grinding paper, 
telephone directories, cucumbers, shoemakers' vices, sponges or peas. 

The musical performance included also the use of means of expression 
such as mime, movement, song and accordion playing. 
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Sven-Ake Johansson, If You See This, What Do 
You Hear? (Mus1cA1 AcnoN), 1986 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

To a certain extent, the performance was a continuation of the artist's 
first presentation at the Akumulatory 2 Gallery. Performative elements, 

facilitated by the cosy space and small distance between the author and 

the audience, appeared more prominently in the musically-defined 

structure of the different parts of the show. 
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Joan Jonas, Camino sin nombre (PERFORMANCE), 1984 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist presented over an hour and halflong piece, Road Without 

Name, in which she used movement, sound, words, props and image 

projections to suggestively and expressively speak about her experiences 

of a mother waiting for the return of her police-wanted son. Besides the 

author, the performance featured also a little black female dog named 

Dziura (Hole). 
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Margrit Kahl, Metaprocess 1972/1978, 
1981 

FROM LEFT: MARGRIT KAHL 

-----·1-

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist showed a work in two parts; the first concerned reflection on 
movement, the second dealt with a reconstruction of the line. The piece 
comprised twelve sequences that combined superimposed wall drawings 

with photographs of those drawings. A common reference point for all 
the sequences was provided by the author's physical abilities: the fixed 
distance of her feet from the wall on which intersecting lines were being 

drawn: forward, back, right and left to maximum deviation. 
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METAPROCESS 

Fragile Balance 1972/1978 

demonstration, 1972 

reconstruction/ reflection, 1978 

The presentation constitutes a serial organisation of 4 x 3 = 12 axial 
crosses. The use of 12 crosses is a combination of wall drawing 
(charcoal, roo x roo cm) and photography (50 x 50, M 1:1), 

superimposed on each other. Each change of direction shows 

a reconstruction and reflection of the underlying body movement. 

Experiment conditions: 

The point of departure for this work is the body in its minimum 
tolerance of movement, that is, the space of the tolerance of movement, 

that is, the space of the tolerances revealed by shifting the body's gravity 

centre from the axis in four directions: forward, back, left and right. 

Margrit Kahl 

I 

--+-- I 

I 

-1r=-
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Margrit Kahl 
Metaprocess 
1981, drawing, 74.5 x 75 cm 

Diagram zur Kopfzeichnung VII 
1981, drawing, 75.5 x 75 cm 



Tadeusz Kalinowski, Painting, 1984 

TADEUSZ KALINOWSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist, a Constructivist-inspired painter with his roots in the postwar 

avant-garde, presented a series of several dozen abstract, pared-down 

and at the same time freely painted works from recent years. 
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Jerzy Kalucki, Five Points of a Cycle, 1973 
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Jerzy Kahicki 
Five Points of a Cycle 
1973, drawing, 2 parts: 
32.5 x 23 cm each 
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Jerzy Kalucki, Untitled, 1980 

JERZY KAI.UCKI 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

A series of paintings analysing the transformations of a simple 

geometrical figure and the changes resulting therefrom. 
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Jerzy Kalucki, Drawings, 1983 

FROM RIGHT: JERZY KAtUCKI 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The artist presented a series of drawings whose composition 

followed closely the geometry of the gallery space. 





l{anal 2, 1979 

lone Arendal, Lisbeth Hedeager, J0rgen Holme, Niels Holme, 
Margit Jacobsen, Pelle Jacobsen, Peter Mandrup, Henrik Pryds Beck, 
S0ren Rosberg 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

A group presentation of Kanai 2, a Copenhagen-based artist collective, 

featured drawings, paintings and photographic works by nine 

young artists. 

FROM LEFT: PETER MANDRUP AND HENRIK PRYDS BECK 
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Hiroshi Kawathu, Untitled, 1977 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Hiroshi Kawathu 
Take Nine ( Ru )sters Toward 
the West 
1977, print, 52 x 13 cm 

project for Akumulatory 2 

Gallery 
1977, drawing, 25.6 x 35 cm 
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Alicja I<~pinska, Numbers (1EcTuRE), 1979 

This text deals with art although the term 'art' itselfwill•appear here no more than once. The term 

is in fact so often used that we do not need to touch it now. 

Let us therefore talk about numbers. 

Of course, the ontological status of numbers is indeterminate: 'something' corresponds with them 
in reality but they are not an element of this reality. Numbers thus not 'are' but 'mean'. But if they 
'mean', can they not 'be'? 

If they actually 'are', then what class of reality do they constitute? Parallel to the empirical world? 

Are they an explanatory principle for another system or a naming one? Are they like names 

which, if they make sense, always denote real objects, which is why Russell calls them (names) 

the 'shadows of substances? 

Let us start with a thesis inferred from a realistic theory of meaning expounded by Alexius 

Meinong and arguing that everything we can say something about has to exist in some way. It is 
therefore impossible to reject the existence of anything that we can make a statement about. 
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This is what Russell writes about in The Principles of Mathematics: 'Numbers, the Homeric gods, 
relations, chimeras and four-dimensional spaces all have being, for if they were not entities 

of a kind, we could make no propositions about them. Thus being is a general attribute of 

everything, and to mention anything is to show that it is'. 

Ockham shows the being of the number by specifying its function: 'number', like 'line', 'surface' 
or 'body', denotes precisely existing things, not denoting or co-denoting anything but the thing 

that exists; this is one of the respects, says Ockham, in which numbers differ from time because 

the latter does not exactly denote a thing that exists in reality (Summa Logicae). 

One thing we know is that numbers make possible discontinuous entities. Enumerating 
quantitative entities in this sense, Aristotle said: 'A quantum is a plurality if it is numerable, 
a magnitude if it is a measurable. "Plurality" means that which is divisible potentially into non

continuous parts, "magnitude" that which is divisible into continuous parts; of magnitude, that 

which is continuous in one dimension is length; in two breadth, in three depth. Of these, limited 

plurality is number ... ' This is what Aristotle says. 

Let us now ask: if we encompass (exhaust) the plurality of all magnitudes, can we say we have 

encompassed a thing? Is the number a principle of things? For it is not just a measuring 
instrument situated outside them. It is embedded in the thing, in the plurality of its magnitude. 
But how to extract it? That it is we know for sure; how it is - we do not know. It resists attempts 

to grasp it; as soon as we discontinue them, its existence turns out to be obvious. 

Let us examine what Russell demanded from the number when considering an empirical 
interpretation of mathematical systems (let us put aside the other interpretation he discerned -

the logical one). 

It is possible to propose infinitely many different modes of the empirical interpretation of 

a given mathematical system. And this is where the problem of the right interpretation comes 
up. For while 'so long as we remain in the region of arithmetical formulae, all these different 

interpretations of"number" are equally good', but 'when we come to the empirical uses of 
numbers in enumeration that we find a reason for preferring one interpretation to all the others'. 
So although the axioms of Peano's arithmetic are fulfilled also by such interpretations in which 'o' 
means 'what we commonly call "r"' or what in everyday life we denote as 'roo'- there is only one 
among these interpretations 'which also satisfies empirical statements of enumeration such as 

"I have ten fingers"', 'dogs have 4 legs' or 'New York has ro,000,000 inhabitants'. Such statements 

'require a definition of numbers which cannot be derived from the mere fact that they satisfy the 
formulae of arithmetic'. It is a similar case with the systems of geometry. (Human Knowledge). 

What Russell means in the first place is that if we consider mathematical relations as elements 

of the form that organises sensory material, we have to be able to define what elements of 
the factual world these relations could be attached to, as it were, if they are to be used at all to 
organise our knowledge of the world. For he says that 'zero' has to mean what it is commonly 
understood to mean if we are to use mathematical propositions in engineering or physics. 



And when he demands a 'relevant' interpretation for pure arithmetic, he sees the path to it in 
the ostensive definition, provided by enumeration, of the number symbols (that is, a definition 

obtained from sensory experience). 

Yet Russell's empirical interpretation raises special difficulties which become particularly evident 
in the case of geometry. It is the problem of the imprecision of the sense and the precision of 
mathematics. Here it turns out that it is impossible to find the point of attachment for applying 
mathematical relations; for there are no perfectly straight lines or perfectly even surfaces in 

the world. 

Russell uses the impossibility of precise measurement to formulate a paradox that challenges 
logical conventionalism. Not only do the propositions of uninterpreted mathematics not make 
sense; also the precision of empirically interpreted mathematics is only ostensible. 

So let us ask: how can we apply numbers to the empirical world? If we wish to do that, we need to 

be able to deduce from the data of this word the existence of entities with such characteristics that 
the number needs. 

The following eleven short chapters of this text are devoted to searching for those characteristics 

that make the empirical existence of the number possible and to searching for entities that could 
not be uttered without that number. 

1. ONCE UPON A TIME 

The phrase, which opens all fairytales as well as stories about legendary times, essentially means 

'one time'. It is in this sense that it functions in Polish Uednego razu), French (II etait une fois), 
German (niemal) or Italian (una volta). 

This 'one time' is the first and last one; it does not refer to time (because the latter assumes an 

awareness of history) but points to a moment beyond time when everything happened and since 

when nothing has really happened. Researchers of ancient philosophical systems are familiar with 
this sole moment and call it the 'starting situation' (Toporov) or temps d'origine; it is the liminal 
situation between chaos and the act of creation, one that establishes matters 'once and for all'. Let 

us therefore consider that the 'starting situation' is also an 'ending' one: the beginning and end 

are identical, time gets excluded. 

Fairytale characters have no history to such an extent that they need no last names: the prince, the 
stepmother, the sultan, Cinderella, the boy climbing the glass mountain - they all live once and 

for all. Who will ask about their homeland in history? Their existence is renewed every time the 

fairytale is told; word determines all. It is in this sense that Gerardus van der Leeuw writes that 
myth is word and virtually nothing more. That is how the matter must have been viewed too by 
the Babylonian kings, who every year 'renewed' their enthronement, understanding that the act 

of creation - the 'beginning' - happens only once and needs to be constantly and insistently 
renewed. In the Palermo Stone, which contains the earliest known Egyptian text, the kings' final, 
incomplete regnal years were not determined according to any logical system. Eduard Meyer 

writes about this: 'Here the calculations started according to full, authentic regnal years which 

begin with the day of the ruler's enthronement, ignoring the calendar year.' Each king started 
history 'anew'. In such a system, the various events of the given period are unimportant; a decisive 

constancy has been determined from the fluid transformation of phenomena. Empirical material 
has been caught into a systemic net using one number only - that, of course, which has made 
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possible its sensible being. We see therefore that the number '1', which marks the beginning and 

end, is an absolutely unique one as without it no systemic completeness can be achieved. 

2. TWINS 

Some languages, when they create a name for the phenomenon of twins, emphasise their 
fraternal and biological closeness; others however reveal above all the phenomenon's dual, 
numerical nature (e.g. English twins -twice, German Zwilingen-zwei 1

). 

In one of Graham Greene's short stories a terrible murder is committed on an old lonely woman. 

Alarmed by the noise, the neighbours have remembered the running culprit's repulsively ugly 

face. Called as witnesses in the courtroom, they recognise him immediately. But the defence 
produces a surprise: before the jury stands the defendant's twin brother - identical with him 
in his ugliness. The witnesses, certain a moment ago, now hesitate; none wants to take the risk 

of pointing the finger at any of the brothers. One, a young girl, admits, 'all I can say now is that 

I wouldn't date either.' 2 Further proceedings being impossible, the two men are acquitted. 

But the crowd, angry that such a hideous crime has gone unpunished, refuses to let go. 'Something' 

has to happen that will turn the trap of duality into oneness. And it does: among the tumult causes 

by the crowd waiting in front of the court house one of the brothers is run over by a car. 

Do you know now which of the twins was the guilty one? We must ask however what will happen 
now with the other brother. The number '2' carries the danger that it establishes the category of 

a 'pair', two poles, opposite phenomena, which together form a whole. There is unity in it, but 

also strangeness, rooted in the twin relationship of the Sun and Moon. The myths of the Native 

Americans of northern and central California speak of twin Creators: one created the earth, the 

other gave people culture. The former has left earth and lives 'above'. He is a good being, but 
weak. The other, associated with the coyote, is a trickster (clever, mischievous character) and 

a rascal, both picaresque and heroic. This one is strong. Together they are the two brothers whose 

actions determine the completeness of the work. 

So two is a condition of oneness. We see how unique it is as a result. Only a number consisting 

of two is an integral number, below which stretches the domain of fractions. That is how two is 

perceived by the Kanak people. An isolated individual, separated from an elementary duality, is 
a lost being, not oneness but a mutilated fragment of wholeness. 

3. MEMORIA 

In plurality theory, the branch of mathematics that deals with the concept of the set and some 

other mathematical concepts such as 'function', 'relation' and so on, a relation is construed as 

a set of organised pairs: e.g. a relation of majority can be attributed to the pair (5, 1) but not to the 

pair (1, 5); x remains toy in a relation of R. The pair xy is an element of R. 

Thus a third element appears which makes possible an organised relation: 'two' is impossible 
without a 'third'. 

The trinitarian system is thus a condition of freedom of movement. We see that '3' is an 
absolutely unique number. 'To be able to count to three' is a basic condition of mental fitness. 

One might add here, for example, the Belorussian 11saiiHHTb1 [translator's note]. 

2 Actually, in The Case for the Defence the witness is a fifty-six-year-old woman and she never 

makes such a statement [translator's note]. 



In his studies of the phenomenon of intuition, M. R. Westcott arranges sequences such as 

4 : 2, 9 : 3, 25 : 5, roo : ro, 64 : 8, 16 : - ? Intuition should, of course, tell us right away that the 
divisor appears in the dividend its own number of times; thus Westcott refers to the principal 

ability to identify a third element in relation to two given ones. 

Let us also consider how the human psyche is of a trinitarian structure in Ramon Llull: it consists 
of intellectus (the ability to recognise the truth), voluntas (the ability to train one's well for love of 
truth) and memoria (the ability to remember the truth). Moreover, in order to help the faculty of 

memory Llull sought not physical similarities (as the scholastics did) but rather, as a Platonist, 

ideal beings. This is doubtless a higher level of the ability to remember. Is it not a prerequisite of 
finding the third element without which the mind would not move towards abstractions? 

4. ONE, TWO, THREE; BUT WHERE IS THE FOURTH? 

With these words spoken by Socrates begins Plato his Timaeus through which he proposes 

a mathematical model of the world. Although Diogenes, Laertius, Gellus and Iamblichus tell the 
rumour that Plato allegedly paid one hundred minas for the writings of the Pythagorean Timaeus 
or those of Philolaus and used them freely, but the philologists deny this. In fact Plato proceeds 

not as a mathematician but as a philosopher of mathematics; this is precisely why he played the 
role of a 'guide' for the mathematicians working at the Academy. 

Plato searches for absolute unity, as a prerequisite of meaning, in the principle of the world. 
The very fact that the demiurge (whom Timaeus calls the 'organiser') has created one world 

rather than two or an infinite number, is a confirmation of such meaning for him. But how 

was unity constituted in the first place? 

Well, first the 'body' of the world was made of earth and fire; for this world has to be material, 
visible and tangible: fire enables visibility and earth tangibility. But: 'two things cannot be rightly 
put together without a third; there must be some bond of union between them. And the fairest 
bond is that which makes the most complete fusion of itself and the things which it combines; 

and proportion is best adapted to effect such a union'. 

'For whenever in any three numbers, whether cube or square, there is a mean, which is to the last 

term what the first term is to it; and again, when the mean is to the first 

term as the last term is to the mean-then the mean becoming first and last, and the first and last 

both becoming means, they will all of them of necessity come to be the same, and having become 
the same with one another will be all one. 

And so this one mean would have sufficed to bind two elements together if the body of the 
universe had been created a 'surface only and having no depth'. Yet, Timaeus says, it was made 

a solid, and 'are always compacted not by one mean but by two'. So here is what the 'organiser' 
did: he put water and air 'in the mean' between earth and fire and, as far as possible, 'made them 
to have the same proportion'. Thus the body of the universe composed of four elements gained 

unity - inner conformity - thanks to a 'similarity of relations'. 

And the creation of the universe 'took up the whole of each of the four elements; for the Creator 
compounded the world out of all the fire and all the water and all the air and all the earth, leaving 

no part of any of them nor any power of them outside' to possibly create another world. 'And for 
these reasons, and out of such elements which are in number four', Timaeus says, 'the body of 
the world was created, and it was harmonised by proportion'. The point was for the world to be 'as 
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far as possible a perfect whole and of perfect parts', one based on logical, mathematical law. And 

also - Timaeus hastens to add - for it to be 'free from old age and unaffected by disease.' 

We see therefore how four conditions one, which makes it an absolutely unique number. The 
tetractys - to use a Pythagorean term - symbolises the parts, qualities and aspects of unity. The 
number '4' represents the minimum number of statements of any comprehensive judgement. 

5. VOLATILE 

It was precisely Timaeus that gave rise to the development of terminological positions in 
alchemy; these revolve around the central idea of an anima mundi [world-soul] trapped in stone 
that is known as materia prima, hyle, chaos or massa confussa. The philosophers considered the 
materia prima part of the original chaos, which was impregnated with spirit. By 'spirit' they 

meant a semi-material pneuma, a kind of 'subtle body', which they also referred to as the volatile 

and identified, chemistry-wise, with oxides and other resolvable compounds. 

With regard to the extraction from chaos and its transformation, writes Christophorus Parisiensis: 
'In this chaos there potentially exists the precious substance and nature in which are mixed and 

united all the elements. That is why human reason has to impregnate it in order to fulfil our 
heaven'. This oleum rostrum refers to the microcosm and is also known as the quinta essentia3 

(Johannes de Rupecissa). 

We see therefore that the significance of the number '5' is absolutely unique: it makes it possible 

for the volatile substance of mental activity to free itself of the heavy and resistant primal mass. 

Without this number there is no true whole. No wonder, therefore, that the 'fifth essence' carried 
so many different appellations; it was mentioned as aqua permanes, hydor theion, bephe or tinctura. 

6. EXISTENCE OF THE EMPIRE 

Let us now consider how unique the significance of the number '6' can be and how it expresses 
the perfect whole. This number was introduced as the official number of the Chinese Empire by 
the First Emperor of Qin dynasty, Qin Shi Huang, the same one who created a special personal 
pronoun, Chen, to indicate himself He also changed the empire's ruling element from Fire, used 

by the Zhou dynasty, to Water (the next in the control cycle of elements as water controls fire). 

And as water corresponds with the number '6' so the debt tablets in Qin State measured six 
inches, imperial carriages were pulled by six horses and the official land measure was six feet. 

The point was not for the Empire to be powerful or just or anything else. For the Empire had no 

other purpose besides itself 

7. WE ARE SEVEN 

In one of Wordsworth's poems, the poet meets a country girl and asks: 

'Sisters and brothers, little Maid, 

How many may you be?' 

How many? 
'Seven are we; 
And two of us at Conway dwell, 

And two are gone to sea. 

3 'Quintessence', litera!Jy: 'fifth essence' [translator's note]. 



Two of us in the church-yard lie, 

My sister and my brother ... ' 

replies the girl. 
But how is this possible? 
'You say that two at Conway dwell, 
And two are gone to sea, 

Yet ye are seven! - I pray you tell, 
'Sweet Maid, how this may be', 

asks the poet. 
Yet the girl insists: 'Seven boys and girls are we'. 
'But they are dead; those two are dead! 

Their spirits are in heaven!' 
exclaims the poet. 
And yet, 

'Twas throwing words away; for still 

The little Maid would have her will, 
And said, "Nay, we are seven!"' 

Let us consider how the whole is indivisible. The Greeks and the Germans knew the 
collective powers that a number can express and which 'govern' only together, as a genre: the 
nymphs of sources and trees, the Muses, the Fates, the Norns, the Pans, the Sileni ... We 

are not citing these names here to prove how exceptional and important the number '7' is as 

a closure of the sum total of mysteries (seven seals, seven key locks etc.). It is a fact however 
that even the ancient Egyptians knew the seven 'Hathor', predecessors of the Eileithyias and 
the seven fairies who stand besides the cradle of the newborn child. 

So Gerardus van der Leeuw probably does the right thing by comparing such a collective 
unity to a chorus in drama. 

8. EVIL SMILE 

' ... the Stars who know in the midst of our laughter how that laughter will end, become 

inevitably powers of evil rather than good, beings malignant as well pitiless, making 
life a vain thing', writes G[ilbert] Murray in explaining the later antiquity's search for 
a way out of the bondage of the seven planets; it was hoped that the soul would leave the 

domain of the evil orbits and enter the empireum, the Eighth region of the world where 

power does not mean tyranny. The 'Seven Deathless Kosmokratores', or Lords of the 

Universe, who prevent us from escaping from the 'prison of the seven planets', have to 
be overcome. 

We see therefore how the number '8' defines the upper limit of maximum potential and is 

thus absolutely unique. Needless to say, it is the sole number whose visual notation makes it 

possible to capture infinity in a single sign. Does there exist a number that would encapsulate 
a higher whole? 

9. THE LADDER 

Ramon Uull's Ars Magna is based on nine concepts which Llull indicates by the letters of the 

alphabet from B to K. The letter symbol's meanings change depending on the level on which 
art performs its functions. Let us examine how the method works with the symbol B (bonitas, 
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goodness) when it descends down the rungs of the ladder of creation, that is, through the nine 
subjects which form a set in each of the nine forms of art and with which it is to deal. These 

include: goodness as divine perfection; the goodness of the angel; the goodness of Aries and 
the other eleven Zodiac signs and of Saturn and the other six planets; the goodness in man, in 
imagination, in animals (e.g. the goodness of the lion), in plants (e.g. a pepper bush), in the four 
elements (e.g. fire), finally the goodness in virtues, sciences and arts. Equipped with the letter 
symbol-covered figures of Llull's Art, the artista climbs up and down the ladder of existence. The 

nine levels of the first of the nine concepts define the way. Can we therefore wonder that nine, 

which makes possible the path of art, is so perfect and unique a number? 

10. ON PREDICATION 

Considering the matter of the predicatives, Ockham adopts the number '10' after the classical 

authors. Listing categories, Aristotle says that each specific non-compound name denotes 
a substance, a quality, a quantity, a relation (ad aliquid), a placement (ubi), a time (quando), 

a situation (situs), a possession, an action or an experience (pati). 

Also John of Damascus writes in his Logics that all the [predicatives] are ten, that is, the most 

general genres, within which fall all spoken words. These include: substance, e.g. stone; quantity, 
e.g. two, three; relation, e.g. white, black; where, e.g. in Tyre, in Damascus; when, e.g. yesterday; 

to possess, e.g. to put clothes on; situation (situs), e.g. to stand, to sit; to do, e.g. to bum; to 

experience something (pati), e.g. to be burnt. 

Aristotle says: none of the different statements mentioned above contain any proposition in 
themselves and it is by combining them that a proposition is made. 

John of Damascus speaks similarly: the scope of the ten predicatives 'includes every word simply 
uttered'. This means that predicatives are simple statements with which a sentence can be made. 

Each simple statement with which one can answer a question regarding substance falls within the 
scope of one of the predicatives. 

No wonder therefore that the number '10' is so unique and important: it shows how it is possible 

to say 'everything' in terms of predicating of substance as well as to ask about everything. And can 

anything be more a whole than everything? 

11. THE NUMBER NOT TO BE MENTIONED 

W. W. Sawyer describes how the ancient Greeks were surprised when they discovered that 

certain segments could not be expressed by means of fractions. An example of such a segment 
is the diagonal of a one-inch square. The length of the diagonal can be calculated by applying 
the Pythagorean theorem. We have x2 + y2 = z2 for x = r and y = r, so we get z2 = 2. The length 
of the diagonal is given by a number whose square equals 2. It is natural to ask what this 

number is. 

And here trouble begins. We can find numbers that approximate it. The square of7/s is 49/2s which 

is slightly less than two. Z therefore is slightly greater than 7/s. But what is x exactly? 

We cannot answer this question by offering a fraction because, as we have seen, the square of 
every fraction has in both the numerator and denominator a full square. The number two can 

be expressed as the fraction 2/1. We have a full square in the denominator, namely r. But in the 
numerator we have 2, which is not a square of any integral number. 



It is therefore impossible for the square of any fraction to produce exactly the number 2. The 
number 2 cannot be expressed with any fraction in the sense in which fractions are understood in 

ordinary arithmetic, that is, as quotients of positive integers divided by positive integers. 

This discovery must have surprised the ancient Greeks and, according to historical accounts, 
it appalled them. According to legend, the Pythagoreans forbade anyone to disclose the result 
publicly and regarded numbers such as the square root of two - ✓2 - as secret ... One can add 
to this the claim, recorded by the history of mathematics, that the Pythagoreans were allowed to 
use a Greek word which meant 'the number not to be mentioned', that is, a 'secret number'. 

Of course, although ✓2 cannot be expressed with a single fraction, there exists a sequence of 
fractions that determines it quite precisely. But the numbers of this sequence are in turns too 
small and too big to express ✓2. However far we go, we always find the square a bit too big or a bit 
too small. No single fraction in this sequence will produce the exact value of the number ✓2, but 

all of them move towards it, some from the right, some from the left. With each step the limits get 

closer to each other, 'like walls in a mediaeval torture chamber'. They will never really join, but 

moving far enough along the sequence we can make the distance between them infinitely small. 
There exists only one number that is certain to lie between these limits regardless of how long 
a segment of the sequence we consider. It is ✓2. 

Therefore ✓2 is a number that cannot be expressed with a single fraction but is determined by an 
infinite sequence of fractions which express its ever closer approximations. The same can be said 

of very many numbers. These are the so called irrational numbers. 

It is quite easy to see why the Greeks were appalled. If such numbers cannot be measured, they 
cannot be named. It was rightly thought they should not be mentioned. 

One can only infinitely approximate them. But one cannot grasp them with either measure 

or name. 
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Alicja K~pinska, Metonymies (iEcTuRE), 1980 
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Robin Klassnik, Yellow Postal Sculpture, 1975 

IN THE MIDDLE: ROBIN KLASSNIK 
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The British artist showed a large-scale installation called Yellow Postal 

Sculpture, consisting of over one thousand yellow objects submitted by 

mail from all over the world, and a series of postcard collages. 

Robin Klassnik 
Yellow Postal Sculpture 

1975, instaUation, 
162 x r6o cm 
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Robin Klassnik 
Yellow Postal S l r . cupture 
975, mstallation 

r62 6 ' x 1 0 cm (detail) 
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ROBIN KLASSNIK 
YELLOW 
POSTAL 

SCULPTURE 
SUMMERSTUDIO 

ICA 
NASH HOUSE 

CARL TON TERRACE 
LONDONNSDW 1 ENGlA 

1. ?lll this envelop•, •i th an,- 110rt or contents 
that contain the colour Jdlow, end send it. 
to u. 

2. I will lll:IBSIJ all the cont.enu t ree:eive aa 
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item that I received. 

i, I will be at the I.C.A. for ti.e hole duration 
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question• 10u cay have about thia event. 
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Robin Klassnik, Photo/Sculptural/Pieces, 197s 

ROBIN KLASSNIK 

PRAWIE RZEZBA 
( PRAWIE RZEZBA J 
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Robin Klassnik, To Be Or Not to Be Original, 1983 

ROBIN KLASSNIK 
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The point of the departure for the show was a found stamp with a tap 
image. Impressed on paper, enlarged and multiplied by means of a slide 

projection, copied on the wall, objectified and labelled as an 'Ordinary 

Object', it became the protagonist of a treatise on the truth and illusion 

of vision. In the author's commentary, the piece became an ironic 

argument for a critique of the myth of originality in art. 





Akira Komoto, Untitled, 1977 

Alcira Komoto 
documentation of 
a photographic action, 

1976 
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Alcira Komoto 
Untitled 

1976, photograph, 

34 x 34 cm 

Untitled 
r976, photograph, 
34 x 34 cm 



Alcira Komoto 
Untitled 
1975, photograph, 

43 x 35-5 cm 

Untitled 
1977, photograph, 

35·5 X 43 cm 

Untitled 
1977, photograph, 
43 x 35-5 cm 

Untitled 
1977, photograph, 
42.5 x 34.5 cm 

Untitled 
1975, photograph, 
35.5 x 42.5 cm 



J erzy l{opec, Awakening, 1984 

FROM LEFT: JERZY KOPEC 
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The debuting artist showed several drawings, the largest of which 

covered the gallery's entire window wall. 





Andrzej Kostolowski, Theses on Art (1EcTuRE), 1972 
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THESES ON ART (fragment) 

9. ON INSTITUTIONS 

a) By avoiding institutions, the artist can develop 
a position of political non-involvement. 

b) Putting them in parentheses and involving in 

his practices, as well as connecting with them and 

employing their working methods, the artist can 

structurally utilise the value of institutions' social 
anonymity and objectivity: 

At the same time, defending his ideas from 

institutions' primacy, the artist can enrich his 
practices with new, unexpected forms of reception. 

10. ON BORROWINGS 

There exists no work of art that would not be 

exposed to the risk of borrowings. 

It ensues from the above that there exists no pure 

originality in art. 

future 

non-art art 

art 

11. ON THE ART OF ART THEORY 

If within borrowings from art (those revealed in 

theoretical discourses) it were possible to avoid 

anything coming from non-artistic regions, then 
the meanings of the terms 'art' and 'art theory' 

could be reversed and we could speak of the art of 

art theory. 

This however is both impossible and not needed 

because avoiding non-artistic regions is unlikely 

and an attempt itself would be disloyal towards 

art since we have already noticed that art without 

borrowings does not exist. 

ANDRZEJ KOSTOlOWSKI 

9. 0 lNSTYTUCJACH 

a) Omijaj&c instytucje, artysta mo:i:e rozwin<lc 
postawi: klerka. 

b) Bior&c je w nawias i wl&czaj&c do swych 

akcji a tak:ie: podl&czajqc sie do nich i sto

suj&c ich metody dzialania, arlf!Sla jest 

w stanie wykorzystac strukturalnie u•alor 
spolecz11ej anonirnowosci i obiektywizmu 
instytucji: 

Broni&c jednoczesnie swe idee od nadrzi:d

nosci in;,tytucji. artysta moze w ten spos6b 

wzbogaci(: swe dzialania o nowe, nieprze
widzia11e form.Y odbioru. 

JO. 0 ZAPOiYCZENIACH 

:\ie ma dziela sztuki, kt6re nie b!]loby nara
:i:one na zapo:i:yczenic1. 

Z powy:i:szego wynika :i:e: nie istnieje czysta 

or!)ginalnosc w szcuce. 

A przyszloM: 

niesztuka sz1uka ------•------> 
przeszlo~c 

11. 0 SZTUCE TEORII SZT UKI 

Gdyb!) w obrebie z11pozyczen ze sztuki (ujaw
nion!Jch w dyskursach teoret!)Cznych) istniala 
mozliwosc unikniecia czegokolwiek co pocho
dzi z rejon6w znajdujc1cych si~ poza sztuk&, 
to w6wczas mo:i:nnby odwr6cic sens pojec 
s,.tuki i teorii sztuki ab!) m6wic o sztuce teorii 
sLluki. 
Jest to jednak i nierno:i:liwe i niepotrzebne, 
bowiem unikni~cie rejon6w pozaart!)stycznych 
jest malo prawdopodobne a sama pr6ba tego 
rodzaju bylaby nielojalna mobec sztuki, skoro 
zauwa:i:ylism!J i.e sztuka, bez zapozyczen nie 
istnieje. 

.j 



Andrzej Kostolowski, A Short Story of Nonsense 
(LECTURE), 1973 
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A SHORT STORY OF NONSENSE (fragment) 

13. ON IRONY 

a) to think about what cannot be thought 

b) to laugh at it 

II 
a) to think about what is forbidden to think 

b) to sneer at it 

III 

a) to think about oneself 

b) to be ironic about oneself 

NOTE: sneering at what exists in the outside reality, at what can be 

thought about and what it is allowed to think about is self-irony. 

14. ON ABSTRACTION 

a) abstraction in reality-> b) abstraction in abstraction 

(The above process of the detachment of abstract elements from 

real ones and then the hierarchisation of the elements within 'pure' 

abstraction - including the build-up of meta-abstraction - seems to be 

an unfailing means of showing the rungs that we move along, growing 

farther from, or closer to, conceptual art and beginning to notice ever 

more clearly the line separating it from other arts). 



Andrzej Kostolowski, A Theory of Influences 
{LECTURE), 1973 

TYPY WPL~W 

a bezposredni ➔ 
b modyf#;kujqcy '>I 
C lustrzar.y < ~ 

·d syt1ctryczi1y :JlllfE 
C asymetryozny ~~::;---· 

TRADYCJA JAKO LA~CUCH WPLY\"/6\V 

Types of influences 

a direct 

b modifying 

C mirroring 

d symmetrical 

e asymmetrical 

Tradition as a chain of influences 

39o-39r 

WYWIERA6 WPLYWY OlllIERA6 WPLY"//Y 

I 
---~-=!111"4--;,,,czerpac kopiowac 

I 
---=>-:,~I· .,.rozwijac detormo1tac 

---::::za.-31.-:___,.sledzic brae z metod 

___ ::::,,,,,....~, ..,drzuoac pop~dac 
-;,,,--, W antytez~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

METODY:PO§REDNICZENIA 

a kabel ------- -----~ 

b katalizator-

0 medium 

d szyba 

To Exert Influence To receive influence 

Methods of mediation 

a cable 

b catalyst 

c medium 

d glass pane 

to draw [from], to copy 

to develop, to deform 

to follow, to borrow methods 

to reject, to fall into antithesis 



Andrzej Kostolowski, On Tendencies in Art 
{LECTURE), 1973 
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18 
ON DIRECTIONS IN ART 
/a normal model/ 

1direoticn 
I 
I 

'I a single normal direction is to be characterized by one theory, 
that theory inoludes:a negative attitude towards 09mpit1tive 
paradigms and a positive one towards the directions own 
paradigms 

II we assume that there is existing a kind or the d1reot1ons'cha1n, 
syrnbolized by /abode/;that chain develops 1tselr in time /x/;the 
dire~tio~ /a/. is granted /conventionally/ as the beginning of that 
chaiJ).;direotions inflict themselves in thos~ borderline · 
situations which are to be named as •crisis situattons"/when 
they are seen from the point or view or each conceding direction/; 
any additional distinguishing of new formations w~ioh would 
grant the ooexistenoe or contradictory par&digms would be odd 

• u ..,. -

an absur 'ty 

III it is possible to as~ume that the dii'ection /a/ is the 
preoontinuation of the direction /c/,the direction /b/ ts the 
precontinuation of the direction /d/ etc 

IV borderlines between the directions mark the crises of oonoeding 
directions 

V the crises of the directions constitute situations or the 
"paradigm crisis" or they reveal inner contradictions or their 
theories 

VI as a consequetloe of the theory contradiction ~he paradigm or~sis 
can be issued,as a consequence or the paradigm crisis the 
contradiction or the theory may appear 

VII it is possible to ass~me that:the theory or the direction /b/ 
reveals contradict elements involved into the system of 
paradigms or the direction /a/;the theory ot the direction /o/ 
reveals contradict elements ot the paradigms in· the direction /b/ 
etc 

VIII the revalorization of the direction /a/ oan be done through the 
theory ot the direction /o/ or through its paradigms,it means 
that the direction /c/ oan defend the direction /a/ against any 
challenges,which could eventually be included into the system 
or the paradigms or the theory or the direotion /b/ system; 
analogous dependence seems to be fastening together the 
direotions:/e/,/o/ and /d/ respectively etc 

IX the revalorization or the direction ia/ by the direotion /o/ can 
• oause suoh situation that the direotion /a/ gains mythioal values 

within the system or the direction /e/ 
X the mythioising ot the direotion /a/ is additionally jus\ified 

by the ver:, taot this direction is opening the movements chain 
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20 

ON VALUATION /II/ 

The valuaUon tbrough possibilities ot the interpretat1on1 
what is more aotivf from hermeneutic 1 point ot view is open tor 
more appre.oiations, is more valuable 

A 
the audience potential 
ot the art 
interpretation 

I 

I 
-- --r--- --y 2 

' I 
' I 

I 
____ 4 _____ .J. _____ ..., 3 

I I I 

I I 
I I 

the case no.1 

B 
the art potential or 
the "adjustment" to 
the interpretationality 

pot'"ential A large -
potential B small 
it means that well developed art programs are overtaking all 
poss1b1lit1es or their interpretations /art tichting tor values/ 

the case no.2 
potential A= potential B 
art status is defined by possibilities ot art interpretation 

/AcademyrStagnation,Ideal Society/ 
the case no,3 

potential A small' 
potential B large 
interpretation possibilities are too small as compared with the 
demand tor interpretations /fighting society/ 

ANDRZEJ KOSTOLOWSKI 
(a lecture in The ~allery AKUMULATORY 2 - 14.XIl.1973) 

bklaaod.Nk D ,., al. 1002/otf /l l • )00 D>-S041 



Andrzej l(ostolowski, A Short Story of Sense 
(LECTURE), 1975 

THESIS 35 

ON COMPOSITION x 

It is possible to adopt the following point of view: 

there exist five types of composition in art: 

a) structuring the propositions of art from foundations towards forms 

b) structuring from forms towards foundations 

c) structuring foundations without the need for introducing forms 
d) structuring forms without the need for introducing foundations 
e) 'functional' structuring: diverse and multifaceted relations between forms and foundations. 

Including stronger and weaker senses of art theory depending on the interpretative pressure 

of forms and the reverse: intensifying or de-intensifying instrumental operations on forms 

depending on the degree of the model implementation of artistic directives implied by 
theories etc. 

II The possibility of structuring from outlines towards forms posits that randomness equals 

naturalness and that the structure of art is governed by laws of harmony determined by 

preferences imposed by the outlines 

III In structuring from forms towards outlines, randomness equals cultural determination and 
the structure of art reveals its fragmentariness towards larger sets (up to establishing that art 

is a part of the world [a more or less interpreted part of the world/words]) ... 

IV There are reasons to believe that some of art's propositions may be just their own outlines 

(self-reference etc.) 
V Structuring forms without the need for introducing outlines is a behavioural practice 

(encumbered with a mechanistic viewpoint) 

VI 'FUNCTIONAL' structuring (a name introduced by Stezaker) posits the existence of an 'ideal 

artist' (which perhaps explains the phenomenon of the so called 'genius') ... 

The problem of 'functional' structuring requires specifying the operational criteria, moreover 

it can be analysed by adopting an hermeneutic point of view (hermeneutics being used here 

as a key to building a map of the meaning of including and excluding the spheres of so called 

theory and spheres of so called practice) ... 

x; These attempts to consider compositional issues correspond closely with this author's 

publication on outlines. Cf. Periodik, no. 5, Poznan, December 1974, under the imprint 

of Andrzej Berezianski, print run 50 copies. 
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Andrzej Kostolowski, Some Questions and Answers 
{LECTURE), 1975 

394-395 

Q. What is the purpose of formulating the 'theses on art'? 

A. Due to the author's becoming entangled in an attempt to theorise, the task has been 

proposed of developing a 'theory of art'. The 'theses', as an attempt to preliminarily delimit 

the scopes of some of the issues of this theory, are intended to outline a context, the adoption 

of which would make it possible to defend some 'general statements about art'. In their 

present shape, the 'theses' do not yet possess their own language and as a result of this can 

be considered a collage of statements borrowed from various languages (from various states 

of various worlds). However, as soon as it is encompassed by the outlines of the 'theses on 

art', the hyleicum of these statements is subjected to the effect of a specific noetic stream and 

can be interpreted in the context of one moral residuum only (one theory of ethics?) (one of 

the theories of ethics???). The 'theses' are propositions of studies that may produce a 'theory' 

(if the purpose will be an art theory referring to one of the worlds and not denying other art 

theories, formulated in the contexts of other worlds, their right to exist). Deontic 'permission' 

refers to the facts of the existence of such other theories. 'Deontic prohibition' is reserved 

exclusively for the system's inner contradictions (such contradictions would lead us into 

another reality- another world). What is deontically 'mandatory' can be tied to the category 
of 'possibility'. 

[o(p v q) /\ o-p] ..... oq 

That is, it is possible to accept the possibility of choosing between making mandatory an art 

theory 'p' or an art theory 'q' and at the same time make the assumption that there are no 

grounds for establishing the theory 'p' as mandatory (effective). This entails the obligation 

to make mandatory the theory 'q'. It would not be difficult for the author of the 'theses' to 

substantiate his (existentially interpretable) desire to make his theory able to accept the 
obligation to be 'q' (that is, to be prepared for being awarded the status of the 'mandatory 

theory' and thus accepted) (mandatory in a system of voluntaristic declarations preferring 

such a mandatoriness). The yet insufficient level of coherence between the - embedded in 

different languages - propositions of the 'theses on art' makes the dream of a 'mandatory 

theory' very distant. 

Q. Why are so few Authorities and Sources quoted in the 'theses'? 

A. The 'theses' are told as if they were being told for the first time, although there are clear 

elements of being 'well-read' and 'well-versed' behind them. The author's being 'well-versed' 

in (various kinds of) art is important (even though, of course, very much remains to be done 
in this regard, particularly as far as the setting of parameters is concerned between intentional 

art and non-intentional art, holistic art and individualistic art, the art of one world and the art 

of many worlds, art taking its point of departure in the articulation of a moral residuum and art 

adopting the context of a moral residuum as its point of arrival and so on). Also his being 'well

read' (important as it is in constructing propositions such as the 'theses') is perhaps not so much 

too 'small' as too little referring to valuations (preferences) (a transition would be important here 



from strong non-differentiation to weaker non-differentiation etc.) Given the fact that within the 
situation of being 'well-read' weaker non-differentiation becomes preferable to stronger non

differentiation, it is important to introduce a gradation of terms such as 'better/worse' rather than 

the only seemingly useful pair of 'good/bad'. Proairetic logics provides us with arguments that 

allow us (at least with one of the figures in which the pair 'good/bad' is joined by a relationship of 
preference) to define 'good' and 'bad' by using the terms of the notion of 'better': 

(pP-p)&(-qPq) .... (pPq) 

Following transformations (conjunction and amplification), the above formula produces 

the following: 

[(p&q)P(-p&q)] & [(p&-q)P(-p&-q) & (p&-q)P(p&q)] 

& [(-p&-q)P(-p&q)] 

.... [(p&-q)P(-p&q)] 

where 'p' means good and 'q' means bad (or rather: 'p' = 'good state of affairs', 'q' = 'bad state 

of affairs'). 

The formula so proven allows us to translate the proposition 'a good state of affairs is preferable to 

a bad state of affairs' into 'a good state of affairs is better than a bad state of affairs'. We can say as 

well that 'being well-read is preferable to being badly-read' is replaced by 'being well-read is better 
than being badly-read'. If we now connect the term 'better' with 'weaker non-differentiation', 

we obtain a clue of reading (being well-read) oriented towards the constant construction of 

a value map of the paradigms of being 'well-read' (a constant development of a potential map 

of references concerning real elements ofleaming from the Authorities). The author of the 

'theses' remains at the stage of 'stronger non-differentiation' and has not yet developed a key to 

'learning' from the Authorities. Those elements of being 'well-read' that he uses in the 'theses' he 

subjects to transformations too great for them to be presented as Quotations. At the same time, 

the 'theses' directly employ several methodologies. But how to quote 'methodologies'??? One has 

to wait for a new map of preferences that will probably close the planned 'art theory'. This is still 

however a matter of the distant future. 

Q. Why do the 'theses' appear in an artistic space? 

A. Since 1970 (the first seven 'theses' discussed at Torun's Azyl Gallery) such a connection of the 

theses with art has been noticeable that allows one to acknowledge them as part of the atmosphere 

of art. If this happens, it is the result of a situation that prevents the author from working in the 

regions of traditional aesthetics. Demonstrating the 'theses' at galleries and as part of so called 

'artistic events', in turn, makes it possible to practice enhanced updating of interpretations as well 

as using riskier (than in traditional aesthetics) heuristic fictions. 

Such 'guerrilla' activity on the part of the art theoretician within the atmosphere of art rather 

than outside it (as is the case in traditional aesthetics) is thus a great opportunity and creates 

(potentially) both a new situation regarding the current paradigms of art as well as the possibility 

of applying structural distinctions (to existing theoretical propositions). In its cyclical accelerations 

and decelerations of the pace of its emphasising the 'theory - paradigm' relationship as well as 
in its constant broadening of the areas to apply the so called 'hermeneutic absurdity', the art of 

the last two decades enables us to introduce 'meta-absurd' and 'meta-fictional' methodologies in 
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order to obtain quite important results referring to a notion that could potentially be called the 

'possibility' of art. 

If is has become clear that the question 'what was art like?' (traditional aesthetics) is being 

replaced with 'what is art like?' (Art/ Language) and 'what should art be like?' (functional art), the 

author of the 'theses' can do nothing else but simultaneously refer to the category of preferences 
('what kind of art do we choose due to our own ethical theory that dictates the imperative of 
choosing better art?') and to that of possibilities ('what kind of art could be mandatory?'). 

Thus, without avoiding contacts with deontic and proairetic logics, the author searches for that 

which is possible rather than for that which would transport us seemingly into manifold worlds 
and realities (at the same time undermining our moral residuum). Drowning his 'theses' in a sea 

of non-artistic objectivism, he would gain nothing of the empathy that (still) is present in them. 

Andrzej Kostolowski 
Some Questions and Answers 
1975, chalk on pasteboard, 
70 X IOO cm 



Andrzej l{ostolowski, A Programme of Ethical Art. 
Anecdotes on Art and Criticism (1EcTuRE), 1976 
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4. THE POSTMAN PARADOX 

Two postmen serviced an area in turns. The postman X had a red moustache, always smiled and 

brought many letters. The postman Y also smiled, had a (black) moustache, but seldom brought 
letters. Moreover, the letters brought by the postman X were usually important, containing many 
significant propositions and communications. Those brought by the postman Y were not only few 
but also neither important nor interesting and often actually containing unpleasant reminders 

and bills. It was natural that the addressees started perceiving the postman X positively and 

started preferring him clearly to the postman Y. 

This raises the following question: which postman was better? 

One could easily prove the so called groundlessness of such a question but, upon reflection, it is 

impossible not to admit after Wittgenstein that 'if a question can be put at all, then it can also be 

answered' (Tractatus . .. , 6.5). 

So let us try to answer. First of course we have to ascertain the level of both postmen's professional 
integrity, and this on the basis of the appropriate postal regulations obliging them to deliver letters 

immediately and without allowing any reasons of personal nature to interfere with their work. If 

we discover irregularities, such as the postman Y's withholding good letters or the postman X's 

fabricating them, an answer to the question of the degree of the postmen's goodness will become 
possible. If however we conclusively ascertain their equal professional honesty, it will not be 
difficult to give an answer only to the inner meaning of the question, treated as a task, naturally 

ignoring the potential ascertaining of the degree of the postmen's 'goodness'. 

Such a teleological illusion that hides behind the question of the degree of the postmen's 
goodness (let us call it the POSTMAN PARADOX) is often present in the relationship between 
art and art criticism. If we identified the postmen X and Y with artists so named, and it would be 
so that the artist X' would make more 'interesting' works whereas the artist Y' would create fewer 

works and they would even be found slightly irritating by the viewers, it would be easy to notice 

that art critics would naturally tend to treat the 'postman question' seriously and answer it by 
preferring the postman X (artist X'). 

Why does this happen and what errors do art critics commit here? 

They seem to be of a twofold kind. One type of error can be defined as the HEDONISTIC ERROR, 
the other, which closely corresponds with the idea of the so called 'hermeneutic absurdity', as the 
HERMENEUTIC ERROR. 

Following the principle of 'I understand this work so I like it', art critics often tend to combine 

a hedonism of views with commonsensical nonchalance (which means that if something exceeds 

the limits of established knowledge it is axiologically neutralised). If the artist X shows works 
designed so as to give the critics many occasions for personal satisfaction, stemming from their 

sense that they understand the work, he easily becomes successful and his works are 'adequately' 

discussed and favourably judged. This artist does the equivalent of what the postman X would 

be doing ifhe were fabricating good letters, committing professional malpractice in the process. 



Taking into consideration the critics' ambitions and abilities in advance, the artist shows a lot 
of mental acuity but his ethical position becomes dubious because instead of creating works 

directly co-shaping the world of his own values, he commits mystifications in that he deforms the 
contents of his works by imbuing them with potential satisfactions for the critics. The latter are 
easily misled by such an artist and thus commit the HEDONISTIC ERROR. 

The HERMENEUTIC ERROR (like certain examples of the hedonistic error) has to be a result 

of the artist's mystification if only because he has to perform very complicated operations in 
the game. This HERMENEUTIC ERROR occurs in two cases: when the artist X', just like the 
good postman X, delivers many interesting communications, not fabricating them in any way 
but simply at the given time creating works referring to numerous contexts. Then the critics 

are able to strongly differentiate such an artist, because this allows them to perform dazzling 
hermeneutic displays (although, producing manifold interpretations, one often loses in the 
process the essence of that which is verbally inexpressible in the artist's works), while at the 
same time they obviously ignore the artist Y' who submits works neither emphasising complex 

webs of relations nor pre-oriented towards diverse interpretations (one can posit the existence 

ofhermeneutically unambiguous and 'deaf' works). The HERMENEUTIC ERROR is then 

that some works are reinterpreted while some are left uninterpreted at all or insufficiently 
interpreted (perhaps because they do not touch upon issues familiar to the critics). The second 
case of the hermeneutic error is closely related to the artist's potential mystifications where he 

imbues his works with such deliberately selected elements that clearly offer a convenient playing 

field for the critics' interpretative games. One can easily notice that the difference between the 
abovementioned types of errors committed by art critics is blurry. In this context, it is worth 
emphasising that the hedonistic error is a result of judgements falsified by the satisfactions of 
the critics, fascinated by their own ability to judge and analyse. The hermeneutic error, in tum, 

stems not so much from the critics' satisfactions or successes as from their tendency to over-or 

under-interpret various artistic phenomena, a tendency closely connected with their knowledge as 
well as their insufficiently developed theories. As for knowledge, it is usually of such a nature that 
it prevents them from observing phenomena that question the closed information schemas this 

very knowledge seems preoccupied with. As for theory, it is probably so that gaps in the so called 

normal theory make it impossible, or pointless, to predict new phenomena. 
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Andrzej Kostolowski, Philosophy of the Parlor Maid 
or Short Story of Sense (1EcTuRE), 1976 
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Andrzej l{ostolowski, Index (iEcTuRE), 1977 
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Andrzej Kostolowski, A Defence of Aesthetics 
(LECTURE), 1977 

Criticism as Self-criticism 
(LECTURE), 1979 

The Tents of Art 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Lesson, 1973 
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Using an annotated drawing from a popular English textbook and 

a photograph arranged according to that drawing, the artist dissected 

visual, textual and linguistic means of representation. 

LESSON 2 

In the Sitting Room 



LESSON TWO 

This is a man. He is John Brown; he is l\Ir Brown. He is in 
his sitting-room. 

This is a woman. She is Mary Brown; she is l\'Irs Brown.~
She is in the sitting-room. 

The man is l\1r Brown; the woman is-1\Irs Brown. Mr and 
l\lrs Bro,,·n are in the sitting-room; they are in the sitting
room. 

Mr Brown has a book. The book is in his hand; he has a 
book in his hand. l\Ir Drown has a cigarette. The cigarette 
is in his mouth; he has a cigarette in his mouth. 

:\Ir,- llr,n, n h:L :1 pen. The pen i,- in her hand; she has a 
pen in her han<l. :\l1s llnmn h:is :1 bag. The bag is on the 
table; it i,-011 the t:ib!t·. 

:\Ir and :\Ir,- Brown han: :1 dog: they han· a clog. The dog
is in thL· ro,rn1; 1t i~ Ill the room. The dog is under the table; 
it i~ under I he tabk. 

The pictme,; an: on thl· ,,·alls; they arc on the walls. The 
table i~ under the picture; it is under the picture. The dog 
i,-not undn the chair; it is under the table. The pictures are 
not on tllL· table: thl·,· :m: on the ,rail. 

:\!rs Brmrn h;1~n't ,1 cig,11t"tte in her mouth; she has a pen 
in her hand. :\Ir Brmrn hasn't a pen in his hand. 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Modal Drawings, 197s 
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'When I use a word, Humpty Dumpty said, 

in rather a scornful tone, it means just what 

I choose it to mean-neither more nor less.' 

Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice 

Found There (1871) 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Facts, 1976 
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The exhibition's point of departure was a cabinet with nine different 
representations referring to graphite-covered drawings and texts based 

on a linguistic game that tested their credibility. 
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FACT 2 

I. eimiler to ?) 
II. cort..ainly n~l•r to F) 

Ill. perllepo o1:dler to F:l 
rv. d1sslc1Uer to ,J 
V. s1t11lar to crayon dn,v1ng 

?AXT 2 

I. podobny do I") 
II. • pcvno4clt\ podobny do r; 

HI. bye DOU podobny do f) 
IV. nlopodobny do f3 
'I •. podobny do ,;·sunlru krodltt\ 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

F 2 PACT 1 

I. sl"11er to F2 
11 .. cortainly sidlar to F2 

III •. porrnips eWl■r to F2 
IV~ dlool.t11ler to ?2 
V •. oicilar to Eiffel Towr 

FAXT 1 

I. podobny do F2 
II •. • povno6c1'1 podobny do F2 

ll1. bye =o!o podo bny do F2 
IV~ :tlepodobn:r do F2 
V. podobny do ~le!y E1frel '• 

F 1 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Exercise of Semiotics, 1977 

The installation consisted of several dozen photos/postcards and a brief 
statement repeated in several languages. 

"This lovely red rose is a red rose" said John. "This lovely red rose is a red rose" said John. 

"This lovely red rose is a red rose" said John, "This lovely red roso is a red roso" said John. 
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Jaroslaw Kozlowski, 1 + 5 Strokes or 5 + 1 Stroke or 2 
Strokes or 10 or 1 or Whatever (nRAw1NG AcTmN), 1987 
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Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Wall Painting 1-111, 1978-79, 
1979 
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The artist presented colour samples documenting his wall painting 
projects realised in private homes and public places, and a brief text 

explaining the terms of ordering and delivering a wall painting work. 

I 



WALL PAINTING 

In the exhibition context Wall Painting is presented in the form of 

documentation. The documentation is samples of the original colours of 

painting works realised in private apartments and public spaces. 

The original of Wall Painting I is in the apartment #3a at Matejki Street 68 in Poznan. 

The original of Wall Painting II is in the apartment #8 at Woina Street 13 in Poznan. 

The original of Wall Painting III is at the Akumulatory 2 Gallery in Poznan, 

Zwierzyniecka Street 7. 

The original of Wall Painting IV is at the Rene Block Gallery in Berlin, 

Schapperstrasse n. 

The original of Wall Painting Vis in the apartment #15 at Powstanc6w Wlkp. 6 

in Poznan. 

The original of Wall Painting VI is at Matt's Gallery in London, ro Martello Street. 

The original of Wall Painting VII is in the apartment at Westbourne Road 80 

in London. 

The original of Wall Painting VIII is at the X Gallery in Wroclaw, Stare Jatki Street 

19/22. 

The painting works were custom-made and were paid for accordingly. From that 

moment on they became the clients' property. 

The completion deadline, format, technique, choice of colours and their 

composition were in each case defined by the client. 

Whether the Wall Paintings I-VIII are conserved and how long they remain in 

place is up to their respective owners. The author is in no way responsible for 

their current condition. 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Temporal, Quantitative, 
and Weighted Drawings, 1980 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Quantitative Drawings 
1980 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Temporal Drawings 
1980 
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The exhibition featured series of analytical drawings whose subject 
matter was determined by the weight of the graphite used or the time 

spent drawing them and the number of the strokes made. 
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Jaroslaw Kozlowski 
Weighted Drawings 
1980 



Jaroslaw Kozlowski, 18 Pieces of Watercolour, 1981 
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Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Green Wall, Its Image, Its Illusion 
and Its Representation, 1982 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

In the middle of the gallery space had been erected a green-painted wall 

eight feet tall on which red lettering pronounced: 'Green wall outside 

any specific (e.g. political) context'. On the opposite wall hung a painting 
with the following inscription in yellow: 'A green image of a green wall 
beyond any specific context (e.g. political) - but blue.' On another wall 
had been installed a surface in which the green wall was reflected. On 

it, a blue inscription said: 'A green illusion of a green image of a green 

wall outside any specific (e.g. political) context - but yellow.' The work's 
final element was a red patch painted on another wall with the following 
message in green: 'A green image of a green illusion of a green image 
of a green wall outside any specific (e.g. political) context - but 

upside down.' 
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Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Opus I, 1983 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

Considered part of the Art Mythologies, the installation consisted of 

wall-mounted enlarged canvas prints of X-ray photographs of the 

artist's skull, accompanying drawings, and gold-painted personal items 

arranged at the base of a gilded column. 
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J aroslaw Kozlowski, Opus I I, 1983 
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In another instalment in a series of deconstructions of artistic 

mythologies, the artist juxtaposed drawings on walls with a centrally 

placed box with a dozen or so monograms and sounds getting out 

from inside. 





Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Still Life with Wind 
and Guitar, 1985 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The situation in the gallery was arranged according to a small found 

drawing of a classic still life motif, with recorded sounds replacing the 

representation of a guitar. Opposite the reconstructed still life the artist 

created a wall drawing of a figure in the process of producing that very 

still life in a Cubist manner. 





Mariusz l{ruk, Events, 1983 

FROM RIGHT: MARIUSZ KRUK 
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The work comprised two parts; the main element of the first were fish 

figures cut out from grey paper and mounted on the wall and in the 

second a similar role was played by terry towels. 
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Laszlo Lakner (with Imre Bak), Untitled, 1973 
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The artist had submitted conceptual drawings and designs for his 

joint show with Imre Bak. 
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Rolf Langebartels, Cable Car Music {Mus1cAL ACTION), 1990 
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Olafur Larusson, Fragments of Colour {ExHrn1noN); 

The Rainbow (PERFoRMANcE), 1980 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The Icelandic-born artist presented a series of photographic/painting 
works and during the opening a performance titled The Rainbow. 
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6lafur Llrusson 
Untitled 
1980, photograph and 
painting on plastic foil, 
38 x 96 cm 



Richard Long, Stone Circle, 1977 

FROM LEFT: RICHARD LONG 
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KAMIENNE KOlO 
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Richard Long 
Stone Circle (certificate) 
1977, printed matter, 
9.5 x 20.5 cm 



J erzy Ludwiiiski, Neutralisation of Criteria 
{LECTURE), 1972 
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Jerzy Ludwitiski, A Diary from the Future of Art 
{LECTURE), 1973 

438-439 

Browsing through recent issues of art periodicals, one can easily notice that in both avant-

garde publications and mass-market official magazines appear the same names of artists. Art 

is becoming homogeneous and it is almost hard to tell the difference between classic and 
avant-garde art. When one takes the American magazine Artforum, regarded as de reference for 
the official art scene, and compares it with Avalanche, which in turn is considered to be avant

garde, one is struck by their similarity despite differences in format and paper quality. The same 

phenomena could actually be covered by both, so different, periodicals and, as a matter of fact, 

this is already happening. Perhaps the cited phenomena are still different, more high-profile in 
the former than in the latter, but in the latest issues of both periodicals there have simultaneously 
appeared large features about the same, excellent, artist, Robert Morris. The two authors could 

swap between themselves their entire texts or large chunks thereof because the texts are so 

similar. The same applies to exhibitions. If we look at the shows held currently by major museum 
institutions and those on display at alternative spaces, until recently considered marginal - the 
same or similar names recur throughout. 

Until now, perceived from the perspective of the avant-garde, 'classic' art appeared as a stylistically 

cohesive whole. Differences between artists were so individually specific that they could be 
considered as deviations, as it were, from the common and relatively homogeneous. If artists 
such as Pablo Picasso or Georges Braque looked back at the art of their predecessors, they saw 
in it, even when looking far, far back, differences smaller than those that were clearly noticeable 

between the art contemporary to them and their own work. 

Up to a time, this is how things were. Unlike the avant-garde, classic art, leaving aside all 
differences of highly individual nature was always marked by stylistic similarities. As a result, 

it was usually an easy target for avant-garde criticism. It was cohesive, compact, forming an 

integrated whole. Therefore, apart from the quality of the arguments, it was easy to oppose or 

discredit. The avant-garde attacked the classics from all possible sides. For art itself expanded 
in all possible directions. And if we look closely at the situation in recent years, we can notice 

a strong tendency towards increasing differences between the particular stages of art and towards 
sharply broadening the scale of experimentation. At the same time, the changes are accelerating. 
The development stages follow each other more quickly, as a result of which the avant-garde is 
becoming increasingly 'classic', leading to a faster consecration of phenomena that until now 

seemed shaky and untested. 

All these processes are leading to even greater differentiation, as a result of which distinctions 

between individual artists' positions grow radically. Statements are made that can still be 

regarded as art but which do not really meet any of the criteria that until now pertained to 

its field. One example is conceptual art. Instead of a single, firm model of art of distinct 
boundaries and characteristics, a whole range of all kinds of different enclaves arise, which 

only slightly resemble that which used to be called art. These enclaves should be construed as 
a new generation of the avant-garde, but what has happened seems to have been the result of 
a perverse negation of the entire principle of art's development as we know it. Just like all other 



fields of human activity, also the development of art progressed in an order of 'discoveries' and 
it was them that caused art's boundaries to be pushed farther and father. And as a matter of 
fact, one can imagine no aspect of reality today that could not become a convenient area for 
artistic scrutiny. Art has virtually encompassed the whole of reality. What is being currently 
created cannot be defined or described by referencing times when the field of art was a clearly 

demarcated and separate space among the other fields of activity. What is happening, therefore, 
can be described as a filling of gaps, of vacant, not yet explored fields. This is a reversal of the 

extant artistic order, with all the possible consequences thereof, such as art mixing with art, 
classic art with the avant-garde, art with reality. 

The situation that has arisen would suggest infinite possibilities of artistic practice, their 

unlimited diversity. And perhaps this is the case. But when one looks more closely at what 
is happening, it is hard to resist the impression that it is not, that all we see either directly in 
galleries or reproduced in periodicals revolves around several crucial points. There exist four such 
principles to which all the rest - to a lesser or greater degree - seems similar. 

The first principle is an impassionate documentation of selected fragments of reality. The 

second is the documentation on random real-life events. The third includes designs of new 
objects or technologies, feasible or only theoretical. The fourth are visions of new situations, an 
improved world. Around these four types of art oscillates the whole rest of the observable artistic 
phenomena. It is hard to understand and explain why such stereotypes arise. To all intents and 

purposes, these regularities do not differ at all from those that would regulate the functioning 

of art regarded as traditional. In any case, this mixing of classic art with the avant-garde, the 

impossibility of distinguishing stereotype-breeding situations from those stimulating new art 
- all this means that virtually the entire field of the battle for new art has shifted elsewhere, to 
other areas, such as the world of politics, social issues, environment protection and so on. Art 

clashes with reality, so for some time now there has been no fight of art with art or artists of one 
formation with artists representing another -ism or -art. 

Until now, the development of art meant a successive replacement of old stereotypes with more 
current ones. There is this term, paradigms, when great scientific discoveries produce a new 

model that then becomes the dominant one. In art there also appear situations that could be 

referred to as paradigmatic. Until now, therefore, the dominant model was that old paradigms 
were replaced with new ones, an example of which were the projects and programmes of 
the successive avant-gardes which desired to completely transform the world, to replace the 

extant reality with another, much better one of course. All these competing programmes and 

projects were probably needed and by all means positive, but - ever since art had struck too 
close an alliance with fields such as technology - there arose a danger. Treating technology as 
an ally creates the risk of unification. Due to the rapid development of technology, the danger 
of unification was becoming ever more real. Probably in the near future it would have been 

possible to propose a kind of an ideal life model, an ideal model of optimal existence, and finally 
an ideal model of the human being. We know now that such an ideal human being type could 
have been not only thought but also constructed and developed using genetic manipulations. 
However, the prospect seems hardly feasible not so much for technological reasons - because 

from this point of view it is actually possible - as because the more technology develops and 

perfects such possibilities, the more the developments in other fields - not only scientific ones 
- prevent this. 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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The impossibility of creating such an ideal model in art stems from its ever greater 
fragmentation, a broadening of artistic freedom, and a growing tendency towards maximum 

diversity. And art is precisely that field which opposes most effectively the unification tendency. 

The concept of modernity has been devalued. The speed of the changes in delimiting the 
boundaries of art results in an extreme temporariness of the dominant values, the most recent 
immediately becomes stereotypical. Due to this, we are least interested in that which is and 
direct our attention towards which goes out into the future. On the other hand, an opposite 

phenomenon occurs, for we are increasingly becoming interested also in that which is directed 
towards the past, the gone, forgotten, discarded. A paradoxical situation arises: a kind of fusion 
of the most future-oriented positions with those aimed at preserving as much as possible 
from the past. Never before has so much attention been paid as today to the protection of 
endangered values, nature, for example, or historical buildings. This is a process that has 
exploded in recent years. Soon we can expect to witness yet another explosion: an enhanced 

protection of future-oriented views and positions. 

The contemporary era represents a kind of apogee of the development of big industry. This is due 

to processes that have determined the whole of civilisational development, such as production 
and its growth, which we can follow in the statistical yearbooks, more effective planning methods, 

based on the observation of production growth, and finally, a tendency towards ever narrower 
specialisation. These three vectors, characteristic for the industrial era, are identified with notions 

such as progress or modernity. But if one examines the development of those forms of human 
activity that have led to the domination of big industry and those that are the artist's domain, one 
can say that not everything has been happening logically and that progress has not been uniform 
and unambiguous at all. Furthermore, one could find arguments suggesting a conflict between 
art and the cult of big industry. It is highly likely, though, that the development of science and 

technology will be subordinated to the growth of prosperity, driven by production growth. 

On the other hand, if we look more closely at all the possible implications of the current situation, 

this does not have to be so. The pace of production growth does not have to remain the same as 

today and the technology 'driving' this growth can make an unexpected turn in another direction. 
For now, there functions a system of mass production of typical objects. Yet technological progress 
can lead to a situation where mechanical reproduction turns out to be no longer needed, or even 
undesirable, because production will become individualised, as a result of which different, unique, 
objects will be manufactured for each individual. This is technically possible. But it would entail 

the collapse of big industry, concerns and multinational corporations, because everyone, using 
the available technical means, would be able to create their own environment, their own reality. 

This would mean a return to the manufactory system, but on a higher level - within a post
industrial framework. 

One can expect fundamental changes to take place in human consciousness. A crisis can affect 
values of fundamental importance to the contemporary individual, such as work. The devaluation 

of work can discourage people from accumulating and owning material goods, which still remain 
one of their key motivations. Another issue is that the potential collapse of industry will bring 
down the planned-economy system because there will exist no indicators to measure so the level 

of development will become intangible too. Also specialisation will no longer make sense - it 
will become neither necessary nor possible. Professionals would be replaced by the knowledge of 

computers, which could also result in a tendency to universalise human knowledge. 



This means that, as a matter of fact, there is no need to rebel against the 'old' technology, that 

which we know from our present experience. Science and new technology will probably rise 

against it themselves. It will probably become necessary to redefine the concept of progress as 

well as to rethink the issue of the development of art. 

In this new world no one will force it to perform any utilitarian functions and the next revolution 
will be nothing like those we remember from the past. There are all indications to believe that 

it will be a purely mental revolution, probably more radical and more effective than any other in 

the past. 
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Jerzy Ludwinski, Beyond Art (LEcTuRE), 1975 
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J erzy Ludwinski, The Point {LECTURE), 1977 
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J erzy Ludwitiski, An Era of Outsiders (LEcTuRE), 1979 

444-445 

Let us examine the gesture of the unmasking of art. It took place in the mid-196os, around the 
magical year of 1968. It was a period of countercultural manifestations, of significant revaluations 

in science and philosophy, the development of anti-psychiatry, marginal and alternative practices 

and a range of other phenomena, including changes in lifestyles and morality. In art, this process, 
initiated some time earlier by the presentations of a handful of artists and the actions of the 
Fluxus, gained then an incredible pace. It was not a cosmetic procedure, a slow taking off of 

a mask. Just the contrary, it was an attempt to finally shed it. 

We witnessed a radical turn away from the standard notions of contemporary art, such as 
modernity or the avant-garde. A particular characteristic of modernity, construed as the canon 
of an era, was its constant striving to develop a coherent style that would serve_ as a staple point 

of reference and dominant model of artistic practice. It was therefore a purposeful movement, 

based on a firm belief in progress that leads to perfection. The function of the exploration of 

the unknown, in turn, was ascribed to the avant-garde. It was the latter that was to claim new 
territories, expand the field of art. The vector of the expansion was clearly defined: FORWARD, 
towards victory, that is, towards occupying everything possible. Its determined character and 
course seemed analogous to the struggle for survival in the natural world. Wars were therefore 

fought between trends and movements, -isms and -arts, between the artists representing those 
-isms and -arts, and between artists and the rest of the world. As the latter war intensified, 
it breached the boundaries of art and entered the territories of ethics, science, politics, 

social sciences. 

At the same time, another fight for domination was going on. Its first phase was the struggle, 

dating back to prehistoric times, between different cultures. The second has continued ever since 
Western culture started absorbing other ones which, as we can observe, leads to a blurring of 

differences and ultimately to unprecedented total unification. 

As the instruments for measuring events and phenomena distant in time and place were 

perfected, it became possible to break through the 'apparent layer' distinguishing the different 
cultures in order to gain a better recognition of them. In the course of those explorations, the 
most distant cultures appeared to us as most interesting and unexpectedly close. This paradox 
concerned art too. Its until-then coherent model started cracking, fragmenting and diversifying. 
The avant-garde dispersed throughout the recently claimed fringes. It turned out that the trendy 

concept of 'progress', which was to occur in all directions and fields oflife, had disappointed 

the hopes pinned on it. Within the organised disciplines, the catalogue of unsolved issues, 

unanswered questions and unproven arguments grew larger. 

Between the disciplines, in turn - and beyond them - stretched an unpredictable area, in 
cognising which the classic tools and methods had lost their usefulness. 

Until then, in keeping with the vector of progress, the world had been developing on terms 
of explosion. At stake in the new situation was not so much slowing down this movement 
as directing it inwards, that is, on terms of implosion. The 'Forward!' slogan was called into 

question and the dominant model of offensive consciousness was replaced by a defensive one. 



The former still tries to transform the world and perfect the individual living in it while the latter 

wants to preserve, protect the world. It heads deep into the individual and the world, forming 

a huge artistic subsidence. It is as if artists have hidden behind inner screens, where all the 

styles, everything that was previously described, analysed and classified, seems unimportant and 
the traditional artistic divisions useless. The only credible way of researching it was to reach to 

the 'deep structures': manifold, incompatible with each other, diversified by particular, 'discrete' 

mythologies of the different artists and their worlds. 

In the late 1960s there occurred in art something that science calls a 'singularity point', a state 
where space-time contracts to zero, which can mean the end of the world or the beginning of 
a new one. In this case, 'singularity point' is a metaphor to indicate such a moment in art history 

where its boundaries are stretched from zero to infinity, from individual particularity to neutral 

'being-in-everything'. But also this individual particularity is of a different quality than before; 

it is no longer about fabricating a biography, leaving a trace, preserving the memory of oneself 
The artist is no longer Someone, a chosen man vested with special skills and talents, but rather 

a figure in the vein of Stachura's 'no-man'. 

Let us imagine that nearly the entire rectangle of the model of art's development is full; art has 

claimed nearly the whole of reality. The model has been turned inside out, as it were. The few 
white gaps are the places that have not yet been appropriated by art. And if the entire space were 
ultimately annexed? This would be precisely the mask of art. The only thing left to do would be to 

tear it off and see what it hides and what is behind it. 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



Hanna Luczak, Painted Works and Paintings, 1983 

FROM LEFT: HANNA tUCZAK 
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The exhibition dealt with painting and depiction. The former included 

three canvases: one covered by a single layer of paint, the second by 

three layers, and the third by thirty, accompanied by a porcelain mug 

with leftovers of the pigments that had been mixed in it. The paintings 

were representations of these 'painted works' on two large canvases. 

30 

34 
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Hanna Luczak, Interpretation V: 19 Objects You 
Should Know, 1985 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The installation comprised three complementary elements. On the floor 

lay a dozen or so objects of various shapes and sizes, all carefully covered 

by pieces of white cloth that made their identification impossible. One 

of the walls was covered by a huge, dark charcoal drawing of the shapes 
of the objects. On the opposite wall the artist had plotted a perspective 

view of the interior and 'hung' a painting that held the key to the 

whole installation. The arranged situation offered one of the possible 

interpretations of one of the painting's layers. 
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Zbigniew Makarewicz, Forty and Four {ExHrn1noN); 

The Eclecticism and Plagiarism of Zbigniew 
Makarewicz {LECTURE), 1980 

FROM LEFT: ZBIGNIEW MAKAREWICZ 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist presented a series of ironic plagiarisms under the joint title 

of Forty and Four and delivered a lecture entitled 'The Eclecticism and 

Plagiarism ofZbigniew Makarewicz'. 
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Peter Mandrup, Bamboo, 1977 

PETER MANDRUP 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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Peter Mandrup 
from the Bamboo series 
1977, oil on canvas 



Peter Mandrup, Untitled, 1981 

FROM RIGHT: PETER MANDRUP 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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Peter Mandrup 
Untitled (Dedication) 
1977, acrylic on paper, 
75 x 64 cm 



Peter Mandrup, Two Paintings, 1983 

PETER MANDRUP 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The artist showed two large-format, irregularly-shaped paintings 
whose forms were closely related, and which visually subordinated 
the gallery space. 



Peter Mandrup 
Untitled 
1978, drawing, 21 x 29 cm 



Peter Mandrup, Sculpture Growth, 1984 

PETER MANDRUP 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist presented a drawing installation, the central element of which 
was a sculpture made of paper partly covered with drawings, threaded 

onto a cord stretched between two drawings mounted on the walls. The 

piece was accompanied by the artist's commentary in which he reflected 

on the nature of the creative process and his own artistic position. 
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Peter Mandrup, Time - Light and Shadow, 1989 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 





Joan Mathews, Untitled, 1975 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The American artist's exhibition featured drawings and structural 

paintings arrived at through the multiplication of minimalist forms. 
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Joan Mathews 
Untitled 
1973, ink on paper, 
22.5 x 19.5 cm 

Untitled 
1975, drawing in 2 parts, 
61 x 45 cm 

Palette 
1973, photocopy, 
n1.5 x 86 cm 

Untitled 
1975, photocopy, 
68 x43 cm 



Yutaka Matsuzawa, Catechism Art, 1975 
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I am now sitting here in the Psi's 

Chamber and watching nine gigantic 
trees cut down by me as sacrifices 

in the deep mountain four Japanese 

leagues far from here. The mammoth 

trees, being four Japanese feet in 
diameter are now screaming, as cut 
down away such long lives as havin' 
being lived for four hundred years. 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

Yutaka Matsuzawa 
Onbashira 
artist's book, publisher: 
Zenjiro Ueda 





Danuta Mclczak, Area, 1981 

DANUTA MJ\CZAK 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Danuta Mciczak, Transfer, 1982 

j I 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The installation consisted of a photograph of a white-painted tree, a full. 

scale plaster cast of the same tree painted to as to imitate its natural 
colour, and linear wall drawings plotting the tree's outline. 





Barry McCallion, Collages, 1974 

Among the documentation papers I am sending is a dot and line pattern 
set on a map of Claremont, California. The piece of paper is the same 
size as this letter paper. Is possible, I would like to have the pattern 
enlarged to cover the gallery floor. The connecting lines between the 

dots should be tape, approximately 30 millimeters wide. I would like to 
have the points (dots) change each day of the exhibition: 

Day r - dots will be 20 centimetre circles of cloth or plastic sheet. No 
need to glue them. 

Day 2 - put the small oars I will send you in place of the cloth circles. 
Day 3 - use 20 children's rubber balls for the points. Do not retrieve 

them if they move. 
Day 4 - mix some water base paint and ask people who come to the 

gallery if they will step into the paint and put a footprint at one 

point. If you get twenty people who will be do this the journey 
will be completed. 

Day 5 - place dishes on the floor with one or more of the 

followin$ feeds: 

fish 

cheese 
sausage 
wine, water, or beer 

bread 

alphabet letters (anything edible shaped like a letter) 
ask people to eat. 

Day 6 - place nothing between the lines of tape. 
Day 7 - pull the tape from the floor and then leave it lying on the floor 

in approximately its former position. 

Day 8 - sweep the type into the center of the gallery. 
Day 9 - throw out the tape. 
If the exhibition lasts only seven days, them please keep the first seven 

items, if it is only five days, keep the first five items, etc. 

Barry Mccallion, 27 September 1974 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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PAGES FROM THE ICE BOOK 

more to do and say about pages than about ice 

THIS 

MAY 

NOT 

BE 

please, make it 

A BOOK 

[1972] 

Books are something and pages are anything enough to make a book 

with them. Give people anything and ask them to make pages. If a large 

enough numbers of people do something and you have many enough 

pages, you have a book. 

One time we made a book in Cornwall in England. 

In Cornwall we made an Ice Book because I had just bought five gallons 

of ice cream. We also used huge quantities ofleaves, wood fragments, 

nails, mud: whatever. I cannot emphasise too strongly the huge weight 

of using [deleted]. 

Barry Mccallion 
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Ian McKeever, Field Series, 1978, 
1979 

Ian McKeever 
from the Sand and Sea 
series 
1977, drawing, 

94·5 X 145·5 cm 
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SAND AND SEA SERIES 

The Sand and Sea series is a collection of fifteen drawings made 

between Winter 1976 and summer 1977 near Withernsea, East 
Yorkshire, near Cromen, Norfolk, on the island of Grain, Kent, and near 
Minster, Kent. 

The shores in these places are large overflow areas created by the ebbs 

and flows of the sea. Each successive ebb uncovers a new surface that 
reflects the grooves, streaks, undulations, crevices and transported sand 

- the result of the sea's work, presenting a visual code of its activity. It 

is a process of deleting and inscribing. 

In the abovementioned places, using a camera held a head level and 
aimed downward to the part of the shore between the boundary of the 
ebb and flow (thus covering an area of about 120 x 90 cm), black-and

white photographs were made. 

Drawings created on the basis of those photographs (also 120 x 90 cm 
in format) were placed on the same fragments of the shore and 
photographed using a similar procedure. Elements of the immediate 

surroundings (e.g. the sea waves) penetrated the said 120 x 90 cm 
area. As a result, the work underwent a process of abstraction - from 

a designated surface, through photography, drawing, the subordination 
of the drawings to the forces that had initiated the process, to a final 
interpretation, again through photography. 

From the synthesis of the ebbs and flows, drawing and photographing, 

the drawings emerge as systems of cross-references to their own history 
and development. 

The transformation of the conditions in the process of work - from 

order to chaos, from disappearance to re-emergence - eliminates 

differences between action and the documentation of that action. 

Ian McKeever 1 

English version based on a Polish translation of the 

original text [translator's note]. 



Yukiyoshi Moriya, Untitled, 1977 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Ian Murray, Secondary Interpretations 1976-1977 
(SOUND INSTALLATION), 1978 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The Canadian artist presented an installation based exclusively on the 

effect of sounds of specific semantic meaning. 
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Ian Murray 
Secondary lnterpretatwns 
(exhibition sketch) 
1978, drawing, 
29.5 x 46 cm 
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Ian Murray 
Secondary Interpretations 
1978,magnetictape 
in a box 



Avis Newman, This ... the Dream's Navel, 1985 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Dry, light-red pigment had been mixed with graphite and rubbed into 
the gallery's wall to create a background for a linear charcoal drawing 

with a partial outline of two human figures in dynamic movement. 

Opposite, in a closed glass cabinet, was displayed a book made by the 
artist. On the cover of the book, whose contents were unknown to the 
viewers, was the drawing of a fox's head. 

FROM RIGHT: AVIS NEWMAN 

[:] 
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Helmut Nickels, Read/Write (AcnoN), 1981 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist presented a series of photographs of the gallery's interior 

made, apparently, with a slide projector. Then he projected them onto 
the same places that he had earlier recorded on the slides. 





Helmut Nickels, Read: Write (AcTrnN), 1982 

FROM LEFT: HELMUT NICKELS 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

During the presentation the artist repeated several times the process of 

exposing a sheet of photographic paper in an epidiascope, developing 

it, inserting the developed print into the epidiascope, projecting the 

recorded image on the place which it represented, gluing unexposed 

paper onto one of four mirrors, exposing it with the epidiascope, 

developing the sheet so exposed and again gluing it onto the mirror, 
then gluing the previously made photograph onto it. 





Helmut Nickels, Read, Write (AcTmN), 1984 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

In the third instalment of the Read/Write series the artist used a simple 

camera obscura to photograph, in the public's presence, the gallery's 
large, window wall, and after a several-hour-long process of developing 
and enlarging he covered that wall with its own full-scale photographic 

image on transparent film. 





Helmut Nickels, Reflections (AcnoN), 1985 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The artist's fourth action at the gallery came as a summary of the 

previous three. In the middle of the room a photo camera had been 

placed on a tripod and covered with an exposed light-sensitive canvas 

with a photographic image of itself In the public's presence the artist 

hung several dozen photographs on the walls - portrait blow-ups of 

fragments of photographs of the audience he had taken during the 

previous shows. The last element was a mirror of the same format as 

the photographs. Many of the people in the photographs were present 

during the show. Finally, moving from one photograph to another, the 

artist took a picture of each of them. 





Ann Noel, Conflux, 1984 

FROM LEFT: ANN NOEL 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist, known for her involvement with the Fluxus movement, 

presented the pages of her intimate diary in which, for the last dozen 
or so years, she had been recording the names of all people she met, 
using different colour markings to encode the type and nature of each 
encounter. 



Ann Noel 
Slice of Life 
1983, drawing, 30 x 21 cm 



Ann Noel, Points of View, 1986 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition featured original drawings and manuscripts from the 

artist's book being prepared for print at the West Berlin publishing 

house Reiner Verlag. 

Ann Noel 
You 
1982, artist's book, 
14-9 x IO.I cm, 406 pages, 
Reiner Verlag, Berlin 

Arabics 
1989, artist's book, 
14,9 x IO,I cm, 188 pages, 
Reiner Verlag, Berlin 

Symbols 
1985, artist's book, 
14.9 x 10.1 cm, 148 pages, 
Reiner Verlag, Berlin 

Vintage 
1983, artist's book, 
14.9 x ro.1 cm, 272 pages, 
Reiner Verlag, Berlin 

Con.flux 
1984, artist's book, 
14.9 x ro.r cm, 136 double 
pages, Reiner Verlag, 
Berlin 
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Wojciech Olejniczak, Terrarium - Seventh Day, 1990 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Susan Ormerod, Untitled, 1983 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The author presented a dozen or so illustrated charts alluding to 
familiar, easily recognisable works of 19th- and 20th-century art. Each 

was accompanied by photograms situating the images used in a new, 

pragmatic context. 
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Tomasz Osinski, Birds, 1978 

Tomasz Osinski 
from the Birds I series 
1977, drawing, 35.5 x 48 cm 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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Tomasz Osinski 
from the Birds 11 series 
1977, drawing, 36 x 48 cm 



Tomasz Osinski, Reconstructions, 1980 

FROM RIGHT: TOMASZ OSINSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Utilising methods borrowed from botanists, the artist, using a twig 

fragment, reconstructed a tree that proved to be an 'impossible tree'. 
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Tomasz Osinski, Untitled, 1981 

TOMASZ OSINSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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Tomasz Osinski 
Untitled 
1981, drawing, ro x 21 cm 



Andrzej Partum, On Interpretation, 1973 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

In an ironic lecture/action, the artist urged those present to mail the 
paperclips filling the gallery to the 'Craftwork Committee' at Mysia 
Street 2 in Warsaw, where in fact the Central Office for the Control 

of the Press, Publications and Performances (censorship office) 

was located. 
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As an instrument of order, the paperclip serves as a symbol for those 
states of art in which the idea is orderly and, above all, will be controlled 
by order. 

I therefore propose an art of dissent in which creative exemplifications 
will arise without the need for communicating anything with anything 

the action in the gallery is aimed only at finding successive senders to 

mail the clips to the Craftwork Committee at Mysia Street 2 in Warsaw, 
to paperclip manufacturing plants or to any other address. 

the mailing of the parcels is to oppose further protest against the need 

for discontinuing the production of paperclips 

Andrzej Partum 



Sef Peeters, Fragments, 1983 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The exhibition consisted of three works constructed with elements often 
used by the artist, but each time arranged in a different configuration. 
Two installations utilising ready-made objects (tables) were accompanied 

by a drawing on the wall and a graphite-covered outline of a uniform. 





Bogdan Perzynski, Film, 1978 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition featured several dozen photographs taken during a film 
Taxi Driver screening, in which the artist analysed relationships between 

the dialogue lines and isolated images taken out of the context of the 

filmic narrative. 
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Bogdan Perzyiiski 
from the Film series 
1976, photograph, 
29.8 x 40.5 cm each 



Bogdan Perzynski, Surfaces, 1980 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 





Bogdan Perzynski, Projection 2, 1981 

IN THE MIDDLE: BOGDAN PERZYNSKI 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Bogdan Perzytiski 
Projectian 2 
1981, drawing, 23.5 x 23 cm 



The Play, Untitled, 1977 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 
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The Play 
Journey 
1969, printed matter, 
35.7 x 25.6 cm 
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Ludmila Popiel, Jerzy Fedorowicz, In, 1979 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 





Michael Porter, Untitled, 1986 

SECOND FROM LEFT: MICHAEL PORTER .. 

' ....,._ .... _ .......... 
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ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The artist, inspired by the British landscape tradition, showed a series 
of paintings that as a result of a long process of interpretation and 

transformation oflandscape motifs became almost abstract. 





Piotr Postaremczak, Wind, 1985 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The show was set on two different spatial planes: inside and outside 

the gallery. Inside the gallery, the artist had hung at various levels small 

slabs of fired clay, suspended fm the ceiling by ropes. Each slab bore 

the delicate imprint of a graphic sign. The stamps used to make those 

imprints were outside the gallery, on a shelf attached from outside to the 

window frame. 

FIRST FROM LEFT: PIOTR POSTAREMCZAK 



Piotr Postaremczak 
Wind 
1985, ceramics, 23 x 4 cm 



Maria Anna Potocka, If You Find a Centre and 
Beginning in Yourself, 1990 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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Private Views [From the Private Point of View] 
(GROUP EXHIBITION), 1978 

Andrzej Bereziatiski, Wlodzimierz Borowski, Andrzej Dluzniewski, 
Andrzej Jur, Andrzej Kostolowski, Jerzy Kalucki, Alicja Kf~pinska, 
Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Zbigniew Makarewicz, Jerzy Rosolowicz, 
Andrzej Wielgosz, KrzysztofWodiczko 

IN THE MIDDLE: WLODZIMIERZ BOROWSKI 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Twelve artists and art theoreticians, most of them familiar with the gallery's 

practice, were invited to participate in the show. Each was represented by 
a single work or theoretical text. Formally speaking, the works included 

installations (Wlodzirnierz Borowski), documentations (Jerzy Rosolowicz, 

Krzysztof Wodiczko), photographs (Andrzej Dluzniewski), spatial objects 

(Jerzy Kalucki), drawings (Andrzej Berezianski, Jaroslaw Kozlowski), 

designs (Andrzej Wielgosz) and interventions (Zbigniew Makarewicz). 
The texts concerned issues such as the relationship between the artist and 
nature (Andrzej Kostolowski), art and the intellect (Alicja K~pinska), art 

and mystery (Andrzej Jur). The works and texts, highly diverse in form 

and content, shared similar artistic attitudes and corresponding terms of 

thinking about art. The exhibition manifested a sense that art is essentially 
a sphere of personal practice, independent of external contexts and opposed 
to any unification and the dominant standards of collective consciousness. 
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KRZYSZTOF WODICZKO'S WORK 

)ERZY KAtUCKr's WORK 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 



ANDRZEJ BEREZIANSKI'S WORK 



Private Views (GRouP ExHrn1noN), 1978 

Alicja K~pinska, Art as an Orientation 
of the Intellect (1EcTuRE) 

ART AS AN ORIENTATION OF THE INTELLECT 

This paper deals with artistic statements as indivisible and inflexible wholes, and with the 

philosophically elusive 'self' that can be defined by art. 

The term 'elusive self' has been borrowed from the chapter 'The Elusive "Self": Wittgenstein, 

Ryle, Hampshire' in C. A. van Peursen's Philosophical Anthropology.1 

Reflecting on the syntax and atmosphere of the current changes in art, one can hardly resist the 
impression that its message is becoming increasingly personalistic and individualistic, that it 

is constituting itself beyond any nameable systems, that the person of the artist demarcates the 

boundaries and defines the character of the field [of art]. 

What is meant here are not only the 'technical' data of the kind of activity that engages the person 

of the artist as a material or medium (e.g. in a performance) but the individualistic character of 
every initiation, no matter what medium the artist uses. It is significant that even transmitters are 

objectivising as electronic recorders are also subordinated to personal articulation. 

This individualism is not of psychologistic nature and has nothing to do with egocentric self. 

analysis. It manifests itself through personalistic systems of articulation, les siennes progres ('own 

resources' or 'own data'), which are characteristic precisely in their being contained beyond any 

systems and which sharply resist outside attempts of objectivisation. 

Such conduct provokes questions not about what art is but how it manifests itself, how the fields 

of its activity constitute themselves and migrate. 

The field of art appears as a set of individual 'mental fields', none of which is a part subordinated 

to a larger whole; moreover, the number of these fields is infinite. 

This would therefore be an infinitely open set and one of quite a peculiar composition: the only 

common feature that can be discerned in all of its constituent parts is that they belong to the 

phenomenon of art. This however is a characteristic of the entire set. We are faced here with 

a situation where a part has the same defining characteristic as the whole. 

In this context, can we really call the field of art a set of individual statements? Is every artistic 

statement not identical with the field of art as a whole? The whole cannot be a sum total of other 

wholes, nor can it be part of some larger whole. That is precisely why it is a whole. 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

Published in English as Body, Soul, Spirit: a Survey of the Body-Mind Problem, Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1966. 
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If, for purely operational purposes, we compare such a whole to a point (which is perfectly 

indivisible and cannot form magnitudes, that is, be part of other wholes, e.g. a line or a plane), 

we can refer to Aristotle's dispute with Zeno regarding indivisible segments. Aristotle writes 

that if anything touches anything else in such a manner that either a whole touches a whole, 

a part touches a part or a whole touches a part, the point, as devoid of parts, can touch only as 

a whole:' ... in the contact of indivisibles, a whole would have to touch a whole' 2. As a whole, the 

point can touch a whole equal to itself, that is, another point, to be one with it. 

As a whole, an individual artistic statement can touch the field of art only if we consider the latter 

as a whole, and be one with it. Even if the number of such statements is infinite and they occur 

simultaneously. Aristotle writes that if indivisible entities are simultaneously in a place, more 

entities will occupy the same place that was previously occupied by one. 

Just like points cannot form a line and moments cannot form time (as those would be different 

qualities), so a series of individual statements cannot form art as a sequence because each 

individual statement is a whole of art. 

Let us consider the structure of these wholes as they are identical with art. 

If we have to do with an individual statement, we are faced with a personalistic structure, 

formed by a specific 'self'. It is never 'you' or 'him' but always an T. We consider it not in 

a psychological sense but in a grammatical one (the 'self' as a subject in a sentence, requiring 

an object in the form of a predicate: the 'self' 'has' to do something) and a philosophical one 

(the 'self' as participating in a cognitive procedure). 

Whereas from the grammatical viewpoint the 'self' can gain a description and a name 

(pronoun, subject), it still eludes philosophy as an instance of indefinable structure. 

Van Peursen describes the philosophical attempts to grasp the ungraspable in the field 

of epistemology, thus instinctively pointing out to the cognitive nature of its behaviour. 

He thus considers the 'self' as a construction of the intellect and upon this silent initial 

assumption demonstrates the elusiveness of this incomprehensible entity in various 

philosophical systems. 

Immanuel Kant demonstrates its specific dualism by saying that, on the one hand, the 'self is 

the object of our perception experience, so we can discuss it in detail in various ways. On the 

other hand and at the same time, it is invariably a subject, which is why we cannot say anything 

about it except that it is a simple concept. All we can say about the 'self' is that it is a state of 

consciousness that coexists with all our concepts, but in order to say anything about it we have 

to use the very same 'self' ( Critique of Pure Reason). 

Van Peursen notes that with such transcendence that 'self' cannot be grasped as one of the 

data in the world: the subject constructs a world but is not part of it itself 

2 Aristotle's Physics, trans. Richard Hope, University of Nebraska Press, 1961, p. 105. 



Beginning with Kant's ideas, Wittgenstein says that the subject does not belong to the world but is 

its boundary: 'Thus there really is a sense in which philosophy can talk about the self in a non

psychological way. What brings the self into philosophy is the fact that "the world is my world"' 
(Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus). 

This means that, as a subject, the individual is capable of self-perception and conscious of the 
objects around him. This precisely vests him with a double aspect: Husserl describes the 'self' 
as a transcendental structure which does exist as an object in the world and yet is the property of 
a specific human being. 

Van Peursen writes that the 'self' is an elusive 'self'. The individual is an intellectual being not 
because he holds within himself a 'sphere' of the mind (what would 'within himself' and 'sphere' 

be supposed to mean here?) but because we arrive at a point here where the individual resists any 

further objectivisation. But, van Peursen stresses, the 'self' eludes us as long as we try to construe 

it as an object. We can understand it better by treating it as a prerequisite of the cognition of 
objects. The 'self' determines the perceived image of objects. 

Another way to get closer to the heart of the matter is to construe the 'self' as an active 'self'. 

That is how it appears in language, where it 'demands' an object in the shape of a verb (T do 
something). Stuart Hampshire, quoted by van Peursen, applied linguistic conclusions in the field 
of the philosophical analysis of consciousness, demonstrating that the T is always intentional and 
in this regard differs fundamentally from all other pronouns: 'I know what "I" want' is not the 

same as 'I know what "he" wants'. The former is not a proposition but a sentence of intentional 

nature whereas the latter is a proposition that can be considered in terms of being true or false 

(Hampshire, Thought and Action). Hampshire shows the intentional orientations of the 'self' as its 
characteristic feature, defining the T as fundamentally active. 

In his conception of the 'self', Gilbert Ryle calls this intentional and activistic aspect an orientation 

(The Concept of the Mind). He gives the example of two people going out at the same time, dressed 
in similar dark suits, only one is going to a funeral and the other to a wedding. Even if the camera 
lens shows them moving in the same manner, it is not the same from the standpoint of their 
mental orientation. The factor that causes a phenomenon to be more than just a physical fact is 

this orientation, this accompanying presence of the 'self', says van Peursen. 

In photography we can discern two levels of meaning, upper and lower. The first, surface level can 
be considered as structured of recorded facts, the second, deeper, can be called an inner or hidden 

orientation of the 'self'. It is a motive force, an intelligence that constitutes meanings. Contrary 

to what it might seem, they also possess a surface structure, that which at first sight seems to be 
a recording. The 'self' is something that constantly manifests itself as that which, accompanying 
the world makes this world 'mine'. The 'self' is an unceasing presence, an inevitable centre in the 
perspective of the world and life, says van Peursen. 

It is of a unique construction and is non-transferable: ifby an act of mental transfer I put my own 
comment about myself in somebody's else mouth, such a judgement will nonetheless be carried 
out from the viewpoint of that other person, their non-transferable 'self' (Ryle). 

If the 'self' manifests itself as an orientation, an activity, a mentality, as something that 

accompanies the world and makes it 'mine', as a non-transferable construction, this means that 

art is its manifestation. 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



If, as we have already assumed, an individual artistic statement is a whole identical with the whole 

of art (for it is always a complete and closed statement, that is, a whole rather than a part), then art 

is the most reachable method of defining the elusive 'self'. 

Considered on the basis of linguistic analysis, philosophical anthropology and philosophy, it is 
manifested by art. 

At the same time, philosophical analyses of the 'self' can serve as material for formulating 

a definition of art, or rather support the process of its constant self-redefinition. 

Using an example provided by Hampshire we can present the conduct of art as the formula 'I 
know what I want', that is, as the intentional action of a conscious mind. 

Art is an orientation of the intellect. 

r/ This paper does not pretend to theoretical validity. It can be accepted in whole or rejected in 
whole. One can do both and I do not think it should result in a contradiction. 



Pamela Robertson-Pierce, Untitled (PERFoRMANcE), 1978 
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Jerzy Rosolowicz, Cineutronicon {1EcTuRE, PRoJEcTrnN, 

ACTION, EXHIBITION), 1975 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

During the presentation the artist read out his paper, On Neutral Action, 

and screened the film Cineutronicon, showing reality as seen through 
his Neutronicons, two-sided reliefs built with glass lenses. After the 

screening the film was removed from the reel and placed in a plastic 
box. The performance was one of the most spectacular manifestations 

ofRosolowicz's 'neutral actions'. 
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'AN ATTEMPT TO ANSWER THE QUESTION OF 'WHAT IS CONSCIOUS 
NEUTRAL ACTION?' 

Conscious neutral action - as well as its consequences - is 'defenceless'. But it does not have 

to defend itself against anything because it attacks nothing. Not being stable, it is neither on the 

offensive nor, even more so, on the defensive. It defines the attitude of CONSCIOUS PRESENCE. 

The attitude of conscious presence does not mean here a negation of extant values but rather runs 

parallel to them and - although in itself it is ahistorical and supersedes extant values - it can 

only come into existence through historical knowledge and consciousness. 

The present reality ALREADY stands 'behind the back' of this action - it cares not for yesterday, 
for the time past. It is turned towards the FUTURE through constant symbiosis and constant 
connection, as it were, with the 'better' in its essence and strivings towards the past, with the new, 

the progressive. 

If one were to use drastic comparisons here, one could say, for instance, that although 

a decomposing organism may constitute a food perhaps even necessary for a flourishing life, it 

also emits a deadly cadaveric poison, the antidote to which is precisely conscious neutral action. 

Its essence lies not in the result but in the act, not in form but in ACTION, and although this 
action may generate formal systems, it is not them that matter the most but the action itself and 

the CONSCIOUSNESS OF ITS FULFILMENT. 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 
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By the universal and total character of this action should be understood the growing universality 

of its application, which depends on the accrual of the universality of human knowledge and 
consciousness, but is already directed towards people of good will, whose knowledge and 

consciousness, and now the creative character of actions, they are able, if the apply them 

consciously, to put to the right use, that is, as a COMPLEMENT of conscious purposeful action. 

One should be aware of the conflicts and contradictions that accompany the individual's 
conscious, purposeful action. The point is to ease them and control them in such a way so as to 

obtain optimal values, favourable in both individual and social aspects. 

In art, which is the most sensitive register and document of human hopes and strivings, neutral 

action appears as a natural result of its development and transformations, finding its highest 

reasons in it Such action does not strive to destroy art but rather - like in other areas of human 

activity that it is connected with - becomes a catalyst driving an inspiring trend, a constant work 

of discovery. 

Material form can, but does not have to, arise as a result of this action in art. Neutral action can 
take place in the conceptual sphere, where it finds infinite and unrestricted areas of exploration, 

being at the same time a pure, self-propelled 'manifestation' of this action, so consistent in its 

essence that it does not need a material form as its result. Its resulting form can, in tum, in its 

existence and material form as well as in the mental sphere, approximate 'zero' or 'nothingness', 

can constitute a 'neutral form' with respect to the named forms of specific function surrounding 

it - although not necessarily and not only; it then serves as a 'visible' trace of this action. 

But a 'neutral form' so construed does not have to be the essence of this sign at any cost, and 

although it may seem that it is the goal that we can more or less attain it does not mean at all that 

as a result of this action cannot arise systems, structures and formations that we cannot even 

imagine today. 

The building material here is everything that is inside and outside of us. Perhaps it will arouse 

in the individual a sense of freedom, a heightened individual consciousness and a creative 

realisation in the inevitable anonymous collective being. 

Jerzy Rosolowicz, Wroclaw 1971 



Jerzy Rosolowicz, Psychotronicon, 1980 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition featured a series of Telehydrographics, drawings in which 

the artist plotted on house plans the course of water veins in order to 
neutralise their harmful influence. He had formulated the programme 

of'neutral actions' in the late 1960s. 
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The TELEHYDROGRAPHIC is an accurate visual representation of the water veins and reservoirs 
existing in a given space of the three-dimensional earth crust and of the underground streams, 
which has been and can be created without the personal presence of its author on the actual site, 

which can be anywhere in the world, and which has been created without the use of any scientific 

or technical equipment. 

As a result of conscious neutral parapsychic actions, the Telehydrographic possesses some 

characteristics of the so called work of art: it is a material trace of immaterial processes, conducted 
consciously or subconsciously by the individual for non-utilitarian purposes, it can be rendered in 
any medium, on a plane or in multi-dimensional space, it is defined and always different, unique, 
and has an individualised shape (form), similarly to radiation with its 'model', determined by 
a natural network of subterranean veins and mineral layers - with the possibility of seeing and 

showing the experienced, e.g. the potential colour of radiation, in a subjective manner 

As a result of conscious neutral parapsychic actions, the Telehydrographic is also, and above 
all, a form of absolute function (like its 'model from nature', it serves nothing but itself). For 

instance, a telehydrographic equivalent of an 'underground landscape' unconnected with any built 

environment or another 'unfamiliar landscape'. 

This parapsychotechnique can, however, directly render great services to humanity. 

The harmful health effect of the radiation emitted by underground water veins is well known. 

As a result of this radiation, amplified by cosmic and terrestrial radiation, man's natural 

environment, already excessively polluted, is subject to further continued pollution. 

Particularly exposed to the harmful effect of radiation are people inhabiting, or staying at, homes 
that have been built recklessly, or even thoughtlessly (for the art oflocating water veins and 

protecting buildings against them already at the stage of foundation-laying has been known to 

man for several thousand years) - on intersecting water veins. 

That is why the Telehydrographics presented in this exhibition are DEDICATED TO ALL 
THOSE WHO SUFFER FROM SUCH RADIATION - and especially their relatives, friends 
and acquaintances - in the hope that they de-radiate their homes and the places where they are 

subject to such radiation - and in effect feel better and healthier. 

Jerzy Rosolowicz, Wroclaw, February 1980 
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Jerzy Rosolowicz 
Telehydrographic no. 99 
1980, drawing, 
29.5 x 21 cm 

Telehydrographic no. 5 
1980, drawing, 
35.2 x 23,5 cm 

Telehydrographic no. 14 
1980, drawing, 35 x 29 cm 

Telehydrographic no. 7 
1980, drawing, 
29.5 x 21 cm 

Telehydrographic no. 17 
1980, drawing, 35 x 25 cm 
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Reiner Ruthenbeck, Household and Other 
0 bj ects, 1973 
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A 

Reiner Ruthenbeck 

Untitled 
(poster /invitation sketch) 
1973, drawing, 21 x 29.7 cm 
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Reiner Ruthenbeck, Twilight, 1984 
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The artist presented a minimalistic installation: in the middle of the 
empty, darkened room, he suspended a small, six-watt light bulb that 

gradually went off. 
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Toshinori Saito, Untitled, 1977 
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Barbara and Gabriele Schmidt-Heins, Bookworks, 1980 
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Barbara Schmidt-Heins 
1949-1979 
1979, artist's book, 
20.7 x 14.6 cm, 70 pages, 
self-published, 300 copies 

Untitled (Lines) 
1977, artist's book, 
29.7 x 2r.r cm, 200 pages, 
self-published, 2 copies 

Gabriele Schmidt-Heins 
Stundenbuch 
1973-1980, artist's book, 

29.7 x 20.9 cm, 30 pages, 
self-published, 120 copies 

Untitled 
1976, artist's book, 
29.8 x 2r.r cm, 34 pages, 
self-published, 250 copies 



Peter-Jorg Splettstosser, Quartar, 1986 

IN THE MIDDLE: ,P.ETER·/ORG SPLETTSTOSSER 
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The artist showed a minimalistic environment comprising several 

painting works of pared-down and rigorous forms. 





Galerie S :t Petri, 1980 
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One of the Akumulatory's collaborating galleries, Galerie S:t Petri from 
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Helmut Streich, Ponctuation, 1986 

FIRST FROM LEFT: HELMUT STREICH 
- 7-p_i.. .... 
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Sudurgata 7, Untitled, 1981 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

A presentation of artists represented by the experimental and conceptual 

Sudurgata 7 gallery from ReykjaVI1c. 

MARGRET )ONSDOTTIR'S WORK 

.. 



HALLDOR ASGEIRSSON'S WORK 

FRIDRIK THOR FRIDRIKSSON'S WORK BJARN! H. THORARINSSONS'S WORK 
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Kishio Suga, Untitled, 1977 
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Kishio Suga 
Layer and Phase 
(exhibition sketch) 
r977, drawing, 
ro.6 x 21 cm 



Kishio Suga 
layer and Phase 
1977, object: 
28 X 23 X IO cm, 
envelope: 33 x 24 cm 

Untitled 

1977, object 
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Piotr Szyhalski, Better Days Soon, 1990 
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Piotr Szyhalski 
from the The Expression 
of Anatomy series 
1989, drawing, 50 x 35 cm each 
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Piotr Szyhalski 
from the Alternative 
Medicine series 
1989, drawing, 50 x 70 cm 
each 
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Feliks Szyszko, Drawings 1976-1977, 
1977 

FELIKS SZYSZKO 

Feliks Szyszko 
Untitled 
1976, frotagge, 
I2.I X 25.3 cm 



Petr Stembera, Untitled, 1973 
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Petr Stembera 
Lacing a Shoe 
1972, 6 photographs, 
47-5 x 53 cm 

Sewing On a Button 
1971, 8 photographs, 
85.4 x 58 cm 

Typewriting 
1971, 5 photographs, 
IOO X 30 cm 
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Petr Stembera 
Moving Two Stones 
1971, 6 photographs: 
68 x 81.7 cm, 
map: 68 x 93.8 cm 



Amikam Toren, Neither Image Nor Tree, 1983 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

For her installation, the Israeli artist had used pieces of dry leaves, 
recombining them into a new form ofleaves of various structures, 

consistent or inconsistent with the structure of their constituent parts. 



Amikam Toren 
Neither Image Nor Tree 
1983, collage, 40 x 50 cm 



Francese Torres, Installation Piece, 1976 
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The artist showed a work informed by Jean Piaget's 
psychological experiments. 



Endre Tot, I Am Glad If I Can Type Zeros, 1975 

ENDRE TOT 

Over the course of four days the artist typed successive 

sequences of zeros. 



EndreT6t 
Zero-Post Zero-Writing 
(sheet of stamps) 1975, typescript, 
1970s, printed matter, 29.7 x 21 cm 
29.7 x 21 cm 
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David Troostwyk, Our Territory, 1980 

DAVID TROOSTWYK 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 



MY 
PRIVATE ACT 
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YOUR 
PRIVATE ACT 
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David Troostwyk 
My Private Act 

1979, printed matter 
in 4 parts, 45 x 32.5 cm 
each 

I Ask for Incredible Pleasure 
1979, printed matter 
in 4 parts, 45 x 32.5 cm 
each 



Andrzej Turowski, On the Definition of Art 
(LECTURE), 1972 

The phenomenon known as conceptual art primarily concerns issues to do with defining the 

work of art, and because of this it infringes on the work's ontological status. In bypassing the 
'formal code' that reveals the object, explorations of a conceptual nature aim to reach the object 

through direct intervention in the concept used to describe it. Addressing the concept itself, they 

seek to verify it beyond the definitively established formal order, carrying out procedures on it in 

order to record it in the most precise manner possible. This is a very important shift of interest, 

although, contrary to the generally-held view, it does not banish materialisation or visualisation 
from art and, moreover, does not rule out object-related experimentation within the framework of 

paraconceptual strategies. (How easy it would be to say that an art of objects has been supplanted 

by an art of concepts - by the idea of a post-artistic era!) In conceptual art one's attention is 

directed not towards the basic transformations determining the realisation of the individual 

principles of the artistic structure, but towards the very denotation of this structure construed as 

a whole. 

This completely bypasses the traditional concerns of artistic investigation (typical for the whole 
of the art of the early modern period), which revolutionised the art of the 20th century: issues 

such as space, movement, time, expression or the emotional content of the work, imitation and 

creation, plastic action, static and dynamic composition, closed and open form, clearness and 

unclearness, colour and purity, multiplicity and unity, geometrisation and distortion, and so on. 

The fundamental concern of conceptual art is art itself 

A large number of standpoints and explorations unrelated to conceptual art could of course be 

included in such a broad field of artistic autothematism and art theory. Let us therefore attempt 

a closer definition: conceptual art is concerned with the definition of art: its extremely precise 
definition. Let us consider three types of definition: institutional, nominalist and tautological. 

We shall then see that while identifying itself with the latter (tautological), conceptual art actually 

directs its attention solely towards a nominalistically defined art. 

r. The INSTITUTIONAL DEFINITION OF ART (itself encompassing various elements: formal, 

aesthetic, ideological) posits the existence of artistic objects that fulfil certain criteria: a) formal 

(their form distinguishing them from all other objects); b) aesthetic (whereby individual 

mastery of form and sometimes a harmony of form and function give rise to values described 
as 'beauty'); and c) ideological (whereby their evocative values - narrative, expressive, symbolic, 

conceptual, utilitarian - fulfil certain social functions). Taking primacy over these criteria and 

serving to fine-tune them is the requirement that such objects be introduced into the sphere 

of institutionalised culture defined by the existence of museums, galleries, collections and so 

on, as well as the art market, the press, advertising, art criticism and journalism, which again 

lend meaning to these conditions by shaping beliefs and judgments: about market value, about 

originals and copies, conservation, insurance, theft, perception, experience, survival, and so 

on. The institutional definition of art also sanctions a hierarchical and tripartite division into 

artist (the talented individual), work of art (the institutionally channelled object) and recipient 
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(the experiencing, comprehending, accepting or rejecting subject, defined also as society, 

whether elitist or democratic). Reflections on an art thus defined manifest themselves above 

all in the form of verbalised art theory separated from artistic practice (characteristic of this 

point of view are, for instance, discussions about the primacy of 'the idea or the image', or the 
'museum of the imagination'). A theory of the image actually realised in an image has been 
a relatively rare phenomenon. Where it existed, it elevated beliefs imposed by bourgeois culture 

to the rank of objective law. A radical and highly vivid example of this kind of autothematism in 

world art is provided by Wladyslaw Strzeminski's unist works. Asserting that the painting "only 
is - it exists", Strzeminski posited the existence in, for instance, a painting of such axioms as 
a frame and a canvas. If Strzemiriski's work represented a revolution on the path of concretising 
the art object, then, to describe the object, the artist used a system with the most far-reaching 

formalisation available from this definition. The autothematism of this art thus inscribed itself in 

its own definition. 

2. An alternative to the above institutional definition of art is the NOMINALIST definition as 
formulated in Donald Judd's famous statement that 'if someone calls it art, it's art'. Alongside 

institutionally defined art, the whole of the 20th century provided constant reminders of the 

possibility of defining art through labelling a certain activity as artistic. Thus not only an 
object but also a gesture could be included in the sphere of artistic relevance. Nevertheless, the 
dominant bourgeois culture, which sanctioned the institutional definition, always did enough to 
discredit this idea of art (and continues to do so). Whereas Marcel Duchamp said that the gesture 

inseparable from the ready-made was a work of art, thus ensuring that a sufficient condition of the 

gesture's being art was met, within the existing institutionalised culture the gesture was separated 

from the object and the object itself placed in a museum and invested with those meanings 
that the museum (or, more broadly, the cultural milieu) had shaped. (As objects, ready-mades 

are conserved, stored and contemplated, their form is analysed, and so on.) The recuperation 

of objects by museums is extensive and constant. Thus, for instance, the absolutely irrelevant 

elementary structures of minimal art, which do not lend themselves to any interactions within the 
artist/work of art/recipient paradigm, have found themselves in museums among other objects, 
where they become an object of perception and are individualised and ultimately interpreted, for 

instance through comparisons to the emotional forms of American landscape. 

Still, within these kinds of activities which fall within the nominalist definition of art, a few 

artists have succeeded in offering a pure statement completely divorced from the familiar 
patterns of circulation, classification, function and reception. Joseph Kosuth's lexical definitions 

published among numerous other ads in the world press could be adduced as examples. They 

resisted assimilation into the previous definition, falling fully within the one presented here. The 

materialised work of art existed as a work of art solely by virtue of having been labelled as such. 

An art theory based on the nominalist definition can only be formulated outside of the work of art, 
in discursive form and in the context of theory and criticism. As soon as it becomes autothematic, 
art (for reasons I shall turn to in a moment) begins to correspond in whole or in part to the third 
definition - tautological. Indeed the reflections of these artists do not refer to the 'concept of art' 
itself but solely to the sphere of things and concepts that 'have not been called art'. (An exception 

is the extreme case of the work of Ben Vautier, in whose view the realm of the term 'art' overlaps 
with that of the term 'everything'.) This encompasses all artistic procedures such as the happening, 

Fluxus, land art, arte povera, project art, impossible art, intervention art, and so on. Can we speak 



of conceptual art within the scope of this definition? No. Only phenomena of a paraconceptual 
nature can feature here. They will feature when the artist's main concern becomes not objects but 

concepts, yet relativised with objects or concretised through them. Tadeusz Kantor's emballages 
conceptuels, in which an object's, so to speak, 'negative' side elevates empty concepts, could serve as 
an example of the first type of paraconceptualism ('Wrap William Tell's Apple', 'Wrap Cleopatra's 
Nose', 'Wrap the Eye of Providence', and so on). In the second case, attention is turned mainly 

towards the concept, but one fairly distinctly concretized through objects. An example is the 

display of charts of temperatures recorded during an exhibition of Bemar Venet (Weather Work). 
Many other manifestations of paraconceptualism could be listed. It should be noted, however, that 
there is never a concern here with the pure idea of art as art. Conceptual art, as we shall see, has to 

possess a dual conceptual relationship - it has to refer to a concept contained within a concept (it 
has to be a meta-art positioning itself in relation to a conceptually-defined art). 

3. We thus arrive at the third definition of art-TAUTOLOGICAL. Its earliest descriptions are to 
be found in statements by Ad Reinhardt: 'Art is art-as-art and everything else is everything else. 
Art-as-art is nothing but art. Art is not what is not art'. This theme has been elaborated further 

in our time in the final sentence of Joseph Kosuth's famous essay Art after Philosophy: 'Art is the 

definition of art'. 

It is only within the context of an art defined in this way that we can speak of conceptual art 
in relation to certain of its manifestations, while the subject of its reflections is art defined 

conceptually. The tautological definition of art generally admits no actions other than 

autothematic ones, and, unlike the previously discussed definitions, admits no separation 
between artistic and theoretical activity. They become completely identical here. 

The autothematism of this art can be formulated in relation to both institutionally and 
nominalistically defined art. An attack on the former (institutional) has today been expressed 

most powerfully in Daniel Buren's work - let us call it contestative art. The analysis of the 

latter (nominalist) undertaken by Joseph Kosuth would correspond to what we call conceptual 
art. Addressing the artistic order shaped by the institutionalised circulation of culture, Buren's 
argument is necessarily directed not so much against concepts as against the institutions that have 

brought them into being. The neutrality of his work serves as a counterbalance to the channels of 

culture - it is a neutrality striving for disinterestedness as the opposite of recuperation. Siegelaub's 
earlier concepts from his 'catalogue exhibition' period can be located in a similar field of activity, 
albeit already closer to Kosuth's position - with some of the works going beyond the gallery 
display format and being circulated by mail, and with shows involving works created on-site and 

in relation to one another. When Buren's work, defined by his programme of neutrality, is directed 

wholly against institutionally defined art (his Limites critiques published by the Galerie Yvon 
Lambert is a characteristic example of this standpoint), the above propositions accept only within 

certain limits, and only occasionally, activities aimed at this definition (protest through the rejection 

of one of the established paradigms), and in the main they fall within the ambit of nominalistically 

defined art. Just as earlier we spoke of paraconceptual activities, now, with reference to the latter 

group, we can speak of an art partly committed to a contestative movement. 

It was Kosuth who countered the contestative strategy of neutrality with conceptual analytical 
activity as a method of examining the concept of an art defined by naming. And it is Kosuth who 

completely excludes the possibility of the existence of a separate theoretical activity outside artistic 
activity which is by definition an art theory. He situates his work on the plane of meta-art. We 
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mention Kosuth here only as one among a number of examples (a similar strategy is represented 

by artists such as Alain Kirili, Robert Barry, Victor Burgin, Dan Graham, the Art & Language 

group, and many others). Intervening in the denotations of a name, he links it with objects or 
with various modes of communicating it (Tautologies). Using linguistic notation, he identifies the 
concept with the way it is recorded (Blow-Up) or, entering the sphere of the logical formulation 
of a description, superimposes the fact described onto a kind oflabyrinth produced by sentence 

syntax (Investigation. Proposition Seven). Analysing the notion of the 'name' of art, he points to the 

possibility of the 'name' being a definition of art ('.Art as Idea as Idea'). That is how relatively broad 

and at the same time very limited the sphere of conceptual art really is. 

What can the significance of this kind of contestative art and conceptual art be beyond their 

artistic production? The artistic practices described here demonstrate extremely clearly the 

significance of the cultural (institutional, linguistic) determinants of the existence of the work of 
art. They show the degree to which a definition of the work of art that formulates being obscures 
the existence of the work itself as a creative act. In this sense, artistic contestation and conceptual 
art open up broad, formally ill-specified prospects. 

Translated by Wojciech Szatkowski from the Polish text published in ]eden, Warsaw: Foksal Gallery PSP, Warsaw, April 1972. 



Jacek Tylicki, Untitled, 1979 

FROM RIGHT'. JACEK TYLICKI 
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A quotation from Dante Alighieri's De Monarchia - 'The universe is the 

greatest work of art' - served as the exhibition's motto. The artist presented 

works recording the visual phenomena caused by the forces of nature. 
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Jacek Tylicki 
No. 175 The Wet Ground 
and the Rain 
1978, mixed media, 
35 x 47-5 cm 



Janos Urban, The Parallelness of Time, 1973 
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The slide projection, accompanied by a soundtrack, showed two 

temporally parallel visual channels recorded on Lake Constance. 
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Janos Urban 
Untitled 
1975, lithograph, 
50 x 65 cm 

Phosphor 
1975, lithograph, 
63 x48 cm 



Jifi Valoch, Sculptures, 1974 

Jii'i Valoch 
4 Pieces 
1972, typescript, 2 from 
4 parts: 50 x 70 cm 
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The artist presented series text-defined conceptual sculptures, 

as well as drawings and photographs. 
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Jii'iValoch 
Untitled 
1973, drawing, 6 parts: 
61 x 70 cm 
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Jifi Valoch 
Body Poem lel2 
1970, printed matter, 
2 parts: 41.2 x 62.8 cm 

Found Poem 
1972, print, 
29.8 x 20.7 cm 

White 
1973, drawing, 
30-4 x 21 cm 

white 
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fragment of a book that does not exist 

Jii'iValoch 
The Litlle Poem 
1968, typescript, 
15.7 x 8.2 cm 

Fragment of a Book ... 
1972, printed matter, 
2r.2 x 14.8 cm 



Tadeusz Walter, Textile, 1974 
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The artist showed several textile works dedicated to the gallery's 

austere architecture. 





Franz Erhard Walther, Forming Process (ExHrn1noN); 

Steel Piece (PERFORMANCE); Proportion Piece (PERFORMANCE), 

1980 

FROM LEFT: FRANZ ERHARD WALTHER 
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The German artist presented several dozen sketches for his spatial 

actions and presented two performance pieces. 
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Franz Erhard Walther 
sketch for Proportion Piece 
performance 
1980, drawing, 
70 x roo cm 
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Untitled 
1980, drawing 



Franz Erhard Walther 
Proportion Piece 
1981, performance 
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Franz Erhard Walther 
Steel Piece 
1981, performance 



Lawrence Weiner, A Work in a Context, 1980 
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A Force of Sufficient Force . .. 
1980, printed matter, 

A Work in a Context 
1980, drawing, 53 x 41 cm 

60 x 126 cm 
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Andrzej Wielgosz, Interior, 1976 

ANDRZEJ WIELGOSZ 
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Andrzej Wielgosz, La Nature morte, 1977 

592-593 

The exhibition was a result of drawing experiments carried out with 

Poznan University of Technology students. 



Emmett Williams, Portraits and Journeys, 1981 

FROM LEFT: EMMETT WILLIAMS 
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Emmett Williams 
A Little Song and Dance ... 
1981, serigraph, 25 x 35 cm 
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Emmett Williams 
from the Eros cycle 
1979, lithograph, 
28.3 x 38 cm each 

from the A-journey cycle 
1979, lithograph, 
56.5 x 38 cm each 
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Emmett Williams, Metamorphoses (ExHrn1noN); 

Genesis (PERFoRMANcE), 1984 

Z PRAWEJ: EMMETT WILLIAMS 

II 
II; 
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The exhibition consisted of ten wall charts, each of which contained 

eight ironic images of the artist's face made with cutouts from food 

ads. Each chart was accompanied by a brief poetic text, paradoxical and 

humorous. A short, precise and concise performance piece was inspired 

by one of the first sentences in the Book of Genesis. 

I 
I 

II 
II 
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Emmett Williams 
Genesis 
1984, performance 
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Emmett Williams, ABC etc., or ABC et cetera, 
or ABC and so on ... {ExHrn1noN); Musica (PERFoRMANcE), 1986 

IN THE MIDDLE: EMMETT WILLIAMS 
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The exhibition comprised large, loosely mounted canvases covered 

with colour letters playing mischievous poetic-painting games. In the 

performance, the structure of which was largely random, the artist 
pulled different words out from a hat and masterly read or sang them 
out in several languages (English, German, Polish, Italian and Japanese). 
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ABCOEF,HljKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZA 
2EFGH11KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC8 
YDQR KLMOC 
XCPKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZA~cor: ~D 
WBOJMNOPQRSTUVWXYZASCD~F F~ 
VANILWXYZABCOEFGHIJKLMFG ~F 
UZ HKVO TUV CNGHQHG 
TY GiUNOPQRSTUVWXYZA OHl~IH 
SX FIT NWXYZABCOEFGO PIJSJI 
RW ~HS MVMNOPQRSTUHC Q1KTK1 
QV O~R LUL N VIO RKL LK 
PU CFQ KTK CRSTU WJ! SLM ML 
OT5GtPl1SJ PEFGV XKF TMN NM 
NSFADOHIRI OOAHW YLG UNO ON 
M~l7CN HQH NCGIX Z~H VOPYPO 
LQ YraM GPG MLKJY ANILWPQZQP 
KP XAL FOFEDCBAZ ~01AXQRARQ 
JO WZK ~NEOCBAZYXCPKNYRSISR 
IN VTJ 0ALK11HGFEOQL ZSTCTS 
H~ZUXIICBAZYXWVUTSR~ ATUDUT 
GLYTWHAZYXWVU QP BUVIVU 
FKXSVGFEocra ZYXWVUTSR VWFWV 
~JWRUTSRQPONMLK!IHGFEOWX5 W 
DI QPONMLK?IHGFEDCraAZY~YHYX 
CH OPONALMJIH.FIDC IZY 
BGFBOCGAZY R PONM jAZ 
AZYXWVUTSRQPONALKIIHGPEDCBA 

Emmett Williams 
Alphabet 

1956/1983, print on canvas, 
153 x 140 cm 



Emmett Williams 
Musica 
1986, performance 
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Tomasz Wilmanski, Shadows, 1984 

TOMASZ WILMANSKI 
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On one of the gallery's walls the artist created a multi-colour, vibrant 
mosaic made up of small pieces of paper. On the opposite wall he added 

a huge shadow of the artist's figure made in black paint. 
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Richard Wilson, Take Away, 1990 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The installation consisted of several hundred paper bags suspended 
above the floor, containing fragments of rubble from the CCA 

Ujazdowski Castle's rooms undergoing renovation at the time. An image 

of the front wall of Poznan's Wielka 19 Gallery, which had been closed 

down shortly before the artist's planned exhibition there, was projected 
on a bag pulled out of a row. 
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Dorothee von Windheim, Salve Sancta Facies, 1984 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

The author presented a work devoted to the depiction of Christ's image. 

Photographic reproductions of images from paintings dating to various 

periods in art history had been re-recorded on several dozen soft light

sensitive canvases in full scale. 

FROM RIGHT: DOROTHEE VON WINDHEIM 
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Krzysztof Wodiczko, Untitled, 1974 

KRZYSZTOF WODICZKO 

ARTISTS/ ART CRITICS 

The exhibition comprised self.portraits and optical illusion drawings. 

In two pieces utilising his own image - a double, two-sided self. 

portrait suspended in the air and a corner self-portrait - Wodiczko 

referred with ironic distance to the illusory position of the self 

perception-focused creative subject. In drawings of a tabouret he 

emphasised the role of illusion in the perception and definition of 

artistic forms. 
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Krzysztof Wodiczko 
Drawing of a Taboret 
1974, drawing on 
woodboard, 100 x 100 cm 
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l{rzysztofWodiczko, A Ladder, 1975 

IN THE MIDDLE: KRZYSZTOF WODICZKO 
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In the exhibition, which questioned the established models of visual 
representation, the artist juxtaposed photographs of a ladder taken 

from various perspectives, its perspective drawings, and a ladder built 

according to the law of illusion, deformed by the perspective projection 
of a three-dimensional object on a two-dimensional plane. 
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KrzysztofWodiczko, Two Red-and-Blue Drawings 
and Three Black Drawings on the Walls, Ceiling 
and Corners of the Gallery, 1976 

/!II/I I 
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The drawings are placed in the corners, on the walls and on the ceiling. 

The drawings in the corners are the initial phase whereas the drawing of 
the blue-and-red lines is different and can have a didactic function. 

The drawings of single lines - horizontal, diagonal and vertical - are 

of decisive significance here. 

The drawings are not an illusion of any objects, nor are they able to 
describe shapes. 

Whereas the earlier drawings (e.g. the Drawing of a Taboret) concerned 

illusion insofar that they were meant to abstract it, here the problem has 
been removed. 

The drawings are not an illusion of objects but are concretised as visual 
objects themselves. 

The concreteness of these drawings exists irrespective of how they 

are made. 

The viewing of the drawings is reduced to freely studying them, 

without psychological or optical investigations and without searching 

for applications. 

Krzysztof Wodiczko 

/I II I 



Krzysztof Wodiczko, Show and Conversation 
about Line, 1976 

ARTISTS / ART CRITICS 

In the next show, the artist highlighted the ideological aspect of 
representation. On one of the walls he had installed three canvases with 
the representations, respectively, of a horizontal, vertical and diagonal 

line. On the second wall on the drawings of the same lines were 

projected slide images, identifying the respective lines with works of art, 
architecture and political press photography. 
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Biographical notes 



Joanna Adamczewska (1959, Poznan) graduated from the State College 

of Fine Arts in Poznan. Member of the Akumulatory 2 Gallery and AT 

Gallery milieu. She practices drawing, installation, artist's book. Author 

of a unique series of acoustic books presented at 'sound performance' 

shows. She lives and works in Poznan. 

Eric Andersen (1940, Antwerp) is a Denmark-based artist with 

a musical background whose practice has been associated with the 

phenomenon of anti-art and neo-Dadaism. He became a Fluxus 

contributor in the early 1960s, participating in the movement's crucial 

manifestations - festivals, music shows, exhibitions - in Europe and the 

United States. He lives and works in Copenhagen. 

Angelo de Aquino (1945, Belo Horizonte - 2007, Rio de Janeiro) 

was a Brazilian artist, poet, draughtsman, painter and author of 

installations, videos and avant-garde films, long associated with the 

South American alternative art scene. He contributed to the Cadernos 

Brasileiros magazine and to independent galleries in Brazil and 

internationally. He was an active member of the mail art movement 

and of the NET initiative. 

Lone Arendal (1949, S0borg, Denmark) is a painter and graphic artist. 

Her works usually take as their point of departure simple geometric 

forms which during the creative process are destroyed, producing new, 

almost organic qualities. In the 1970s she was associated with alternative 

experimental art galleries, Copenhagen's Gallery 38 and Kanai 2. She lives 

and works in Copenhagen. 

Imre Bak (1939, Budapest) is a artist associated with the independent art 

scene. In the late 1960s one of the co-founders of the lparterv collective. 

In the 1970s author of conceptual works, he later devoted himself to 

painting based on geometric forms treated as symbolic signs. He lives 

and works in Budapest. 

Eduard Bal - a Belgian artist associated with alternative galleries, 

author of concrete poetry, artist's books, objects, collages and films, an 

active contributor to the mail art movement. He collaborated with Guy 

Schraenen and his Archive Small Press & Communication. 

Philippa Beale (1946, Winchester, UK) is a painter, graphic artist and 

photographer. She makes collages, often combining graphic techniques, 

photography and text. She is preoccupied with social issues, especially 

in the context of the cultural and social role of the woman. She lives and 

works in London. 

Andrzej Bereziari.ski (1939, Kutno, Poland - 1999, Szczecinek, Poland) 

majored in painting and interior design at the State College of Fine Arts 

(today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan in 1966. A painter and 

conceptual artist, he was associated with the independent art movement, 

mainly the Akumulatory 2 Gallery in Poznan. From 1969 to 1972 he 

published at his own expense a low-circulation art magazine, Periodik. He 

was a highly independent artist, author of innovative conceptual, drawing 

and painting works. 
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Terry Berkowitz graduated from the School of Visual Arts, New York, in 

1971, and mastered in fine arts at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

in 1973. Author of graphic art works, videos, objects and multimerua 

installations that deal with social and political issues. She lives and works 

in New York. 

Tony Bevan (1951, Bradford, UK) graduated from Goldsmiths College and 

the Slade School of Fine Art in London. He practices painting, graphic arts 

and drawing. His work is characterised by powerful expression, manifested 

chiefly in psychological studies of human figures and in portraits. He lives 

and works in London. 

John Blake (1945, Rhode Island) is an American intermedia artist who 

studied at Yale University and the Royal College of Art in London. Author 

of installations, drawings, photographs, sculptures and public actions. 

Since 1980 he has presented his work several times in Poland - besides 

the Akumulatory 2 also at the Patocka Gallery and Krzysztofory Gallery in 

Cracow, twice at the CCA Ujazdowski Castle in Warsaw and at the BWA 

in Wroclaw. He lives and works in the Netherlands. 

Wlodzimierz Borowski (1930, Kur6w near Lublin, Poland - 2008, 

Warsaw) studied art history at the Catholic University of Lublin in 1952-

1955. Co-founder of the Zamek [Castle] collective (1956-1960), an avant

garde painter who ignored the official art scene, author of Artons, Maniluses, 

Thread Boxes, radical happenings, Syncretic Shows, conceptual performances 

and actions as well as nonconformist artistic manifestoes and texts. 

Janos Brendel (1938, Hungary- 2010, Poznan) was an art historian, 

curator of Hungarian avant-garde art exhibitions, animator of cultural and 

academic events. He taught in the Institute of Art History of the Adam 

Mickiewicz University in Poznan, author of numerous books and essays on 

modern art. 

Leszek Brogowski (1955, Gdansk) is an artist, art theoretician, philosopher, 

professor at the Universite Rennes 2 in France, author of the books Sztuka 

w obliczu przemian [Art in the face of changes]; Powidoki i po [Afterimages 

and after]; $wiadomosc i historia [Consciousness and history]. From 

1978 to 1981 he ran the GN Gallery in Gdansk, founder of the Editions 

I ncertain Sens which publishes artist's books. He lives and works in France 

and Poland. 

Wojciech Bruszewski (1947, Wroclaw - 2009, L6di) was a multimerua 

artist, author of structural films, precursor of video art in Poland. He 

majored in camera and film direction at the State Film School (PWSFTiT 

im. L. Schillera) in L6di. Co-founder and one of the key members of the 

Workshop of Film Form collective. Member of the Zero-61 collective. He 

was one of the first Polish artists to consider computer software as an 

artistic form. Author of the book Fotograf[fhe photographer] (2007). 

Victor Burgin (1941, Sheffield, UK) is a conceptual artist preoccupied, in 

both his artistic practice and in theory, with the relationship between text 

and the photographic image and with the social functions of the media. 

Author of numerous publications, e.g. Thinking Photography; Between. 



The End of Art Theory, Criticism and Postmodernity; In/ Different Spaces; 

Situational Aesthetics. Professor at California University in Santa Cruz and 

Goldsmiths College in London. 

Henri Chopin (1922, Paris - 2008, Dereham, UK) was a French artist 

and writer, author of concrete poetry, pioneer of sound poetry, painter and 

graphic artist. Author of numerous books (e.g. Le Dernier Roman du Monde; 

Les Riches Heures de /'Alphabet; Graphpoemesmachine), founder and publisher 

of the unique magazine Cinquieme Saison (known as OU from 1964). One 

of the pivotal figures at the intersection of the visual arts and experimental 

literature in the second half of the 20th century. 

Carlfriedrich Claus (1930, Annaberg - 1998, Chemnitz, Germany) was 

an East German poet, graphic artist, draughtsman, writer and philosopher. 

From the 1950s he experimented with language, text structure, its 

visual and artistic expression. Repressed by the DDR authorities, he 

supported an idealistic vision of communism that corresponded with 

Ernst Bloch's dialectical materialism. At the same time, he was inspired 

by Hebrew mysticism, alchemy, Far Eastern philosophy. An exhibition 

at the Akumulatory 2 Gallery was his first solo presentation in this part 

of Europe. 

COUM Transmissions (1969-1976) was an avant-garde British music 

and performance art collective, formed by Genesis P-Orridge, Cosey Fanni 

Tutti and John Shappero, later also with Peter 'Sleazy' Christopherson and 

Chris Carter. Their controversial and provocative shows were sometimes 

interrupted by the police. From 1977 they performed as Throbbing Gristle, 

laying foundations for the birth of industrial music. 

Michael Craig-Martin (1941, Dublin) majored in art at Yale University. 

Author of the iconic conceptual work, An Oak Tree (1973), minimalistic 

objects and neon signs, paintings and wall drawings showing 

superimposed out-of-scale everyday objects, an artist preoccupied with the 

phenomenon of'depiction'. In the 1990s dean of Goldsmiths College in 

London, supporter of the Young British Artists movement. 

Maria (Mariola) D-1browska (1946, Bydgoszcz, Poland) is an art historian 

with a degree in art history from the Adam Mickewicz University in 

Poznan (1969). From 1971 to 1992 she worked at the Contemporary Art 

Department of the National Museum in Poznan, curating numerous 

exhibitions, including a retrospective of Marian Bogusz (1982) that was also 

presented at the Zachf;ta in Warsaw. 

Andrzej Dluzniewski (1939, Poznan) is a conceptual artist and painter; 

he also practices drawing and photography. Author of books (T; Odlot), 

texts, processual projects, environments, spatial installations. His works 

play a sophisticated intellectual game, studying the semantic relationships 

between language and image. Professor of the Academy of Fine Arts 

in Warsaw. From 1980 to 1993 he ran, with his wife, Emilia, a private 

independent gallery, Piwna 20/26, in Warsaw. 

Andrew Dutkewych (1944, Vienna) is a Canadian artist of Ukrainian 

origin, graduate of the Philadelphia College of Art and the Slade School 
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of Fine Art in London, currently professor at the Universite Concordia in 

Montreal. Author of mischievous spatial and site-specific installations. 

Janusz Dziubak - an independent musical improviser, performer, 

author of poems and experimental music graphic scores. Co-author, with 

Wlodzimierz Pawlak, of the analogue music album, Tytul plyty [The title of 

the record], published in 1984 as part of the unique New Music Club series. 

Jerzy Fedorowicz (1928, Pruszk6w, Poland) graduated from the Cracow 

Academy of Fine Arts. Author of designs, drawings, photographic 

documentations and installations informed by the idea of conceptual art. 

With his wife, Ludmila Popiel-Fedorowicz, he was an initiator, organiser 

and participant of the annual Meetings of Artists, Art Theoreticians and 

Scientists at Osieki (1963-1981), a series of events of crucial importance for 

the development of alternative avant-garde art in Poland. 

Joel Fisher (1947, Salem, Ohio) is an American artist who has taught at, 

among other places, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris and at Newcastle 

University. Author of sculptures, spatial installations and 'apographs' -

standalone works (also used as a basis for sculptures and installations) 

prompted by the random hairs and fibres found in the paper he makes 

by hand. 

Fluxus - an art network, initiated by George Maciunas at the turn of 

the 1950s/1960s, inspired by Dadaism and Marcel Duchamp and the 

radicalism of John Cage, which brought together artists from various 

countries (musicians, performers, poets, visual artists). The movement's 

first collective manifestation was the International Festival of Recent 

Music in Wiesbaden in September 1962, featuring George Maciunas, 

Emmett Williams, Dick Higgins, Nam June Paik, Ben Patterson, Alison 

Knowles and Wolf Vos tell, among others. Festivals, concerts, actions and 

exhibitions followed in places like New York, Berlin, Cologne, Copenhagen, 

Amsterdam, Paris, London, Madrid, Prague, Tokyo, also in Poznan. Among 

the Fluxus contributors were also George Brecht, Joseph Beuys, Yoko Ono, 

Eric Andersen, Henry Flynt, Daniel Spoerri, Ben Vautier, Joe Jones, Robert 

Filliou, Bob Watts, Ay-O, Larry Miller, Philip Comer, Jackson Mac Low, 

Tomas Schmit, Geoffrey Hendricks, Milan Knizak, Mieko Shiomi, Ken 

Friedman, Al Hansen, La Monte Young, Arthur Koepcke and many others. 

Ken Friedman (1949, New London, Connecticut) is an American Fluxus 

artist, author of important publications on the movement, international 

exhibition curator and participant of the mail art movement. He graduated 

from the University of California in San Francisco. In the 1970s editor in 

chief of Dick Higgins's Something Else Press. Currently editor of Artifact. 

Wolfgang Fuchs (1949, Landau, Germany) is a jazz musician (saxophone, 

clarinet), composer and improviser, a leading figure on the European 

improvised music scene. Since 2001 artistic director of the Total Music 

Meetings improvised music festival in Berlin. 

Adam Garnek (1964, Kazimierza Wielka, Poland) studied at the State 

College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. Author 

of mobile constructions inspired by 20th-century mechanistic fantasies, 



the tradition of kinetic art and technological utopias. Since the 1990s he 

has been using metal waste to create mobile sculptures shaped as vehicles, 

mechanical toys or strange devices. He lives and works in Cracow. 

Mariusz Gill (1961, Torun, Poland) is a sculptor, author of installations and 

public art works. He graduated from the Stage College of Fine Arts (today 

the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. ln his works he employs materials 

such as lead, stone, bread, wax or sand. He is preoccupied with the cultural 

significance of symbols, the potential and topicality of their meanings. 

Since 1990 he has lived and worked in Denmark. 

Raimund Girke (1930, Heinzendorf. Germany, today Jasienica, Poland -

2002, Cologne) was a German painter, professor at the fine arts academies 

in Hannover and Berlin. At first working in the art informel style, from the 

mid-196os author of 'monochromes', white structural drawings focused on 

the qualities oflight, movement, brush stroke, texture. 

Nat Goodden is a British intermedia artist who studied sculpture at Saint 

Martins School of Art in London and electronic arts at Middlesex University. 

He creates interactive installations that engage the viewer. He teaches at the 

University of Gloucestershire. 

Trevor Gould (1951, Johannesburg) is a Canadian artist who studied art 

at the University of South Africa in Johannesburg. He currently teaches 

a Concordia University in Montreal and is a professor at the Hochschule 

ftir Gestaltung in Offenbach am Main. Author of sculptures, drawings and 

spatial installations, he also an art critic and theoretician. 

Tom J. Gramse (1940, Luben, Germany, today Lubin, Poland - 1982, 

Soest, Netherlands) was a German artist preoccupied with conceptualism 

who practiced graphic arts, drawing, photography and collage. He studied 

at Kunsthochschule in Kassel, where he later taught. In the mid-197os 

he founded the printing house Visuelle Komunikation which published 

artist's books. 

Izabella Gustowska (1958, Poznan) is an intermedia artist who practices 

video art, graphic arts, performance art and creates large-scale multimedia 

installations. She graduated from the State College of Fine Arts (today the 

University of Fine Arts) in Poznan, where she currently teaches. A member 

of the odNOWA collective in the 1980s, she ran the alternative ON Gallery 

1979-1994. Curator of exhibitions and artistic events. 

Gerard Hemsworth (1945, London) initially associated with 

conceptualism, a painter and graphic artist. He studied at Saint Martins 

School of Art in London, collaborating with the BANK collective in the 

mid-199os. Currently professor at Goldsmith's College. He lives and works 

in London. 

Geoffrey Hendricks (1931, Littleton, New Hampshire) is an American 

intermedia artist, performer, author of happenings, objects, installations 

and paintings. He studied at Rutgers University in New Jersey, where he 

later taught. Closely associated with Fluxus since the mid-196os. He lives 

and works in New York. 

Dick Higgins (1938, Cambridge, UK - 1998, Quebec) was an American 

poet, writer, graphic artist, composer, art theoretician, author happenings 

and performance pieces. He studied music, graphic arts and English 

literature. One of the founders of the Fluxus movement. In 1963 he 

founded Something Else Press which published Fluxus books and concrete 

poetry volumes. Author of the term 'intermedia' and of several dozen 

books, e.g. Poems Plain and Fancy; A Book about Love and War and Death; 

Modernism Since Post-Modernism. 

Susan Hiller (1940, Tallahassee, Florida) is an American artist, writer, 

performer, author of videos, photographs, texts and large-scale installations, 

also with sound. She studied at Smith College in Northampton, 

Massachusetts, and anthropology at Tulane University in New Orleans. She 

is interested in the subconscious, the paranormal, the imaginary. She lives 

and works in London. 

John Hilliard (1945, Lancaster, UK) is a conceptual artist who works in the 

photographic medium. He majored in sculpture at Saint Martins School of 

Art in London. One of the most analytical researchers of the possibilities of 

photographic procedures, photography's representational functions and its 

credibility. Professor at Slade School of Art in London. 

Douglas Huebler (1924, Ann Arbor, Michigan - 1997, Truro, 

Massachusetts) was one of the pioneers of conceptual art. He studied at the 

University of Michigan and the Academie Julian in Paris. Following a brief 

period of painting and sculpture work in the minimalist vein, he abandoned 

plastic forms on behalf of ideas and immaterial practices limited to text 

and photographic documentation. This he explained in a famous sentence 

published in a catalogue: 'The world is full of objects, more or less 

interesting; I do not wish to add any more'. He taught at Bradford College, 

Massachusetts, and at Harvard University. 

Tatsuo Ikeda (1928, I mari, Japan) is an interdisciplinary artist, painter and 

performer whose work addresses social and political issues. Associated with 

the Japanese neo-avantgarde in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Jeff Instone (1941) is a British painter, draughtsman, graphic artist, author 

of 'written' paintings and drawings. He graduated from the Winchester 

School of Art and Saint Martins School of Art in London. Since the mid-

198os his practice has increasingly expanded into the realm of computer 

graphics and the Internet. He lives and works in London. 

Jacek Jagielski (1956, Wyrzysk, Poland) studied at the State College of 

Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan, where he currently 

teaches. He makes sculptures, drawings and installations. Author of works 

that address the relativism of the notions and conventions that organise the 

social and cultural order. He lives and works in Poznan. 

Sven-Ake Johansson (1943, Mariestad, Sweden) is a musician, 

percussionist, avant-garde jazz composer and visual artist. Author of 

improvised musical performances in which, besides classic instruments, 

he also uses unorthodox sound-generating devices. He lives and works 

in Berlin. 



Joan Jonas (1936, New York) is a sculptor, author of performances and 

videos. She studied sculpture and art history at Columbia University 

and Mount Holyoke College. Her works blend performance and video 

art. She teaches at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the 

Rijksakademie in Amsterdam. 

Kirsten Justensen (r943, Copenhagen) is a performer who treats her body 

as artistic material. Her performances address social issues, particularly 

those related to the role and image of the woman, as seen from the feminist 

perspective. She lives and works in Copenhagen. 

Margrit Kahl (1942, Hamburg) is a conceptual artist who studied sculpture 

at the Hochschule fur bildende Kunste in Hamburg, author of installations, 

drawings and processual actions, co-founder of the alternative Galerie vor 

Ort in Hamburg (1975-1982). Author of a monument commemorating the 

former Bornplatzsynagoge in Hamburg. 

Tadeusz Kalinowski (1909, Warsaw - 1997, Poznan) was a painter, 

graphic artist and stage designer. He studied stage design, painting and 

interior design at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts. Member of the avant

garde collective 4F+R. Author of paintings influenced by informel, later 

by geometric abstraction, he also experimented with the use ofletters in 

painting. From the early 1980s his work was dominated by the idea of fluid 

open and multifaceted systems. 

Jerzy Kalucki (1935, Lw6w, today Lviv, Ukraine) studied stage design at 

the Cracow Academy of Fine Arts. He was an author of constructivism

informed paintings and site-specific installations, as well as conceptual 

projects that studied the various aspects of the geometry of physical and 

imaginary space. Member of the Cracow Group. Professor at the State 

College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. He lives 

and works in Cracow. 

Koji Kamoji (1935, Tokyo) is a painter and author of installations. He 

studied at the Musashino Art University in Tokyo and the Academy of Fine 

Arts in Warsaw. Author of minimalist, geometric abstraction-influenced 

pajntings and minimalist installations. He lives and works in Warsaw. 

Kanai 2 was a collective of young Danish artists formed by Lone Arendal, 

Lisbeth Hedeager, J0rgen Holme, Niels Holme, Margit Jacobsen, Pelle 

Jacobsen, Peter Mandrup, Henrik Pryds Beck, S0ren Rosberg. In the early 

1970s they founded two independent galleries in Copenhagen, Kanai 2 

and Gallery 38, where they presented avant-garde contemporary art and 

their own works. In the late 1980s the collective split up and both galleries 

discontinued their operations. 

Hiroshi Kawathu (1940) is a Japanese artist associated with the 1970s 

avant-garde. His works, wruch often assume the form oflaconic text, address 

the Japanese cultural and philosophical tradition. An acupressure teacher, he 

has used the skill in ms artistic practices. He lives and works in Nagasaki 

Alicja Kt;pitiska is an art historian and theoretician, professor at the 

University of Fine Arts in Poznan. Author of over 160 publications on 
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contemporary art, including the books Nowa sztuka polska 1945-1978 

[New Polish art 1945-1978]; Zywio! i mit [Element and myth]; Energie 

sztuki [The energies of art]; Sztuka w kulturze pfynnosci [Art in a culture 

ofliquidity]. Her research focuses on the transition from modernity to 

postrnodemity and on searching for topical art in the areas between 

philosophy and literature. She lives and works in Poznan. 

Robin Klassnik (1947, South Africa) is a British artist, graduate of 

Leicester College of Art, an active member of the 1970s art movement, 

author of radical public-space performances, sculptural installations, 

photographs and mail art works. In 1979, he started in London the 

independent Matt's Gallery, active to this day, where he presents works 

by British and international artists. He considers running the gallery an 

extension of his own artistic practice. 

Akira Komoto (1935, Tokyo) is a Japanese conceptual artist active in the 

fields of painting and photography. He studied at the Tokyo University of 

Education, later teaching at the Joshibi University of Art and Design. He 

creates illusion paintings and photographs of simply manipulated reality, 

blurring the identity boundaries of its different elements. He lives and 

works in Tokyo. 

Jerzy Kopec (1959) studied painting at the State College of Fine Arts 

(today the Umversity of Fine Arts) in Poznan. One of the pioneers of 

1980s New Expression painting in Poland. Author oflarge-scale painting 

and sculptural installations, also in public space. He lives and works 

in Poznan. 

Andrzej Kostolowski (1940) majored in forestry and art history at the 

Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan. Art critic and theoretician, author 

of numerous essays and books (e.g. Tezy o sztuce [Theses on art]; Sztuka 

i jej meta- [Art and its meta-]) on the philosophical and ethical aspects of 

contemporary art. Co-founder of the NET initiative. Curator of the Adam 

Mickiewicz Museum in $miel6w. He teaches at the Umversity of Fine Arts 

in Poznan and the Academy of Fine Arts in Wroclaw. 

Jaroslaw Kozlowski (1945, $rem, Poland) studied painting at the State 

College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan, 

where he served as president 1981-1987. Founder (with Andrzej 

Kostolowski) of the NET initiative. Founder and manager of the 

Akumulatory 2 Gallery. Associated with conceptualism. He practices 

drawing, painting and photography, creates objects, installations and 

performance pieces; author of artist's books and theoretical texts, e.g. 

the collection Kontekst. He has lectured at the Statens Kunstakademi 

in Oslo, the R;jksakademie in Amsterdam and the Adam Mickiewicz 

University in Poznan. Currently professor at the University of Fine Arts 

in Poznan. 

Mariusz Kruk (1952, Poznan) studied painting at the State College of Fine 

Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. Author of paintings, 

drawings, objects, installations, short stories and brief poetic forms. 

Founder of the Kolo Klipsa artistic collective (1983). He currently teaches at 

the University of Fine Arts in Poznan. 



Llszl6 Lakner (1936, Budapest) is a painter, sculptor, photographer and 

conceptual artist. He graduated from the Hungarian University of Arts and 

Design in Budapest. He emigrated to Germany in 1974, lecturing at Berlin's 

Freie Universitat. His work addresses political and cultural contexts. 

Rolf Langebartels (1941, Mirow, Germany) is a performer, author of sound 

installations based on electroacoustic music. He founded the Galerie 

Giannozzo in Berlin (1978), later the Art Association Giannozzo. Curator of 

exhibitions and festivals of performance and sound art. 

Olafur Llrusson (1951) is an Icelandic artist, painter and performer. 

He studied at the Reykjavik School of Visual Art and the Jan Van Eyck 

Academie in Maastricht. Associated with the Icelandic avant-garde art 

scene, he collaborated with the alternative Sudurgata 7 gallery and the 

Living Art Museum in Reykjavik. 

Richard Long (1945, Bristol, UK) is a sculptor, one of the pioneers ofland 

art. He studied at Saint Martins School of Art in London. He works in the 

open air, in various parts of the world, using the landscape, its natural 

features and the materials found on the site, such as stones, wood or earth. 

Author of documentational photographs, drawings and maps, as well as 

ephemeral works made of chalk, day and water. 

Jerzy Ludwinski (1930, Zakrz6wek Lubelski - 2000, Torun, Poland) 

was an art theoretician and promoter of conceptual art. He studied at 

the Catholic University of Lublin. Initiator of the Zamek avant-garde 

art collective in Lublin, originator of the Centre of Artistic Research 

and the Centre for Artistic Documentation in Wroclaw. Founder of the 

Pod Monq Lizq Gallery in Wroclaw, later of the Punkt Gallery in Torun. 

Author of important texts published posthumously in the books Notes 

from the Future of Art; Epoka bl~kitu [The blue era]; and Sztuka w epoce 

postartystyczntif i inne teksty teoretyczne [Art in the post-artistic era and 

other theoretical texts]. He taught art history at the Poznan Academy of 

Fine Arts 1980-2000. 

Hanna Luczak (1959, Gniezno, Poland) studied painting and drawing 

at the State College of Fine Arts {today the University of Fine Arts) in 

Poznan. Co-manager of the Akumulatory 2 Gallery 1981-1990. Author of 

multilayered paintings, drawings, drawing and photographic installations, 

ready-made works and videos. In her analytical approach to the media 

employed she continues the tradition of conceptual art. Professor at the 

University of Fine Arts in Poznan. 

George Maciunas (1931, Kaunas, Lithuania - 1978, Boston) was 

a Lithuanian-born American artist. He studied art, architecture, graphic 

design and art history. Founder and one of the leading members of the 

Fluxus movement, author of its name. Author of performance pieces, 

objects, artistic events, scenarios, texts; publisher and editor. Initiator of 

numerous Fluxus festivals and exhibitions in Europe, the United States and 

Japan 1962-1977. 

Zbigniew Makarewicz (1940, Vilnius) is a sculptor, author of installations, 

happenings, concrete poetry and texts, an active promoter of the fine 
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arts. He studied at the Stage College of Fine Arts in Wroclaw. Currently 

professor at the Wroclaw Academy of Fine Arts. Co-founder (with Barbara 

Kozlowska) and manager of the alternative X Gallery in Wroclaw. 

Peter Mandrup (Peter Mandrup Hansen) (1949, Copenhagen - 2009, 

Copenhagen) studied painting at Copenhagen's Kongelige Danske 

Kunstakademie. In the mid-197os co-founder, with friends, of the 

independent Gallery 38 and the Kanai 2 artistic collective. He was a painter 

and graphic artist, author of dynamic abstract paintings that blended the 

ideas of soft geometry with free expression. 

Joan Matthews is an American artist and writer associated with the New 

York City alternative scene and anti-systemic movements. She studied at 

the New York University and practices painting, drawing and graphic arts. 

Author of delicate, minimalistic works created with superimposed and 

multiplied elementary forms, notations, texts. She lives and works in Ann 

Arbor, New York. 

Yutaka Matsuzawa (1922, Shimosuwa, Japan - 2006) was a painter, 

graphic artist, author of collages and of pioneering works based on 

linguistic games. One of the pioneers of conceptual art in Japan. Founder 

of the Imaginary Space Research Center in Nagano-ken at the turn of 

the 1960s/1970s, later director of the groundbreaking Data Center of 

Contemporary Art in Tokyo. 

Danuta M;iczak (1953) studied sculpture and drawing at the State College 

of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan, where she 

currently teaches sculpture. Founder of Julian's Open-Air Gallery in 

Zasutowo near Poznan. Author of installations, drawings and objects, 

usually created with natural materials such as stones and wood, but also 

with bricks, ash or newspapers. 

Barry McCallion (1940, New York) studied literature and art history 

at Columbia College and fine arts at the Claremont Graduate School 

in California. Author of Fluxus happenings and actions, book author 

(e.g. Prepare to Publish, 1970, with Dick Higgins). 

Ian McKeever (1946, Withemsea, UK) studied literature in London. 

Painter, author of graphic art works, drawings and painting installations 

expressing his fascination with nature, which he experiences and studies 

during his travels around the world. Author of dissertations and essays on 

art. He lives and works in Dorset, Great Britain. 

Yukiyoshi Moriya (1945, Tokyo) studied at the Tama College of Fine Arts 

in Tokyo. Author of diagrams and conceptual works and designs informed 

by logic, geometry and topography, author of the publication series 

Catastrophe and Structure (1972-1975). 

Ian Murray (1951, Pictou, Canada) is a graphic artist, sculptor, performer, 

author of sound installations and multimedia works. 

Avis Newman (1946, London) is a artist and curator, author of oneiric, 

usually large-format paintings and drawings inspired by Palaeolithic cave 



paintings and Freud's theory of the unconscious, among other things. She 

teaches at the Wimbledon School of Art in London and the Rijksakademie 

in Amsterdam. 

Helmut Nickels (1948, Spremberg, Germany) is a German artist, based 

in Belgium since 1990. He studied software design and philosophy at 

the Freie Universitat in Berlin. Author of structural experimental films, 

artist's books, installations and performance pieces, e.g. a series of actions 

centred around the notions of'reading' and 'writing', author of artistic and 

philosophical texts. 

Ann Noel (1944, Plymouth, UK) is a Fluxus artist, based in Berlin since 

1980. She studied graphic arts at the Bath Academy of Art in Corsham. 

Author of graphic art works, visual poetry, collages, performance pieces, 

author of numerous artist's books. She has taught at the Nova Scotia College 

of Art and Design in Halifax and collaborated with New York's Something 

Else Press and Berlin's Reiner Verlag. 

Wojciech Olejniczak (1961, Zb;iszyn, Poland) studied at the State College 

of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. A photographer, 

publisher, film director and independent film producer. Founder of the 

TRES Foundation, co-author of the book and film Do zobaczenia za rok 

w Jerozo!imie [See you in a year in Jerusalem]. 

Susan Ormerod (1955, Eastbourne, UK) is an interdisciplinary artist, author 

of photographic/drawing travesties of iconic painting representations. She 

lives and works in London. 

Tomasz Osinski (1951, Wroclaw) studied at the Warsaw Academy of Fine 

Arts. Author of mischievous drawings, paintings, installations and artistic 

actions aiming to undermine the established order of things. Since 1980 

based in the US, where he collaborated with Frank Gehry. He runs his own 

architecture studio in Los Angeles. 

Andrzej Partum (1938, Warsaw - 2002, Warsaw) was a neo-avantgarde 

artist, poet, musician, composer, performer, mail artist, inciter of scandals, 

author of manifestoes (e.g. the Manifesto of Insolent Art) and critical/ 

theoretical texts. Founder of the Poetry Bureau (1971) which documented 

non-official art. He emigrated to Denmark in 1981, where he founded the 

College of Positive Nihilism. 

Sef Peeters (1947, Venlo, Netherlands) is an interdisciplinary artist. He 

studied at Tilburg, Amsterdam, Krefeld and Maastricht. Author of objects, 

multimedia installations, artist's books and concrete poetry works (also in 

public space) which play out the relationships between sign, object and its 

name. Professor at Academy Minerva in Groningen. 

Bogdan Perzynski (1954, Poznan) is a multimedia artist who studied 

painting at the State College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) 

in Poznan. Based in the US since 1984. Author of photographs, objects 

and installations that utilise sound, video and computer technology. He has 

taught at the University of California in Santa Barbara, currently professor at 

the University of Texas in Austin. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

The Play were a Japanese performative group founded in 1968 that lay 

particular emphasis on the active experience of art as part of the daily 

existence. Membership in the group was open, with some contributors joining 

but for a single performance and others participating for as long as a decade. 

Mikolaj Polinski (1977, Poznan) studied at the Poznan Academy of Fine 

Arts and at the Universitat der Kiinste in Berlin. Painter, author of drawings, 

sound and spatial installations, as well as sound performances. Founder 

of the alternative Naprzeciw Gallery in Poznan, earlier also of the Aneks 

Gallery. He teaches drawing at the University of Fine Arts in Poznan. 

Ludmila Popiel-Fedorowicz (1929, Zar6wnie - 1988, Koszalin, Poland) 

studied architecture at the Cracow Academy of Fine Arts. An artist associated 

with the 1960s and 1970s avant-garde, she was an author of conceptual 

designs and works, as well as installations. Co-organiser (with her husband 

Jerzy Fedorowicz) of the annual Meetings of Artists, Art Theoreticians and 

Scientists at Osieki (1963-1981). 

Michael Porter (1948, Derbyshire, UK) is a British artist whose work freely 

alludes to the British landscape painting tradition He studied at the Chelsea 

School of Art in London and at the Gloucestershire College of Art. He 

currently teaches at the Wimbledon School of Art in London. 

Piotr Postaremczak (1954, Poznan) is an author of spatial installations, 

drawing actions and sculptural objects. He studied sculpture at the State 

College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. Co

founder of the Kolo Klipsa collective, associated with Tomasz Wilmanski's 

AT Gallery in Poznan. 

Maria Anna Potocka (1950) is an art critic and curator, author of essays and 

books on art and aesthetics (e.g. Malarstwo [Painting]; Rzeiba [Sculpture]; 

Estetyka kontra sztuka [Aesthetics versus art]; Fotografia. Ewolucja medium 

sztuki [Photography. The evolution of an artistic medium]), editor of the 

art and philosophy magazine Tumult. Founder of the alternative PI Gallery 

and Potocka Gallery in Cracow. Initiator of the Museum of Modern Art 

in Niepolomice, director of the Hunkier Sztuki in Cracow 2002-2010. 

Currently director of the MOCAK Museum of Contemporary Art in Cracow. 

Pamela Robertson-Pearce is a Swedish-born British performer. She studied 

at the Saint Martins School of Art in London and at Emerson College in 

Boston. Since 1980, author of films on art and filrnic interpretations of 

poetry works. 

Jerzy Rosolowicz (1928, Winniki near Lw6w, today Vynnyky near Lviv, 

Ukraine - 1982, Wroclaw) was a painter, theoretician, writer, author of 

Teoriafunkcjiformy [A theory of the function of form] (1962), author of 

Spherical Reliefs, Neutronicons, Telehydrographics, 'impossible architecture' 

designs, e.g. Neutrdrome or Stalagnate Column Creatorium: the Millennium, 

an active contributor to the conceptual art movement. He studied at the 

State College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan, 

later teaching there until the realisation of his programme became 

impossible. Co-founder of the Wroclaw Group, associated with the Pod 

Monq Liz;i Gallery in Wroclaw. 



Reiner Ruthenbeck (1937, Velbert, Germany) is a sculptor who studied 

at the Kunstakademie Dtisseldorf under Joseph Beuys. He taught at 

the Hochschule fur bildende Ktinste in Hamburg, currently serving 

as professor of sculpture at the Kunstakademie Mtinster. Author of 

conceptual works, photographs, drawings, objects, installations created 

with everyday materials and objects, as well as minimalistic light-and

sound events. 

Toshinori Saito (1948, Okayama, Japan) is an artist deeply rooted in 

the Buddhist tradition, author of meditative concrete and visual poetry, 

photographic series (ZAZEN) and mail art. He studied at the Takata 

High School in Shinjuku and currently teaches at the Keio University 

in Tokyo. 

Barbara Schmidt-Heins and Gabriele Schmidt-Heins (1949, Rellingen, 

Germany) are German artists (twin sisters) who studied at the Hochschule 

fur bildende Kunste in Hamburg. Authors of conceptual artist's books, 

often handmade, published in limited editions, as well as of paintings, 

drawings, installations and spatial forms. 

Peter-Jorg Splettstosser (1938, Bad Polzin, Germany, today Polczyn Zdr6j, 

Poland) is a painter who studied at the Staatlichen Kunstschule in Bremen. 

Author of minimalistic installations, also in public space, artistic manifestoes 

and video performances. Co-founder of the alternative Galerie Gruppe Grun 

in Bremen. He has taught at the Hochschule fur Kiinste in Bremen. 

Galerie S:t Petri (Archive of Experimental and Marginal Art) was an avant

-garde art gallery founded in 1970 in Lund, Sweden, by French-born artist 

Jean Sellem, who is currently a publisher and art professor at the Lund 

University. The gallery quickly became a leading international forum of 

contemporary art, presenting Fluxus, conceptualism and performance art. 

Helmut Streich (1946, Ratzlingen, Germany) studied painting at the 

Hochschule fur Bildende Kunst in Dtisseldor( Co-founder of the alternative 

Galerie Gruppe Grun in Bremen. Author of abstract paintings whose 

power of expression derives from the materiality of the paint and the 

painterly gesture. 

Sudurgata 7 was an avant-garde art gallery founded in 1977 in Reykjavfk 

by a group of artists (among others Bjarni H. Th6rarinsson, Helgi Thorgils 

Fridjonsson, Steingrimur Eyfjord Kristmundsson). Throughout its 

existence it was a meeting place for conceptual and experimental artists 

from all over the world. It discontinued operations in the mid-198os. 

Kishio Suga (1944, Morioka, Japan) is a Japanese artist, member of the 

Mono-ha avant-garde art collective which operated at the tum of the 

1960s/1970s. He creates his installations and objects with both natural and 

manmade materials, changing their identity and significance in the process 

of building new forms. 

Piotr Szyhalski is an artist and designer, author of sarcastic drawings, 

multiplications, artist's books, photographs, videos, multimedia 

installations and online projects. Graduate of the Poznan Academy of Fine 

Arts, he emigrated to the US in 1990. He has lectured at the School of the 

Museum of Fine Arts in Boston and currently teaches media arts at the 

Minneapolis College of Art and Design. 

Feliks Szyszko (1940, Warsaw - 20n, Cracow) was a painter, graphic 

artist and draughtsman. Graduate of the Cracow Academy of Fine Arts, he 

was an author of works that reinterpreted classic painterly representations. 

He was interested in how the cultural meanings of images change over 

time, in their transience and topicality. 

Petr Stembera (1945, Plzen, Czech Republic) is an avant-garde artist, 

performer, author of daily activity-documenting works (Tying Up the Laces, 

Sewing On a Button) and body-art pieces in which he experiences the limits 

of his own body. Member of Prague's Conceptual Artists' Group. 

Amikam Toren (1945, Israel) is a painter, sculptor, author of objects and 

installations. He studied at the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design in 

Jerusalem and at the School of Visual Arts and the Milton Avery Graduate 

School of the Arts in New York. His works address the essence of the object, 

playing with its idea, materiality, construction and representation. He lives 

and works in London. 

Francese Torres (1948, Barcelona) is an American multimedia artist of 

Catalonian origin. His works (performance pieces, videos, photographs, 

installations) address the issues of a social order based on political and 

economic relationships of power, referring them also to the terms of the 

institutional art word. He lives and works in New York. 

Endre Tot (1937, Stimeg, Hungary) studied at the Hungarian University of 

Arts and Design in Budapest In the late 1960s he joined the avant-garde 

I parterv collective and collaborated closely with Fluxus. One of the most 

radical Central European conceptualists and a leading mail artist in the 

1970s. He used photocopies, telegrams and postcards in his works and was 

an author of films, music, posters, graffiti, artistic actions and artist's books. 

In the following decades he continued his conceptual investigations in the 

field of painting. 

David Troostwyk (1929, London - 2009, London) was a British 

conceptu.al artist associated with London's Matt's Gallery. He studied at 

the St. Albans School of Art and the Royal College of Art in London. He 

taught at the Winchester School of Art, the Slade School of Fine Art and 

the Camberwell College of Art in London. Focused on the communication 

of ideas, an advocate of 'private art', he was an author of ascetic paintings, 

objects, photographs, texts, sound recordings and artist's books. 

Andrzej Turowski (1941, Cz~stochowa, Poland) is an art historian and critic, 

author of numerous essays and books, mainly on the Polish and Russian 

avant-garde, e.g. Mifdzy sztukq a komunq [Between art and communism], 

1998; Budowniczowie swiata. Z dziej6w radykalnego modernizmu w sztuce 

polskiej [Builders of a world. From the history of radical modernism in 

Polish art], 2000. He majored in law and art history at the Adam Mickiewicz 

University in Poznan. Co-author of the artistic programme of Warsaw's 

Foksal Gallery in the 1970s. He worked at the Adam Mickiewicz University's 



Institute of Art History before emigrating to France in 1984- Currently 

professor at the University of Burgundy in Dijon. His main research areas 

include the geography of 20th-century art, modernist architecture and 

contemporary European art. He lives and works in Dijon and Paris. 

Jacek Tylicki (1951, Sopot, Poland) is a US-based Polish artist. In the 1970s 

he created the series Natural Art which included canvases and sheets of 

paper that had been directly exposed to the natural elements. Later author 

of installations, videos and photographs. Founder of the Now Gallery in 

Manhattan (1984), which he ran until 1989. 

Janos Urban (1934, Szeged, Hungary) is a Hungarian-born Swiss artist, 

painter, graphic artist, author of installations, videos, artist's books and 

conceptual works. He majored in art history at the University of Budapest. 

Following the events of r956 he relocated to Lausanne, Switzerland, where 

he studied art and then taught at the Ecole cantonale d'Art. In the 1970s, 

associated with alternative galleries and the NET. 

Jiff Valoch (1946, Brno) studied Czech and German literature and aesthetics 

at the Masaryk University in Brno. A conceptual artist, author of visual 

poetry, artist's books, installations and photographs, an active mail art and 

NET contributor, author of texts on avant-garde art, curator of contemporary 

art exhibitions. He lives and works in Brno. 

Tadeusz Walter (1945, Warsaw) studied painting and textile arts at the 

State College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. 

Author of minimalistic, soft, three-dimensional tapestries. His practice took 

a turn following a 1976 trip to Inclia, where he developed an interest in clay 

sculpture. He lives and works in Warsaw. 

Franz Erhard Walther (1939, Fulda, Germany) is a German sculptor, 

conceptual artist and performer. He studied at the Hochschule fur bildende 

Ki.inste in Frankfurt and at the Kunstakademie in Di.isseldorf Author of 

viewer-engaging performative actions, among his key projects was Werksatz, 

a series of multi part, interactive spatial installations created with prepared 

fabrics and steel and wood forms. Professor at the Hochschule fur bildende 

Ki.inste in Hamburg. 

Lawrence Weiner (1942, New York) is a painter, author of'written 

notations', films, videos, sound and album recordings, as well as 

performance pieces. He graduated from the Stuvesant High School in New 

York and studied philosophy at Hunter College. One of the key figures of 

conceptual art. Language has been his primary medium since the late r96os. 

Since the 1970s, he has been placing texts, sentences originally published 

in books, on gallery and museum walls, later also on walls and building 

facades. Preoccupied with the relationships between language, its meaning, 

visualisation and context, he has developed a unique typography for his 

texts. Recently creating textual works using digital technologies. He lives and 

works in New York and Amsterdam. 

Andrzej Wielgosz (1951, Kalisz, Poland) is an architect and architecture 

illustrator preoccupied with the issues of urban planning, design and visual 

communication. He studied at the State College of Fine Arts (today the 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

University of Fine Arts) in Poznan, where he currently teaches. Since 1987 

he has pursued the project A Dictionary of Drawing Signs, an archive of 

drawings and designs which include axonometric views of various cities. 

Emmett Williams (1925, Greenville, South Carolina - 2007, Berlin) was an 

American artist based in Berlin from 1980. Poet, writer, painter, graphic artist, 

performer, author of artist's books, co-initiator and active participant of Fluxus 

festivals and exhibitions. He studied poetry at Kenyon college and anthropology 

at the Sorbonne. Chief editor of New York's Something Else Press, author of 

the pioneering Anthology of Concrete Poetry (1967) and numerous other books 

(e.g. My Life In Fluxus -And Vice Versa; Mr. Fluxus. A Collective Portrait of 

George Maciunas; A Flexible History of Fluxus Facts and Fictions). Holder of an 

honorary doctorate from the University of Fine Arts in Poznar\. 

Tomasz Wilmanski (1956, Szczecin) practices sculpture, installation, 

drawing, visual poetry, artist's book and performance art. He stuclied at the 

State College of Fine Arts (today the University of Fine Arts) in Poznan. 

Founder of the AT Gallery in Poznar\ (1982) which he runs to this day. From 

1983 to 1987 he ran (with Cezary Staniszewski) the RR Gallery in Warsaw. 

Exhibition curator, author of texts on contemporary art. He teaches at the 

Faculty of Artistic Education of the University of Fine Arts in Poznan. He 

lives and works in Poznan. 

Richard Wilson (1953, London) is an author of sculptures and spatial 

installations. He studied at the London College of Printing, the Homsey 

College of Art and at the Reacting University. Co-founder of the Bow 

Gamelan Ensemble (1983-1990) which combined musical and para

theatrical experiments with performative practice. His spatial works, objects 

and quasi-architectural projects utilise modern engineering methods. Author 

of spectacular architectural interventions. 

Dorothee von Windheim (1945, Volmerdingsen, Germany) is a German 

artist, painter, author of photographs, installations and artist's books. She 

studied at the Hochschule fur bildende KUnste in Hamburg. Her works 

investigate the phenomenon of the depiction of reality, the recording of 

an image (face, body, wall, tree), its history and memory. Professor at the 

Kunsthochschule in Kassel, member of the Akademie der KUnste in Berlin. 

KrzysztofWodiczko (1943, Warsaw) is a multimedia artist, art 

theoretician and university teacher. He studied at the Warsaw Academy 

of Fine Arts before leaving Poland in 1977 for Canada and then relocating 

to the United States. He is professor of art design and public domain 

at the Harvard University in Cambridge and has earlier taught at the 

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, where from 1994 he ran the 

Center for Advanced Visual Studies. Author of numerous projects, 

Vehicles and Instruments that reflect his critical/utopian philosophy. Since 

1980 he has carried out over ninety projections on gallery and museum 

walls as well as on building facades and public monuments, addressing 

socio-political issues such as human rights, democracy, violence or 

alienation. Since the late 1990s he has been animating important public 

buildings and monuments with the images and voices of homeless people, 

immigrants, violence victims or war veterans. He lives and works in New 

York, Boston and Warsaw. 
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